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ABSTRACT
The means of producing information and the infrastructure for disseminating it are constantly changing.
The web mobilizes information in electronic formats, making it easier to copy, modify, remix, and
redistribute. This has changed how information is produced, distributed, and used. People are not just
consuming information; they are actively producing, remixing, and sharing information, using the web as a
platform for creativity and production. This is true of software development as well.
It is frequently commented by programmers and researchers who study software development, that
programmers frequently copy and paste code. Although this practice is widely acknowledged, it is rarely
studied directly, or explicitly accounted for in models of software development. However, this attitude is
changing as software becomes more ubiquitous, and software development practice shifts away from the
formal models of software engineering, towards a post-modernist perspective.
This study explores how source code snippets in programming books and on the web are changing
software development practice. By examining program source code using clone detection algorithms, this
study provides a comprehensive view of code copying across 6,190 PHP-language applications. These data
are used to explore the concept of a “remix” method of software production, where software and systems
are built out of copied and pasted snippets of code. These findings are contrasted against both traditional
models of information production coming from informetrics (e.g., authorship, citation analysis), and
models from software engineering (e.g., the Lego Hypothesis). Explanations for observed phenomena are
discussed borrowing metaphors from linguistics, which provide a richer explanation of copy-paste
programming than offered by the Lego Hypothesis.
The focus and findings of this study ultimately point to a pressing demand for further research centered
on the notion of software as information. Software and software repositories hold a large amount of
information about how it was produced, and how it is used, adapted, and maintained. Software informatics
is proposed as an organizing label to study the science of information, practice, and communication around
software. It studies the individual, collaborative, and social aspects of software production and use,
spanning multiple representations of software from design, to source code, to application.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
We live in a world of software, it is not only the pervasive infrastructure which makes everything work, but
it is becoming a ubiquitous presence in our daily lives (Noble, 2007a,b). As such, it is a subject which
warrants greater attention from researchers, from a broad range of academic perspectives and disciplines.
Contemporary research trends reflect a growing interest in studying software outside the narrow contexts
of computer science and software engineering, and point to the emergence of a novel set of perspectives
which treat software as an artifact which can be interrogated with respect to its origins, production, use,
management, maintenance, interpretation, appropriation, etc. There are countless information trails which
run through software, software repositories, and software systems. Identifying and studying these different
trails often comes from the application of research perspectives, methods, and traditions from disciplines
outside of software engineering.
1.1 Recent Trends
Recent research in a variety of disciplines reflects a trend towards studying software as information.
Software as information has been discussed by Wang (2002), in the context of cognitive informatics. This
approach has explored the nature of software as an abstract entity, and how that affects people’s
understandings of it. However, there are many more implications which arise from treating software as
information. Researchers have been capitalizing on the recent abundance of available software and source
code to explore new avenues of interdisciplinary research. In many ways, the research questions and topics
are familiar; yet, their application to software makes them unique. However, they share a common focus on
the topic of software, which brings these research areas together.
1.1.1 Authorship in Software Development
Considering software as information invites questions of its origin and authorship. Several specific research
topics fall within the study of authorship in software. Gray et al.’s work on “software forensics” has
established techniques and methods for identifying and discriminating authors of source code (Gray et al.,
1997). The research borrows from work on author identification in linguistics and humanities studies of
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text. Newby et al. (2003) looked at open source software and tried to model the productivity of
programmers in open source projects, using Lotka’s model of authorship borrowed from bibliometrics. The
analysis not only cast light on the nature of open source software authorship, but also raised issues for the
traditional methods of parameter estimation and model fitting typically used in bibliometrics.
1.1.2 Collaborative Software Development
Studies of programmers have reinforced the collaborative nature of the software development process.
Perry et al. (1994) found that over half of developers’ time was spent interacting with coworkers.
Collaboration occurs not only in co-located settings (e.g., Cherubini et al., 2007; Sawyer et al., 1997;
Teasley et al., 2002) but also in distributed software development where collaboration is more challenging,
but still necessary (Herbsleb et al., 2000). Collaboration has many advantages, but also costs in
maintaining awareness (Gutwin et al., 2004) and dealing with interruption (Mark et al., 2005).
Collaboration is also a highly significant factor in end user tailoring (Nardi, 1993; Robertson, 1998; To¨rpel
et al., 2003). The structure of collaboration across all of these contexts has been studied using social
network analysis methods to determine the degree of control centralization within various open source
developer communities (Crowston and Howison, 2005).
1.1.3 Software and Information Seeking
Software development is not just about the production of information in the form of code. It also involves
the search for information to support the production process. A number of researchers have studied the
information seeking behaviors of software developers, (e.g., Ko et al., 2007; Sonnenwald and Iivonen, 1999),
and have developed information seeking models of programmers (O’Brien and Buckley, 2005). Not
surprisingly this work draws on theories and methods in Library and Information Science.
In addition to using local documents and colleagues, developers are increasingly searching online for
information. Online resources may include example code fragments, modules, or even whole programs from
which extracts may be copied unchanged into a program, or used as a structure for modifying to the
programmer’s unique needs. This activity may be termed “programming by Google”, and is a dramatic
extension of traditional in-house software reuse practices.
Like programmers, the users of software also search for information online, looking for technical help
relating to their application. This may be in response to a confusion they have about usage, or in response
to a system error, or it may be because they are looking to use the application in a novel way, and want to
know if others have tried this before or have any advice on how to proceed. This collaborative help-giving
in online forums occurs for both commercial and open source applications. In the case of open source, a
number of researchers have been investigating both why people do this (Lakhani and von Hippel, 2003)
and how (Singh and Twidale, 2008).
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1.1.4 Programmer as User
A variety of tools have been developed that are intended to support different aspects of the software
development process. Inevitably, these tools are made by other programmers (or themselves). The
assumption that programmers know what other programmers need, and how to design and build for them is
not always valid. Careful observation of existing practice can greatly improve the effectiveness of developed
tools. Such tools include text editors, integrated development environments, compilers, debuggers, version
control systems, bug tracking systems, task management software, and software visualization tools.
As with all applications, these tools need to be evaluated and refined in situated use (e.g., Murphy-Hill,
2006). Such evaluations often reveal not only unexpected problems with the adoption and continued use of
the applications, but also unexpected benefits, as the users (programmers) appropriate the tools in novel
creative ways. Both findings can be used to develop implications for redesign. Examples of this approach
include Biehl et al. (2007) and Halverson et al. (2006). Evaluation has even been applied to the software
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) programmers use, focusing how APIs are learned (Ye et al.,
2007), how they are used in collaborative software development (De Souza et al., 2004), and how they can
be designed for improved usability (Clarke, 2004; Stylos et al., 2008).
1.1.5 User as Programmer
The people who use applications are far from passive recipients of products developed by others. With
software abundance comes the ability to choose which software to adopt and when or if to replace it with
another application, or use both together for different purposes. Applications may also be developed that
enable users to play a direct role in tailoring them to their own particular needs, creating, modifying or
extending a software artifact (Lieberman et al., 2006). Work in this area may be termed end user
programming, end user development or end user software engineering (Burnett et al., 2004).
There are a number of approaches. Some work aims to make general programming more accessible to
more people, by use of various support environments such as visual programming (Jones et al., 2008).
Other approaches aim for a more restricted, less complex resource than a general programming language,
focusing more on tailorability or configurability (e.g., Newman et al., 2002; Wulf et al., 2008).
1.1.6 Innovation in the Use of Software
The development of new features and new applications is no longer the exclusive privilege of expert
software developers. As Von Hippel (2005) found in a number of different markets, end user innovation can
be a critical source of inspiration. This can involve tailoring an application, adding new features, or using
it unmodified but in concert with a number of different applications (Balka and Wagner, 2006; Dourish,
2003; Pipek, 2005). This activity can be to optimize an existing use of the application, or alternatively it
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can be an act of appropriation (Eglash, 2004) where the application is used in a way, in a context, or for a
purpose that the designers of that application had not intended. This activity seems to have many
commonalities with at least some of the components of software development (particularly requirements
capture). It can be useful to consider innovation, appropriation, and tailoring activities at various points
along the continuum from pure software development through to innovative adoption but with no actual
programming.
New media theorists study certain innovations involving appropriation, such as machinima and
animutations (e.g., Bardzell, 2007; Kendall, 2008). For those researchers, the focus is typically on what is
produced, whereas from the perspective of software informatics, the interest is more on how the artifacts
are produced, the appropriations, innovations, tailorings and tool building that occurred, and how the
skills, processes and tools were propagated and refined in use, often as part of a learning community.
As another example, Twidale and Floyd (2008) have been considering the case of top-down versus
bottom-up cyberinfrastructures. Top-down infrastructure development follows a conventional software
engineering process, ideally with a strong user-centered design orientation. Various alternative bottom-up
processes are possible, including researchers rapidly cobbling together a rough kind of ad hoc
cyberinfrastructure out of free or low-cost components such as email, Skype, instant messaging, Google
Documents, Yahoo Groups, Twitter, etc. This is effectively an infrastructure for collaboration just as much
as an integrated collaboratory, but with different strengths and weaknesses. It also seems to be a kind of
software development involving innovation in the coordinated use of software, even if in its extreme case it
involves no actual programming. Assembly of multiple resources into a single web-page, development of
web-mashups, construction of file manipulation macros, etc. are points nearer to software development on
this same continuum.
What is striking about these examples is that they appear thematically to be more similar to each
other, perhaps more so than to the individual disciplines from which they came. They appear to indicate
that there is a common ground at the intersection of software with many disciplines, including: computer
science, software engineering, library and information science, informatics, social informatics, social
sciences, and psychology (see Figure 1.1). This common ground has been called “software informatics” by
Jones and Twidale (2009), reflecting a focus on the role of information and information processes in and
around software; and it serves as a central, organizing concept in this study.
1.2 Remix in Software Production
The creation, dissemination, and use of information are essential topics of Library and Information Science
(LIS). Understanding how information objects are created, distributed, and ultimately used, has influenced
a range of library and information science practices and fields, ranging from collection development, to
information retrieval. The statistical and mathematical measurement and analysis of information objects,
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Figure 1.1: Map situating software informatics among related fields.
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both with respect to the processes which led to their production, and the relationships which exist among
them, have been the central research topics of informetrics, including scientometrics, bibliometrics, citation
analysis, and webometrics. However, the majority of research in these areas has typically focused on
scientific and scholarly writing (with the exception of webometrics which has a broader focus on
measurement of the web in general). That is not to say that they do not have anything to say regarding
other modes of production, indeed the models and theories developed in these disciplines can help explain
and contextualize new phenomena by drawing meaningful analogies to that which has come before.
The means of producing information and the infrastructure for disseminating it are constantly
changing. Advances in web technology have not only created the opportunity for broader participation in
the production of information online, but have also mobilized information in electronic formats which make
it easier to copy, modify, remix, and redistribute. This is changing not only the ways in which information
is produced and distributed, but also how it is used. People are not just consuming information; they are
actively producing, remixing, and sharing information, using the web as a platform for creativity and
production. Creativity in this environment relies heavily on the products of others, what Lawrence Lessig
calls “the creativity of remixing other creativity” (Koman, 2005).
Lessig expands his discussion on remix culture in his book “Remix” 2008. In Remix, Lessig connects
the modern remix culture of the web with what he calls the “Read-Write” culture of earlier generations.
While much of Lessig’s discussion is focused on the expansions to copyright in the late 20th and early 21st
centuries and how those have led to abusive copyright litigation, he does raise the point that
reinterpretation and remix are not “new” or “by-products” of the internet. Rather, these practices have
been a part of creative expression and production for as long as can be remembered, and the internet (and
modern digital technologies) make it easier to find, copy, and share information. In Lessig’s own words:
All that’s new is the technique and the ease with which the product of that technique can be
shared. That ease invites a wider community to participate; it makes participation more
compelling. But the creative act that is being engaged in is not significantly different from the
act Sousa described when he recalled the “young people together singing the songs of the day
or the old songs.” (Lessig, 2008, p. 82).
Much of Lessig’s argument focuses on remix with respect to music and video, especially as they are
shared on the web. Music has a long history of sampling and remix; Goldberg traces it back to the
phonographic medium within the hip-hop and DJ culture (Goldberg, 2004), although it is arguable that
people were copying and sampling from each other prior to the invention of recorded audio. Goldberg’s
history carries through to the modern, digital era and describes how sampling and remixing music is now
“a matter of programming” (Goldberg, 2004, p. 125).
Remix in video includes many forms, including video mashups and animutations. Animutations
(Bardzell, 2007; Kendall, 2008) represent a class of web video production wherein snippets of video and
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animation are sampled, remixed, and published to video sharing sites like YouTube
(http://www.youtube.com/) and Newgrounds (http://www.newgrounds.com/). In animutations little
content, if any, is original; almost all of the imagery and audio are sampled and copied from other sources,
including pop-culture, television, web images, and other animutations. The composition of pre-existing
elements is the creative product.
Remix culture is not restricted to rich media like audio and video. Eduardo Navas takes a
comprehensive view of sampling and remix which is more about the affordance of technology than any
given media:
Today, sampling is practiced in new media culture when any software users including
creative industry professionals as well as average consumers apply cut/copy & paste in diverse
software applications; for professionals this could mean 3-D modeling software like Maya (used
to develop animations in films like Spiderman or Lord of the Rings); and for average persons it
could mean Microsoft Word, often used to write texts like this one. Cut/copy & paste is a vital
new media feature in the development of Remix. In Web 2.0 applications cut/copy & paste is a
necessary element to develop mashups; yet the cultural model of mashups is not limited to
software, but spans across media. (Navas, 2007).
Navas acknowledges remix in software production, referencing both the remixing of scripts and models
in Maya, and web mashups which remix web data and services. It is the ability to cut/copy and paste
which enables the modern, digital, remix culture, and software source code is easily copied and pasted
making it remixable. An example which may be familiar to many is the “View Source” feature introduced
in the Netscape web browser. Many first generation web developers will admit to being self-taught HTML
by viewing the HTML source of other pages and copying the portions they liked or found interesting. The
copying of other’s markup allowed novice web developers to build pages with little formal knowledge of
markup languages, let alone the specifics of the HTML syntax or tag set.
Perkel (2006) and Perkel and Boyd (2007) studied the copying and reuse of media links, customizations,
and styles on the social networking site My Space (http://www.myspace.com/). Perkel describes
copy-paste behavior as “unremarkable, almost unworthy of consideration as a significant technical practice.
However, the small act of copying and pasting blocks of [HTML and stylesheet] code from many different
sources is at the core of many teenagers’ individual expression on MySpace” (Perkel and Boyd, 2007, p. 9).
Perkel draws the connection between copying software code and software artifacts, and creative expression
of the kind typically seen in the more commonly used examples of music and video remix.
The increased availability of software, source code, and online programming resources is changing the
way developers write programs. Recent research points to the pervasive reuse and remixing existing source
code in software development. Widespread software reuse has long been the dream of the software
engineering community; however, reuse in this context means formal mechanisms for abstraction and
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packaging, through entities like function and class libraries, and APIs. In this view, software is created by
linking to, and calling code in pre-existing modules, saving developers the time and effort of writing that
code themselves. However, there is an alternate sense of reuse, which is more accurately described as
remix, in which developers write code through copying and pasting existing code, from various sources.
Some classify this kind of programming as “post-modern” (Noble and Biddle, 2002) because it involves
building new software through the decomposition and reassembly of existing code. Copying and pasting
code has been documented in a number of contexts, using a variety of research methods, including surveys
of developers (Rosson et al., 2005), observations of programmers (Rosson and Carroll, 1993), and locating
and tracing copied code within source code collections (Jones et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2004). Hill et al.
(2010) studied the remix of Scratch programs in the Scratch community website. They found 11,861
programs (8.6%) which were “remixes” of other programs, and found that Scratch programmers were just
as likely to engage positively with people who had remixed their programs, as they were to raise concerns
of plagiarism.
The focus of this study is to examine the remixing and reuse of source code in the production of
open-source software applications by examining traces of code sharing among open-source projects. In
order to examine remixing activity in software production, this study will leverage an information science
perspective, and software engineering techniques, to systematically extract and study evidence of code
copying. This necessarily draws upon a number of research domains and literatures, including: information
science, informetrics, software engineering, and software reuse.
1.3 Software Reuse
Software remix needs to be distinguished from the more general notion of software reuse. Software reuse
emerged as a central theme within software engineering in the late 1960’s in response to a growing
acknowledgement of what has been called the “software crisis”. The software crisis was so named at the
founding conference on software engineering in 1968. In fact, addressing the crisis served as one of the
principal motivations for the establishment of the field of software engineering. The crisis (also called the
“software gap”) manifested itself in a number of ways, most measurably in budget overruns and missed
deadlines, but also in the perception of a losing battle where software projects were growing in complexity
at a rate greater than the ability of programmers to keep pace. Dijkstra (1972) attributed the crisis to the
increasing capabilities of modern computers driving demand for greater functionality in software.
The “solution” to the software crisis was thought to lie in the development of tested and verified
software components and subroutine libraries, which would free the programmer from mundane details and
debugging work. Dijkstra (1972) praised the invention of the subroutine as “the greatest [of] software
inventions ... because it caters for the implementation of one of our basic patterns of abstraction.” The
belief that reusable components would solve the problems of programming was most thoroughly articulated
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at the time by Douglas McIlroy (1968). McIlroy described a vision of the future of programming which he
likened to building with building blocks; components would be mass-produced, readily available,
standardized, and interchangeable, reducing the work of the programmer to the task of specifying what
components he needs and assembling the program from ready-made, pre-existing versions of those
components. This would not only improve software development time, but make software more reliable,
improve its performance, and reduce the number of bugs.
Dijkstra (1972) extended the argument for reusable software components, arguing that abstracting code
into components would allow programmers to handle the growing complexity of larger software systems.
“It has been suggested that there is some law of nature telling us that the amount of
intellectual effort needed [to design a program] grows with the square of program length. But,
thank goodness, no one has been able to prove this law. And this is because it need not be
true. We all know that the only mental tool by means of which a very finite piece of reasoning
can cover a myriad of cases is called “abstraction”; as a result the effective exploitation of his
powers of abstraction must be regarded as one of the most vital activities of a competent
programmer. In this connection it might be worthwhile to point out that the purpose of
abstracting is not to be vague, but to create a new semantic level in which one can be
absolutely precise.” (Dijkstra, 1972, p. 864)
The notion of reusable components has persisted throughout the history of software engineering. In the
late 1970’s structured design emerged as a software design and development practice (Myers, 1978;
Yourdon and Constantine, 1979). Structured design describes a set of methods and techniques for designing
software systems to be modular and reusable. Structured design introduces several metrics for measuring
and evaluating a software system’s quality. Myers (1978) mentions strength, coupling, size, redundancy,
and predictability among others. Yourdon and Constantine (1979) describe a similar set, utilizing the term
“cohesion” rather than strength to refer to the internal consistency of a component or module.
Much of the thinking on reuse intersects in the emergence of object-oriented programming (OOP)
languages. OOP emerged in the 1970’s with the development of the Smalltalk programming language
(Kay, 1993), and introduced new mechanisms for reuse through the definition and extension of classes and
class hierarchies. Higher-level notions of reuse have emerged more recently, in the development of “design
patterns” as reusable elements of software design (Gamma et al., 1995). Gamma et al. (1995) use the
notion of a design pattern (borrowed from architect Christopher Alexander) as a framework for improving
software design through the development of reusable OOP components; however, the patterns themselves
may also be interpreted as reusable elements.
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IEEE Computer Society (2004) describes how reuse practices can be incorporated into the software life
cycle. In the standard, the IEEE outlines several reasons why reuse is considered beneficial, and is to be
encouraged. These include:
• Increase software productivity;
• Shorten software development time;
• Move personnel, tools, and methods more easily from project to project;
• Reduce software development and maintenance costs;
• Produce higher quality software products;
• Improve software product interoperability;
• Provide a competitive advantage to an organization that practices reuse.
The authors of the IEEE standard are careful to distinguish methods of formal and systematic reuse,
from what might be called ad hoc methods, stating:
There are a variety of approaches to implement the concept of reuse. What distinguishes
systematic reuse is the avoidance of the proliferation of multiple versions of otherwise common
elements. For example, if a reuse approach results in multiple instantiations of a common
element, each of which may be modified by software developers, then the element is no longer
common and can no longer be maintained as a single element apart from its instantiations. In
the context of this standard, systematic reuse excludes those approaches.
The authors of the IEEE standard explicitly define systematic reuse as those methods which eliminate
the unnecessary duplication of code. While it is true that from the perspective of long-term system
maintainability duplicated code does pose problems for maintenance, software programming is not always
about building large-scale systems, or even small systems which are long-lived. As programming activities
become more ordinary and everyday, where end users engage in light programming tasks such as scripting,
customizing (Mackay, 1990), programming spreadsheets (Nardi and Miller, 1991), etc., the importance of
highly designed formalisms may give way to the more immediate needs of getting work done.
1.4 Copy-Paste in Software Development
By the IEEE definition, methods of copying and pasting code are not considered “systematic reuse”, and it
is systematic reuse which has been the focus of most research to date in software engineering. Although
copying and reusing source code snippets is acknowledged as a prevalent behavior among developers, there
exists little formal knowledge about copy-paste behavior, including how pervasive the behavior is, how
much code is copied and shared globally among developers, how developers decide when and what to copy,
and how copy-paste factors into software development practice.
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Table 1.1: Kruger’s summary of code scavenging in terms of Abstraction, Selection, Specialization, and
Integration. (Kruger, 1992, p. 140).
Abstraction The reusable artifacts in scavenging are source code fragments. The abstrac-
tions for these artifacts are informal concepts that a software developer has
learned from design and programming experience.
Selection When a programmer recognizes that part of a new application is similar to one
previously written, a search for existing code may lead to code fragments that
can be scavenged.
Specialization A programmer specializes a scavenged code fragment by manually editing it.
The programmer must thoroughly understand the lowest level details of the
code fragment in order to adapt it correctly to its new context.
Integration Integrating a scavenged code fragment into a new context means that the pro-
grammer has to modify the fragment, the context, or both.
Pros In ideal cases of scavenging, a software developer is able to adapt large frag-
ments of source code without significant modification. In these cases, cognitive
distance is small.
Cons In the worst cases, a software developer spends more time locating, under-
standing, modifying, and debugging a scavenged code fragment than the time
required to develop the equivalent software from scratch.
In his review of the research literature on methods of software reuse, Kruger (1992) mentions “code
scavenging” as one method by which programmers reuse code. He describes code scavenging as “an ad hoc,
although effective, approach to reusing software system designs and source code [whose goal] is to reduce
the cognitive effort, the number of keystrokes, and therefore the amount of time required to design,
implement, and debug a new software system. Scavengers copy as much as possible from analogous
systems that have already been designed, implemented, and debugged” (Kruger, 1992, p. 139).
Kruger goes on to describe code scavenging in terms of four aspects of software reuse: abstraction,
selection, specialization, and integration. Kruger’s analysis is summarized in Table 1.1. Kruger (1992)
acknowledges that code scavenging can be effective and provides some evidence as to why, noting the
potential for short cognitive distance between the source and the target contexts.
There are numerous studies of software engineering and software development which report
observations of copy-paste behavior in passing, but do not directly study the behavior. The intentional
copying of source code has been the primary focus of several qualitative studies of software development,
(e.g., Rosson and Carroll, 1993, 1996). These studies have found that programmers do actively copy and
reuse source code when programming. Rosson and Carroll (1993) describe a practice of “active
programming” where Smalltalk programmers bypassed reflection and analysis, and immediately began
using and extending existing components to solve a problem. These findings were later expanded upon,
describing how programmers often coded with several windows open simultaneously and copied code from
various locations in the documentation samples into their current project (Rosson and Carroll, 1996). Kim
et al. (2004) observed similar copy-paste behavior in their small-scale, qualitative study of programmers.
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While they did not enumerate many details as to the sources of copied code beyond “documentation,
someone else’s code, or their own code”, they did observe that when the programmers they studied copied
from, they tended to copy other related chunks of code as well. Stylos and Myers (2006) found developers
used the web and web search engines to find code which could be copied and reused. Brandt et al. (2009)
explored the role of the web more thoroughly, finding it was a primary resource for most web developers.
However, these studies provide rich descriptions of programmer behavior, but only about a narrow
sampling of programmers. Rosson and Carroll (1993, 1996) observed four Smalltalk programmers; Kim
et al. (2004) observed nine Java developers – four directly and five via a system logger; Stylos and Myers
(2006) studied three small programming projects; and Brandt et al. (2009) observed 20 web developers.
Brandt et al. did follow-up their lab-study with an analysis of programmer search queries, identifying
search behavior indicative of an intent to copy. The method of observation or experimentation employed in
these studies precludes a feasible study on a large scale.
While the authors of the above mentioned studies on copying behavior generally withhold specific value
judgments of the practice, there is some mention of problems stemming from the copying of code.
However, generally within software engineering the attitude towards “programming by copy-paste” is more
negative, and the practice is almost universally discouraged. Criticisms span a range of factors, including:
increased costs of managing duplicated code within a project; increased risks associated with potential
bugs and vulnerabilities being propagated; and bad design aesthetics (Kapser and Godfrey, 2006b).
1.5 Software Clones
The copying of code has been studied within software engineering as well, mostly in the area of clone
analysis. Software clones are regions of source code which are highly similar; these regions of similarity are
called clones, clone classes, or clone pairs. While there are several reasons why two regions of code may be
similar, the majority of the clone analysis literature attributes cloning activity to the intentional copying
and duplication of code by programmers (Roy and Cordy, 2007); clones may also be attributable to
automatically generated code, or the constraints imposed by the use of a particular framework or library
(Al-Ekram et al., 2005; Kapser and Godfrey, 2006a). The objective in identifying duplicated or highly
similar regions of code is so that they may be refactored (e.g., Higo et al., 2004) or removed from the
software. The reasons for wanting to remove clones mainly center around the fact that clones unnecessarily
increase the size of the code base, and complicate future maintenance efforts.
Clone analysis research typically comes in one of two varieties, either research on improving the
algorithms in terms of performance and accuracy, or clone analytic studies which discuss the application of
clone detection tools on software systems. The majority of clone analysis studies which have examined real
software projects, typically look only within a single software project, or among a small handful of
projects. This can be attributed to the origins of clone analysis algorithms which were developed in order
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to address the specific problems of identifying duplicate code in large software systems as the amount of
code grows beyond the capacity for simple inspection (Baker, 1992). Clone analysis studies report a
number of values indicating how much code was cloned. In their extensive review of clone analysis
research, Roy and Cordy (2007) report that between 5% and 20% of code in large-scale software systems is
duplicated or copied. Baker (1992) reported up to 38% of code in the systems she studied was cloned;
Ducasse et al. (1999) found 59.3% of the system they studied was copied code (a more detailed discussion
of relevant clone analysis studies is provided in Section 2.2). It is difficult to compare these numbers
directly as the studies each used different metrics for reporting the clone coverage, and used different clone
detection algorithms. There are several methods for identifying duplicate regions of code in software,
including methods for identifying exact copies, as well as copies which include minor variations in
identifiers and literals. Further discussion of specific clone detection algorithms is provided in Section 3.3.
Several studies have applied clone detection algorithms in analyzing the amount of shared code among
multiple applications, although there are few such studies and none have examined a large number of
applications. Kamiya et al. (2002) in reporting on their clone detection algorithm, ran an analysis of the
FreeBSD, Linux, and NetBSD operating systems and found that between 0.6% and 18.6% of the source
code between the operating systems was duplicate code. Al-Ekram et al. (2005) and Kapser and Godfrey
(2006a) examined a set of popular Linux text editors and windows managers, and found little evidence of
clones shared between the systems studied. They attributed this to the fact that programmers “clone from
code they know about”, indicating that programmers have better knowledge of the code they are writing
rather than the code of other projects. These are two seemingly contradictory findings about cloning
between applications – one that indicates there is potentially a large proportion of source code shared
between two distributions of the BSD operating system, and another which indicates that similar
applications share little intentionally copied code.
1.6 Broad Scope of the Research Space
In scoping out this research project, a number of questions surrounding the notion of “software remix” and
copy-paste programming were explored as possible avenues for research. A partial list of these questions
has been included here to help frame the discussion of software remix, particularly as it relates to emergent
trends in software engineering, information science, and social informatics. Not all of these questions are
addressed in this study; the specific set of questions addressed by this study are found in Section 1.8.
‘Who’ questions: Who is copying code, who is more/less inclined? Are there differences between
sharers and copiers? Does copied code follow social network ties in the open-source ecosystem? How is
trust established among individuals as to the security and quality of the code being shared?
‘What’ questions: What kind of code gets copied? What gets shared (i.e., buggy code vs. working
code)? What other information is posted/shared with code (e.g., rationale, documentation, comments,
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discussion, data, etc)? How much copied code is actually retained, and how much is modified when pasted
(e.g., the philosopher’s axe problem)?
‘Where’ questions: Where is code copied from? Where is code pasted to? Does the source have an
impact on the destination/use? What is the provenance of source code (e.g., can we reconstruct a stemma
of code documents?) Is there an affinity to sources (i.e., does copying one snippet from a source increase
the odds another snippet will be copied from the same source)? Are there variations in copy behavior
across development environments, languages, or tools? Are there variations in copying/sharing based on
the geography of developers?
‘When’ questions: When in the development lifecycle is code copied? When shared? When are
developers more likely to copy code (i.e., in programmer’s lifecycle)? Are there persistently popular
snippets which are shared, or do preferences/patterns change over time? How old/new is the code being
copied?
‘Why’ questions: Why copy code? Why share code? Why is this all happening now? Why wasn’t
this how I learned to program 15 years ago?
‘How’ questions: How can snippets be described in order to be more findable? How does one
effectively manage copied code? How does the infrastructure affect code copying? How do we
support/encourage learning through copying? How do programmers determine what to copy and what not
to copy? How do programmers find code to copy? How do programmers decide between different, but
similar snippets? How do programmers verify the accuracy and integrity of copied code? How does code
communicate its meaning?
1.7 Information Production Process
Egghe and Rousseau (1990) introduced the concept of the “information production process” (IPP) in order
to bring together numerous informetric and bibliometric theories and models. The IPP perspective is not so
much concerned with the specific details of how specific information objects get produced, but rather how
production happens in a broad sense. In the IPP framework, entities are divided into two classes: sources
and items. The IPP framework characterizes the production of items by sources. Egghe and Rousseau
provide IPP-descriptions of several research fields, enumerating the sources and items which could be
measured in each field. For example: econometrics studies the production of goods by workers; linguistics,
the production of words in texts; bibliometrics, the production of publications by authors or journals, or
the production of library circulation activity by books, or the production of citations by publications. The
central concept of information production, brings together a diverse body of research from many fields, and
similarly it can serve as a useful framework for describing some aspects of software production.
Within the topic of software production there are many different information flows which may be
studied, including: design specifications, source code, documentation, software libraries, applications and
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services, code repositories, revision histories, and more. Furthermore, many research questions can be
asked about these documents pertaining to their origin, evolution, description, organization, dissemination,
use, impact, etc. These multiple entities and topics can be mapped into the IPP framework in a number of
ways. For example, some sources which could be considered include: code snippets, functions/methods,
classes, modules/packages, source code files, source code directories, code libraries, projects, code
repositories, code revisions, code bugs, code clones, patches, applications, programmers, and users. Most of
these entities can also be considered items, and some additional items include: dependencies, revisions,
copies, errors, comments, branches, forks, installations, bug reports, design specifications, lines of code,
patterns, and file formats.
Pairing these sources and items in a production relationship allows researchers to interrogate the
productive output of a given source; model the collective productivity of all sources; compare sources based
on their productivity; and examine the interconnections between sources and items. For example, in
bibliometrics, applying the IPP framework to citations among scholarly papers not only allows one to see
who cites whom, but also how papers/authors/journals are related through patterns of common citation
(i.e., bibliographic coupling); a similar analysis on software references (e.g., include statements) could
produce a graph of software components, or clusters of related components. Additionally, comparisons can
be drawn between the world of software and other domains, by comparing the patterns and distributions of
similar processes.
In this study, methods and theories from both software engineering and information science are blended
to address a hybrid set of research questions. But the connections between disciplines and approaches are
not one-way streets. Just as this study applies information science theories and models to software
engineering data and methods, so too does it raise questions about those theories and models. For
example, given the informetric models were derived from scholarly writing where the modus operandi is
the production of original works, what do current informetric models and theories of information
production have to say about the emerging remix culture described by Navas (2007) and Lessig (2008)
where large portions of new works are copied and borrowed from others?
1.8 Organization of this Study
This study can be divided into two main parts, each with its own purpose, specific research questions, and
contributions. The two parts of this study progress from the general to specific. In the most general sense,
this study is motivated by the following, broad questions: how is code copying and sharing used as an
active programming strategy? How is source code copied, shared, and applied towards the production of
software systems? How is the web shaping these practices? These questions are broken down into more
specific research questions in the following two parts of this study.
Part I of this study maps the general landscape of cloning across a large collection of open source
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projects and the web. Part II addresses the role of clones as informal abstractions and evaluates their
“reusability” through testing the conditions of the Lego hypothesis (Potanin et al., 2005; Noble, 2007b).
1.8.1 Part I: Establishing the Landscape of Software Remix and Reuse
The first part of this study seeks to establish a broad perspective on the practice of code copying across
many, diverse software projects. Prior research on programming by copy-paste have typically been small in
scale, employing qualitative methods, and yielding anecdotal evidence of code copying behavior. Most
research on the large-scale detection of code clones, has typically only been done within the context of a
single application or system, and where studies have been done among multiple systems, they have been
limited in scope. The result of these limitations is that we do not have a good sense of how widespread and
pervasive code copying and sharing is as a practice. The objective of this first section is to establish a
macroscopic view of copy-paste behavior to the extent it can be measured “in the wild” and on a large
scale. This study will conduct a systematic analysis of copying and cloning, examining source code from a
large collection of open-source projects. The findings of this analysis will contribute to our general
understanding of copying behavior in software programming, providing a macroscopic perspective on the
practice.
The first step to mapping the landscape of copy-paste programming is to identify the copied code. The
most effective and efficient method for systematically identifying copied code is to use a clone-detection
algorithm to find instances of cloned code from a database of software source code. This study will use a
parameterized string matching algorithm to identify code clones in three source code datasets. The first
data set, PILOT, was used in a pilot study for this research, and consists of JavaScript source code
documents from several hundred Google Maps and Yahoo! Maps mashup applications. The second data
set, OPENSOURCE, is a large set of open-source PHP code collected from SourceForge. The final data
set, SNIPPETS, is a set of several thousand code snippets collected from five popular programming books
and three different websites where code snippets are shared among developers. Details of the datasets can
be found in Section 3.1.
Once the clones are extracted, their properties will be measured and described. The questions
enumerated below are guides to the kinds of descriptive statistics which will be measured and reported.
Cloning activity will be described on two levels: the project level, and the clone level.
There exist numerous web sites and other media to which programmers turn to seek advice and
assistance. Often, that assistance is in the form of source code (Jones and Churchill, 2009). Code snippets
collected from a set of popular programming books and programming-related web sites will be included
with the program source code. Finally, by examining the distribution of clones across the OPENSOURCE
and SNIPPETS datasets, this study will explore the role of the web in code sharing and code distribution.
Questions pertaining to the characterization of software projects:
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1. What is ‘typical’ cloning behavior (i.e., how many clones per project, how many lines of code are
cloned)?
2. What is the typical ratio of internal to external cloning? (i.e., is it more or less likely that code is
copied within a project rather than between projects?)
3. How much code, on average, is shared between projects?
4. Are there particular projects which have significantly more clones? If so, are there any characteristics
of these projects which may explain the increased proportion of shared code?
5. Are there particular projects which have significantly fewer clones? If so, are there any characteristics
of these projects which may explain the decreased proportion of shared code?
6. Are there patterns to the occurrence of clones within projects? e.g., do certain clones, or sequences of
clones, appear together more frequently than would be expected by random chance?
Questions pertaining to the characterization of clones:
7. What is the distribution of clone instances/frequency? Is there a typical or average rate of incidence?
Are there any outliers (i.e., any which occur significantly more or less frequently than the average)?
8. What is the distribution of clone lengths? Is there a typical or average length? Are there any outliers
(i.e., any which are significantly longer than the average)?
Questions pertaining to the sharing of snippets:
9. Are social media web sites and programming book examples more likely than random to contain
copied code?
10. How much cloned code is shared between projects and snippet sources?
1.8.2 Part II: Testing the Lego Hypothesis
The second part of this study will evaluate the distributions of clones measured in the previous section to
determine if there is evidence to support or refute the Lego hypothesis. The Lego hypothesis states that
“software can be put together like Lego, out of lots of small interchangeable components” (Rickerby, 2005).
Drawing on the analogy of Lego toys, the Lego hypothesis asserts that small systems are built from a small
number of roughly uniform-sized components, and larger systems are built from a larger number of the
same sized bricks. That is to say, when you want to build something big, you use more components, not
bigger components – staying consistent with the experience of building with Lego toys. Noble and
colleagues have searched for empirical evidence supporting the Lego hypothesis by measuring object sizes
in large-scale Java-based systems; they conclude that the distribution of component sizes exhibits a
scale-free pattern, indicating that there are many, small components, and few very-large components, thus
refuting the Lego hypothesis. A more detailed discussion of the Lego hypothesis is provided in Section 2.5.
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The test of the Lego hypothesis conducted by Potanin et al. (2002, 2005) and Noble (2007a,b) found
evidence of a scale-free distribution among reference pointers to in-memory objects within a large-scale
object-oriented program. From this, it may be concluded that the Lego hypothesis does not hold. In this
analysis, the “size” of a component has been measured by the number of references that component
accumulates in the course of the execution of a program. Equally valid is an interpretation of size as
defined by the number of lines of code, or some other measure of the “physical” size of the component.
Drawing on previous research, and theoretical constructs used in informetrics, at least two different
arguments can be constructed which either support or refute the notion that copied snippets of code would
conform to the distribution indicated in the Lego hypothesis.
The first argument draws on the notion of a software snippet, and the code scavenging behavior
described by Kruger above. Kruger (1992) discusses code scavenging as a method of reducing the cognitive
overhead of writing code, implying that there is a cognitive limit which would constrain the length of any
given snippet of copied code. While a snippet lacks a clear or precise definition, the fact that the snippets
being evaluated are defined by the act of being copied and pasted, likely places an upper bound on the size
of a snippet. This upper bound may be determined by the capacity of a programmer to absorb and
interpret a given chunk of code (cf. Miller, 1956); it may be circumscribed by internal abstractions within
the code such as function boundaries, code blocks, etc; or it may be an artifact of the underlying
programming technology (e.g., the amount of code visible in a single screen). If it is either the case that
there is a cognitive limit, or a technological limit, we would expect to see a distribution of clone sizes,
and/or clone instances which does not conform to the power-law distribution observed by Potanin et al.
(2005). However, if the programmer is leveraging internal abstractions within the code, then we may still
see larger clones consistent with a scale-free distribution, or we may not.
The second argument draws on the success-breeds-success model used in bibliometrics to explain
power-law distributions in phenomena like author productivity (Lotka, 1926), citation counts (Bradford,
1934), web hyperlinking (Baraba´si and Albert, 1999), etc. de Solla Price (1976) describes a model which
produces what he called the cumulative advantage distribution, in which success breeds further success
(e.g., publishing a paper increases the chances that an author will publish a second paper, which increases
the chances she will publish a third paper, and so on). This leads to the highly skewed, power-law
distributions found in numerous informetric domains and systems.
The urn model proposed by (de Solla Price, 1976) could be used to explain the copying and sharing of
source code snippets. Copying a snippet, increases its presence in the code database, which increases the
likelihood that it will be copied again. This is consistent with an intuitive understanding of how the system
of programming via copy-paste would work. Assuming a programmer is looking for code to copy, the more
“findable” snippets are more likely to be copied, and the more instances of a given snippet exist, the more
likely a programmer is to encounter it and copy it (cf. Kapser and Godfrey, 2006a). This leads to the
expectation that frequency distribution of clones would conform to a power-law distribution, similar to the
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observation of Potanin et al. (2005).
Both of these arguments are equally plausible and it is possible that they are not mutually exclusive,
meaning that the two notions of scale being measured here are inherently different, and function differently
in terms of the distributions they produce. This study will evaluate both metrics of scale for their
conformance to the power-law distribution. Specifically, this section will address the following research
questions:
Is there empirical evidence that copying code acts as a “Lego”-style assembly method of
software development?
11. Does the size distribution of code clones conform to a power-law distribution?
12. Does the frequency distribution of code clones conform to a power-law distribution?
13. Does clone size vary predictably with application size?
In the case that the Lego hypothesis is confirmed, meaning that there is no evidence of a scale-free
distribution, this would inform our understanding of how copy-paste works as a non-systematic method of
software reuse. It would support the argument that software can be composed through a remix-style,
copy-paste assembly of existing code snippets. This could draw more attention to the practice of
copy-paste programming, encouraging research into new code search engine techniques, new code sharing
services, new code authoring tools, etc. In the case that the Lego hypothesis is rejected, and there is
evidence of a scale-free distribution to copying, we would have gained valuable insights into the underlying
process model which drives information production through copying. This is an area of informetrics for
which we have no specific models or theories, and the findings of this study could contribute towards the
establishment of theories which could inform a broad range of activities in remix culture.
1.9 Research Hypotheses
Drawing on the insights from informetric theories, previous studies of software cloning, and the findings of
the pilot study for this project, several hypotheses have been formulated, which are enumerated briefly
below.
1. The amount of cloning will vary with a project’s maturity. Projects which are less mature will have
more clones and/or higher clone coverage; while projects which are more mature will have fewer
clones and/or lower clone coverage.
2. The amount of cloning will vary with the number of developers working on a project. Projects with
more developers will see increased amounts of cloning; while projects with fewer developers will have
fewer clones.
3. The size of copied code snippets will be bounded, with the average size of a copied snippet being
fairly small (e.g., less than “one screen’s”-worth of code).
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4. The frequency with which snippets of code are copied will follow a “success-breeds-success” model,
with most snippets being copied just a few times, and a minority being copied very frequently.
The first hypothesis asserts that the amount of cloning observed in a project will decrease with the
project’s maturity. This follows from observations in clone analysis which have shown that the amount of
cloning in a project stabilizes, and even reduces, over the lifespan of a project. The second hypothesis
asserts that cloning activity will vary as a function of the number of developers on a project. This
hypothesis follows from the simple urn model presented in the previous section. The third hypothesis is
rooted in Kruger’s observations that copying code is a cognitive shortcut, and thus should be expected to
exhibit a bounded size and scale. The last hypothesis tests the urn model of code snippet selection.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Software Informatics
Software informatics necessarily draws on the more general definition of informatics. Fourman (2002)
defines informatics as “the science of information,” and later defines compound, discipline-specific topics,
such as bio-informatics, as “the specialization of informatics to the management and processing of data,
information and knowledge in the named discipline. Software informatics has been defined as “the science
of information, practice, and communication around software. It studies the individual, collaborative, and
social aspects of software production and use, spanning multiple representations of software from design, to
source code, to application,” (Jones and Twidale, 2009).
Like many other informatics areas (e.g., social informatics), software informatics is defined around a
common research interest rather than any specific methods or theories. This is partly due to the emergence
of software informatics from many related disciplines, which do not necessarily share common methods or
theories.
2.1.1 Comparison to Software Engineering
One of the closest neighboring disciplines to software informatics is software engineering. Software
engineering, as defined by the IEEE Computer Society, is “the application of a systematic, disciplined,
quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application
of engineering to software” (Abran and Moore, 2004). From this definition, software engineering is
particularly concerned with formal methods of software development, with the primary objective of
improving software quality. It could be argued that the literal definition of software engineering does not
allow for studies of the social networks of programmers in open-source software development, for example,
as this is not an engineering question. However, the objective of defining software informatics as a distinct
field is not to engage in a turf war with software engineering, but rather to highlight a broader perspective
on software as a focus of research and interest which goes beyond engineering. Indeed, there is substantial
desirable and productive overlap between software engineering and software informatics.
These overlaps should not be seen as a problem, but as an indication in the emphasis of research. For
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example the focus of much software engineering research is on large scale professional software projects.
Examples used often include control systems for nuclear power stations, air traffic control, financial records
processing, etc. Open source software development has become a growing area of interest in the field, but
can be treated as a somewhat anomalous process to be studied for its differences from conventional
methods. In any case it still typically involves skilled programmers. However, as well as these kinds of
software development, software informatics examines development activities further down the programming
skill spectrum to include issues of tailoring and end user programming.
Additionally certain aspects of the larger process of software development may have a different
emphasis or approach. Thus tool development is an important part of software engineering as are
quantitative methods for the evaluation of those tools. Software informatics might focus more on the
interface to the tool, the qualitative nature of situated use of the tool, innovations, and appropriations of
the tool, and explorations of why a tool was adopted in one context but not in another, or initially adopted
but abandoned in a third. Also, drawing more heavily on information science than software engineering
usually does, software informatics may look more at the information seeking practices in the software
development process and how that plays out in conversations, paper and electronic documents, code
fragments and how-to help.
2.1.2 Comparison to Social Informatics
Informatics as a whole include “the study of communication as a process that links people together, to
affect the behavior of individuals and organizations” (Fourman, 2002) which ties informatics broadly to
social processes and practices. As a result, software informatics overlaps with social informatics. However,
social informatics focuses on the “design, uses and consequences of information technologies that takes into
account their interaction with institutional and cultural contexts.” (Kling, 1999). Many topics identified in
the previous chapter as being part of the emerging trend towards software informatics may also be
considered social informatics. However, there are some subtle differences which distinguish the two.
In the simplest sense, social informatics is concerned with the effects of information technologies on
social and cultural contexts. Information technologies are typically treated as products, or artifacts within
a social context of use, which may co-evolve with the social context; however, the focus is on the social
context, and the interactions between the technology and its usage and evolution.
By comparison, software informatics takes the software as the focus, and studies how it is created and
changed through use. Social practices may emerge and evolve around the development and use of software.
However, there are numerous topics which are related to the design, development, and use of software which
do not fall within the scope of social informatics; for example, the study by psychologists of the process of
programming (e.g., Weinberg, 1998). One might also consider the measurement and tabulation of features
of the software source code (e.g., tracking the occurrence of bugs within or between software systems) as
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software informatics, but this is not typically something one would consider within social informatics.
2.1.3 Software as Information
A defining characteristic of software informatics is the treatment of ‘software as information’. That phrase
has several possible meanings, as there are many different information flows which may be studied,
including: design specifications, source code, documentation, software libraries, applications and services,
code repositories, revision histories, and more. Treating these software artifacts as information objects or
documents (cf. Taylor, 2004), opens up new lines of inquiry around their origin, evolution, description,
organization, dissemination, use, and impact.
As noted software engineering focuses on software’s origins and methods of production. However, the
science of software production is broader than software development methods. An analogy can be drawn to
the information science study of informetrics and bibliometrics, which characterizes the general processes
of scholarly information production and use as documented in information objects and bibliographic
records. This is a powerful complement to research in science and technology studies that more typically
uses ethnographic methods to observe and understand the behaviors of scientists in the lab. Both
informetrics and science and technology studies tell us about the production of scientific knowledge, but in
different ways and answering different sub-questions.
Egghe and Rousseau (1990) introduced the concept of the “information production process” (IPP) in
order to bring together numerous informetric and bibliometric theories and models. In the IPP framework,
entities are divided into two classes: sources and items. The IPP framework characterizes the production
of items by sources. Egghe and Rousseau provide IPP-descriptions of several research fields, enumerating
the sources and items which could be measured in each field. For example: econometrics studies the
production of goods by workers; linguistics, the production of words in texts; bibliometrics, the production
of publications by authors or journals, or the production of library circulation activity by books, or the
production of citations by publications. The central concept of information production brings together a
diverse body of research from many fields, and similarly it can serve as a useful framework for describing
some aspects of software informatics.
One can apply the two-part framework of the information production process to software, and begin to
enumerate several research topics. This discussion is provided as a demonstration of what can be gained by
taking a software informatics approach, which draws upon multiple disciplines for methods, theories, and
frameworks for analysis and understanding. In the software universe, some sources which could be
considered include: code snippets, functions/methods, classes, modules/packages, source code files, source
code directories, code libraries, projects, code repositories, code revisions, code bugs, code clones, patches,
applications, programmers, and users. Most of these entities can also be considered items, and some
additional items include: dependencies, revisions, copies, errors, comments, branches, forks, installations,
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bug reports, design specifications, lines of code, patterns, and file formats.
Pairing these sources and items in a production relationship allows researchers to interrogate the
productive output of a given source; model the collective productivity of all sources; compare sources based
on their productivity; and examine the interconnections between sources and items. For example, in
bibliometrics, applying the IPP framework to citations among scholarly papers not only allows you to see
who cites whom, but also how papers/authors/journals are related through patterns of common citation
(i.e., bibliographic coupling); a similar analysis on software references (e.g., include statements) could
produce a graph of software components, or clusters of related components. Additionally, comparisons can
be drawn between the world of software and other domains, by comparing the patterns and distributions of
similar processes.
Of course, software informatics is more than just the application of IPPs to software production, and
indeed the enumeration of sources and items given above is not even complete with respect to that topic.
Rather, this example has been provided as a thought exercise on how thinking of software as information
can broaden the research space, and provide new contexts for comparison.
2.2 Software Cloning
The copying and duplication of source code has been studied in software engineering under several topic
areas. The most prominent research area within software engineering which studies the duplication of
source code is clone analysis; other treatments of code copying and duplication include studies of
programmer behavior, code plagiarism detection algorithms, the post-modern programming movement, as
well as the development of some specialized programming languages. Clone analysis is, however, the largest
area of research related to code duplication.
Clone analysis studies have primarily focused on two aspects of code duplication: the development of
algorithms for detecting the duplicate code, and the analysis of duplicate code in various software systems.
Clone analysis has typically been used to measure the quality of source code, and indicate areas for
refactoring (Fowler and Beck, 2000) and improvement. The general argument against cloning (i.e., the
duplication of similar or identical code) is that similar regions of code represent unnecessary duplication
within the program, which increases the cost and complexity of maintaining the code as programmers must
track more code, make repeated edits to multiple clones, and can easily propagate bugs. Many clones can
be (and should be) abstracted into a single, reusable component, e.g., a function, or class (Higo et al.,
2004), rather than being repeated.
Brooks (1995) found that the cost of maintaining software grows exponentially with the number of
instructions in the system’s source code. Brooks estimated the exponent of growth to be 1.5, meaning that
given two programs, one twice as long as the other, the longer program will cost almost three times as
much to maintain over time as the shorter one. A program five times as long would incur over eleven times
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the maintenance costs. This is a strong motivation for minimizing the number of instructions, however, it
should be noted that these calculations do not account for the human legibility and understandability of
the source code - issues which may benefit from increased verbosity. Nonetheless, improved maintainability
is a principal motivation for detecting and eliminating duplicated software.
Clones appear in software due to several causes. From the perspective of optimizing software and
system design, there is not much concern with how the clones came to exist, merely where they exist. As a
result, little is known about where clones come from and it is generally accepted that a primary cause of
software cloning is the copying and pasting of source code (Roy and Cordy, 2007). Another cause of clones
is accidental cloning (Al-Ekram et al., 2005) in which highly similar regions of code are produced out of the
specific routine interactions with standard libraries or software modules. These clones are not necessarily
the result of an intentional copy-paste action, but emerge out of the nature of the programming task. A
third cause of clones is automatically generated code from CASE tools or visual programming
environments, which tend to be very similar due to their algorithmic production.
This section will introduce clone analysis, providing necessary definitions and concepts, as well as
describing two popular methods for clone detection while mentioning other algorithm-types not being
explored or used in this study. Following this will be a discussion of relevant findings from clone analysis
studies.
Clones, as the name implies, are copied regions of code. However, unlike a biological clone, a software
clone may or may not be exactly the same. The degree of similarity varies from an exact superficial copy
to more semantically similar regions of code (they do the same thing) or structurally similar regions of
code (similar patterns of statements). There are four general types of clones (Roy and Cordy, 2007):
Type I code fragments which are exactly identical, the only differences are in non-meaningful whitespace
(e.g., spacing and layout) and comments (which are typically not included in the comparison of
clones).
Type II code fragments which are syntactically or structurally identical; allowing for the minor
differences of Type I clones as well as differences in identifiers (e.g., variable names, function names),
types, and literals (e.g., values and constants).
Type III code fragments which are similar or identical, but have been modified more extensively. In
addition to the differences allowed for by Type I and Type II clones, Type III clones allow individual
statements within the clone to be added, changed, rearranged, or removed.
Type IV code fragments which perform the same functionality, but through different methods, or code
fragments which are highly similar by nature of their interactions with common code libraries or
modules.
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1 x = 5;
2 if (x < y) {
3 y = y + 1; /* increment y */ }
4 else {
5 y = y - 1; /* decrement y */ }
Listing 2.1: The first code fragment of an example of a Type I clone.
1 // initialize x
2 x=5;
3 if (x<y) {
4 // add one to y
5 y=y+1;
6 }
7 else {
8 // subtract one from y
9 y=y-1;
10 }
Listing 2.2: A Type I clone of the code fragment found in Listing 2.1.
2.2.1 Type I Clones
A Type I clone represents two or more regions of code which are exactly the same, with only minor
variations in formatting, and comments. Given that whitespace and comments are typically ignored in
clone detection algorithms, these variations are not visible to the comparison algorithms. The following
two fragments of code are an example of a Type I clone:
The differences between these fragments are restricted to variations in the spacing between symbols,
the comments (see lines 1, 4, and 8 in Listing 2.2), and the placement of the braces. If non-meaningful
whitespace and comments are removed, and the remaining code is written in a single line (Listing 2.3), it
becomes apparent that the two fragments above are indeed exact copies of each other.
The kind of exact clones shown in the above example are usually a result of direct copying of code,
although it is always a possibility that two fragments of code just happen to be exactly the same even
though they were not copied one from the other. The likelihood of two fragments of code being exactly the
same due to random circumstances or coincidence decreases as the clone gets longer.
1 x=5;if(x<y){y=y+1;} else{y=y-1;}
Listing 2.3: Normalized form of the code fragment found in Listing 2.1 and 2.2.
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1 a = 10; // let a be 10
2 if (a < b) // check the bounds
3 { // move b to the right 6
4 b = b + 6;
5 }
6 else
7 { // move b to the left 2
8 b = b - 2;
9 }
Listing 2.4: A Type II clone of the code fragment in Listing 2.1 and 2.2.
2.2.2 Type II Clones
Type I clones only allow for variations in whitespace and code comments. Typically, when code is copied,
it is modified (Kim et al., 2004). Type II clones are clones which have had identifiers, literals, types, etc.
modified, while preserving the same overall sequencing and structure of the code. Changes in variable
names, values, function names, etc. make these clones more complex than Type I clones. A simple example
of a Type II clone is given in the following listings.
The code fragment in Listing 2.4 differs from the code fragments in Listings 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 in terms of
the names of variables and the structure of the code; however, it shares the overall syntactic structure and
the sequence of statements is very similar.
Listing 2.4 is a Type II clone of fragments in Listings 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
2.2.3 Type III Clones
Type II clones represent a broader class of clones than Type I clones, and can identify highly similar
regions of code even when the code has been modified slightly. However, programmers may further modify
code fragments, or similar code fragments may be present in more diffuse regions of code. This can happen
when new statements are inserted into the clone, statements are removed, the syntactic structure of
statements is modified, or the order of statements is permuted. These variations define Type III clones,
which represent an even broader sense of similarity with respect to given code fragments. Listing 2.5
contains a Type III clone of the code fragments given earlier.
2.2.4 Type IV Clones
Type IV clones are typically not the result of code copying, but rather are of interest to software engineers
in that they represent functionally similar or identical regions of code (code which does the same thing)
and thus should be optimized into a single, reusable component. Type IV clones also include the types of
clones which have been called “incidental” (Al-Ekram et al., 2005), meaning clones which occur due to
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1 a = 3;
2 if (a < b) {
3 b = b + 2;
4 }
5 else {
6 a = 0; // an added statement
7 b = b - 5;
8 }
Listing 2.5: A Type III clone of the code fragment in Listings 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4.
there being only a single way (or limited number of ways) of coding functionality. For example, there may
only be one way to achieve a given objective using a particular code library, and thus programs which use
that library for that purpose will have the same (or very similar) code fragments around that interaction.
2.3 Clone Analysis
Typically, clone analysis has been used as a tool for identifying inefficiencies and problematic areas of code
so that they can be identified, tracked, and managed through the software development lifecycle and
possibly eliminated through refactoring (e.g., Higo et al., 2002, 2004, 2008; Duala-Ekoko and Robillard,
2007; Toomim et al., 2004). As a result of this focus, clone analysis has typically only been used to study
the duplication of code within a given system or between multiple versions of a single system. This section
reports on some of the significant findings of clone analysis research with respect to the frequency of
occurrence and distribution of code duplication, and the patterns of duplication over the life of a project.
Clone analysis has many metrics for measuring clone behavior. The most common metric is coverage
which is the total ratio of cloned code to all code evaluated. Coverage can be defined in terms of lines of
source code, files, components, or other meaningful units; and relative to all clone classes, a specific clone
class, or subset of clone classes. Some studies opt not to report the clone coverage, preferring simply to
report the number of clones or clone pairs identified. Additionally, differences in the clone detection
algorithm used, the programming language studied, and scale of the software system can complicate
comparisons between studies.
In light of these issues, generalized statements about the coverage of duplicated code, and thus the
overall frequency with which code is copied, should be considered carefully. Baker (1995) found that 19%
of the X Windows source code (written in C) was duplicated code, and as much as 12% of the entire
codebase could be eliminated if duplicates were removed. Ducasse et al. (1999) studied four different
software systems written in four different languages and found clone coverage varying from 8.7% for the
gcc compiler written in C up to 59.3% for a payroll system written in COBOL. Kamiya et al. (2002) found
that between 8.76% and 29.15% of the lines of source code of the JDK system was duplicated code.
In a study of the Linux operating system kernel, Kapser and Godfrey (2003a,b) studied the distribution
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of clones within a system, looking at the co-occurrence of clone pairs within the same function, same file,
same directory, and across different directories. From their findings they developed a taxonomy of clone
pairs based on their proximity; several other taxonomies have been developed and are summarized in Roy
and Cordy (2007). They found that most (52.2%) clone pairs co-occur within the same file, 25.8% within
files in the same directory, and the remaining clone pairs are spread across files in different directories.
Additionally, they found that less than 1% of cloned code occurs outside the context of a function. This
supports the argument that copied code snippets are bounded in size.
Kapser and Godfrey (2004) constructed a clone taxonomy based on where code is copied from (see
Table 2.1). They first break down cloning based on its locality, within the same region, within the same
file, between files in the same directory, and finally between different directories. Next, they subdivide
these categories based on where the clones occur within the code, and their scope. Clones can occur within
matched regions (e.g., Function to Function or Macro to Macro) or between different region types (i.e.,
Heterogeneous). Clones occurring between two functions are further subdivided based on if they cover the
entirety of the function, a portion of the function, or some other code block within the function.
Block-level clones are further broken down by the specific block type.
The classification created by Kapser and Godfrey (2004) is notable in that, although it characterizes
clones based on their context and scope, it does not have any class for clones between units at a level of
abstraction higher than the directory. Specifically, the entire classification system is rooted within the
context of a single project.
The coverage of clones in software projects has also been studied longitudinally, essentially by
conducting clone analyses against multiple versions of a project. Antoniol et al. (2001) developed a
time-series model for predicting the number of clones per function in a given version of a system, based on
the average number of clones per function in previous versions. They applied the model to an analysis of
the mSQL system, and their data show that the average number of clones per function in a system remains
stable over time. Kim et al. (2005) traced clones over multiple versions of two different Java-language
software systems, dnsjava and carol. They found that a large portion (approximately 40%) of clones were
volatile, existing in the system for less than ten revisions. The proliferation of short-lived clones was
interpreted by the authors as evidence against the recommendation of others for the immediate, forced
refactoring of clones. Furthermore, they found that 26% (carol) to 34% (dnsjava) of clone pairs diverged in
the revision history, where different changes were made to the multiple instances of the clones (i.e., they
changed differently from one another). This divergent pattern reinforces the copy-paste-tweak behavior
discussed earlier. Li et al. (2006) found that the amount of copy-pasted code increased through the initial
versions of both the Linux and FreeBSD operating systems, but remained relatively stable in later versions.
These studies demonstrate that code duplication is a fairly regular behavior, and imply that there may be
an upper limit to the amount of copied code which can be effectively integrated and managed.
Clone analysis has, to a limited extent, been applied between different software applications. Livieri
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Table 2.1: Taxonomy of clones based on their location and scope within a code base (Kapser and Godfrey,
2004).
Within the same region
- Function Region
- Macro Region
Within the same file
- Function to Function
- - Function Clones
- - Partial Function Clones
- - Cloned Function Body
- - Clone Blocks
- - - Initialization Clones
- - - Finalization Clones
- - - Loop Clones
- - - Clones In Switch
- - - Conditional Clones
- - - Multi-Conditional Clones
- - - Partial Match Conditionals
- - - Unclassified
- Macro to Macro
- Heterogeneous
Different files in same directory
- Function to Function
- - Same Function to Function categories as above
- Programming Structs
- Macro to Macro
- Heterogeneous
- Misc
Different directories
- Function to Function
- - Same Function to Function categories as above
- Programming Structs
- Heterogeneous
- Misc
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Figure 4. Scatter Plot of Inter-Project Code Clone Coverage for the FreeBSD Target
Area D. Most of the devel category exhibits a marked di-
agonal pattern. It is mostly due to the presence of multiple
copies of the source code of the binutils software for differ-
ent architectures.
Area E. Category audio contains the source code of the
multimedia engine gstreamer’s plug-ins, and the main tree
of gstreamer is duplicated inside each project.
Most of the evident artifacts of Figure 4 are of the type
previously mentioned: a diagonal pattern showing a 100%
CoverageM0M1 . It is not easy to detect a uniquely existing
code share between only two projects by mere observation
because of the approximation of our visualization method.
A second run of D-CCFinder with a minimum de-
tectable token length of 200 tokens yielded a diagram pre-
senting almost the same main artifacts.
Figure 6 shows a heatmap of the CoverageM0M1 be-
tween the categories of the FreeBSD target. As expected
most of the highest CoverageM0M1 values lie on the di-
agonal, though values greater than 25% are not uncommon
between different categories. Some interesting parts of Fig-
ure 6 have been marked.
Area F. The databases category has a CoverageM0M1 of
41%. This value can be ascribed to two factors: the pres-
ence of different versions of the same software system, and
the presence of database drivers for languages as ruby and
php. In the former case a substantial number of code clones
is expected, in the latter, manual inspection, revealed the
presence of multiple copies of the same source tree.
Area G. The CoverageM0M1 value for the devel category
is 38%. The presence of different versions of the suite of
GNU binary utilities and compilers for different architec-
tures is the main reason of this high value.
Area H. Categories ftp and converters show a code clone
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Figure 2.1: Patterns of cloning amo g different projects i the FreeBSD system (Livieri et al., 2007).
et al. (2007) found a fair amount of interproject cloning in their study of projects distributed through
FreeBSD (see Figur 2.1); however, m s of it was attribut d to multiple copies of a code library (e.g.,
binutils) or multiple versions of projects (e.g., PHP 4 and PHP 5 source code).
In a study by Al-Ekram et al. (2005), the authors examined several open-source text editors and
windows manager applications. Within each category of applicat on, they specifically s lected systems
which were very similar (e.g., pico and nano, vi and vim, etc.) with the hope of finding evidence of code
sharing or copying betwe n the applications. However, their clone analysis found that there was little
cloning between the applications studied. Furthermore, the clones they found were determined to be
evidence of a behavior of “cloning by accident” where the similarity b tween two regions of code is
attributable t factors other than copy-paste actions, including: generated code and coding around
frameworks and APIs (e.g., programming graphical user interfaces). This study was extended by Kapser
and Godfrey (2006a), who lay out a method for using clones identified between applications to identify
other accidental clones within applications, although there does not appear to have been any empirical
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Table 2.2: The cloning statistics for several popular open-source text editors. From: Al-Ekram et al.
(2005).
Text Editor
Files LOC Clone
Total with clones % Total with clones % Pairs Groups
Emacs 495 18 3.64 346,152 1,277 0.369 9,307 131
Gedit 121 19 15.7 46,877 470 1.002 517 161
Glimmer 124 24 19.35 44,339 1,165 2.627 561 183
Nano 12 3 25.00 13,573 95 0.670 101 7
Nedit 136 15 11.02 123,675 1,036 0.837 10,519 145
Pico 72 0 0.00 28,259 0 0.000 0 0
Vi 65 1 1.54 34,190 10 0.029 4 1
Vim 94 15 15.95 259,116 405 0.156 2,027 116
Xenon 78 1 1.28 16,940 24 0.142 2 2
Total 1,197 98 [sic] 8.19 913,121 4,482 0.491 23,038 746
Table 2.3: Kamiya et al. (2002) found greater cloning between BSD systems than with Linux.
Clone Pairs Coverage (% LOC) Coverage (% FILE)
FreeBSD and Linux 1091
0.8% of FreeBSD 3.1% of FreeBSD
0.9% of Linux 4.6% of Linux
FreeBSD and NetBSD 25621
18.6% of FreeBSD 40.1% of FreeBSD
15.2% of NetBSD 36.1% of NetBSD
Linux and NetBSD 1000
0.6% of Linux 3.3% of Linux
0.6% of NetBSD 2.1% of NetBSD
evaluation of this technique.
Kamiya et al. (2002) studied source code from the Linux, FreeBSD, and NetBSD kernels and drivers.
In their analysis, they found a greater amount of cloning between the NetBSD and FreeBSD systems, than
with the Linux system (see Table 2.3), which they attribute to the BSD systems sharing a common origin.
Casazza et al. (2001) studied several distributions of the Linux operating system for different architectures
(including the operating system kernel, drivers, and all subsystems), analyzing tens of millions of lines of
code. Their analysis not only demonstrates that the clone detection algorithms can scale to large
collections of code, but they also found that distributions for newer computing architectures tended to
have greater amounts of cloning.
In a pilot study for this project, Jones (2007a,b) studied web mashups for evidence of copying. In this
study, Jones collected the JavaScript source code from 597 map-based web mashup applications, 503 using
Google Maps, and 94 using Yahoo! Maps. Additionally, Jones collected example code from the
documentation for the Google Maps and Yahoo! Maps APIs. Using the CCFinder clone detection tool
(Kamiya et al., 2002), Jones extracted clones which only occurred between different sources (i.e., different
applications and/or documentation examples). This study found a significant amount of cloning between
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applications, and between applications and the documentation examples. Specifically, on average 62.9% of
source code in a mashup is cloned code. This is significantly higher than the 10% to 20% that is typically
reported in clone analysis studies.
2.4 Code Copying
Copying and pasting code is commonly recognized as an activity among programmers, and is mentioned
anecdotally in a number of studies. However, only a handful have addressed the topic directly. Notable
among these is the study by Rosson and Carroll of Smalltalk Programmers (Rosson and Carroll, 1993,
1996). Rosson and Carroll found that programmers often made use of code examples in documentation
when given a novel programming task involving unfamiliar resources. They also described how
programmers would copy code from multiple sources into a single target document. This study was small
in scale, and only observed the behavior of four programmers, thus making it difficult to know how
widespread the copying behavior described truly is.
Kim et al. (2004) studied Java programmers, using both direct observation and analysis of
programming activity logs generated in the Eclipse programming environment. Kim et al. found that
programmers copy code an average of 16 times an hour, and four involve non-trivial chunks of code (i.e.,
copying an entire code block, or method). Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of copied code based on the
amount of code copied (Kim et al., 2004). 74% of copied code consisted of less than a single line of code;
nearly 17% was at the level of a block of code, or a chunk less than a method in length; 8% of the
copy-paste events involved copying of entire methods; and only 1% involved copying of a class definition.
This distribution is measuring the scope of copy-pasted code based on the level of abstraction being copied,
not the length (in lines of code) being copied, showing that code copying does skew towards smaller
abstractions – single lines and small chunks of code.
Noting programmers’ use of the web in programming, Stylos and Myers (2006); Goldman and Miller
(2008) have developed web services and extensions to popular programming tools to help developers more
easily locate code on the web to copy. Stylos and Myers (2006) describe programmers’ use of the web in
programming, creating a model of web resource usage (see Figure 2.3). Central to this process are the
latter two stages of finding and integrating examples. The primary resource programmers use to find
examples was observed to be internet search engines. Stylos and Myers augmented a web search engine to
highlight coding-related resources in the results, in order to facilitate example finding. Goldman and Miller
(2008) logged programmers’ web history and development activity, and observed that approximately 10%
of websites in programmers’ recent history were for programming-related websites, and that proportion
jumps to 23% when constrained to pages visited within a five-minute window of saving a source code file.
Goldman and Miller developed extensions to Eclipse and Firefox, allowing the applications to share context
and make it easier for developers to integrate information and code from the web into their projects.
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of the copied code based on the scope or size (Kim et al., 2004).
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Figure 2.3: Model of programmers’ use of web resources (Stylos and Myers, 2006).
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Most recently, Brandt et al. (2008, 2009) reported on their laboratory-based observation of 20 web
developers. Subjects were asked to build a web-based chat room application with five distinct features, and
were allowed to use any resources they wished. Brandt et al. found the programmers in their study made
heavy use of the web, identifying three broad intentions: learning, clarification, and reminding. Like Stylos
and Myers (2006), Brandt et al. (2009) found that programmers primarily use search to find information,
rather than specific resources. Additionally, common to all of these intentions was the behavior of copying
and adapting code. The authors found programmers would immediately start copying and experimenting
with code examples without reading the content of a page, preferring to learn how the code worked
through experimenting, rather than explanation. Brandt et al. (2010) have extended their observations of
opportunistic programming to develop software development support tools for “example-centric
programming.”
There is an interesting parallel between the vision of industrial software development laid out by
McIlroy (1968) and echoed in the writings of Cox (1990), and the findings of recent studies of programmers
on the web. McIlroy essentially reduces programming to a search problem where the majority of the
“work” in programming is specifying which components you need and finding them. This is similar to the
observed use of web search by programmers in Stylos and Myers; Goldman and Miller; Brandt et al..
Search has been explored as a mechanism for aiding code finding and reuse, in both research applications,
but also commercial tools like Krugle (http://www.krugle.com/). Clarke et al. (1999) describe how
text-retrieval tools could be extended to provide language-independent search functionality over source
code repositories, and Frakes and Nejmeh (1986) recognized the search problems inherent in software reuse,
and described the design and implementation of the CATALOG code search system. CATALOG required
extensive annotation of the code to be searched, in order to make functions and modules findable. Jones
and Churchill (2009) point out that code on the web, of the types mentioned by Stylos and Myers and
Brandt et al., is often embedded in a conversational medium (e.g., forum, blog, etc.) which provides the
kind of annotation Frakes and Nejmeh needed for searching and retrieving relevant code.
Sim et al. (1998, 1999) have studied how programmers search existing code repositories. Generally,
searching code repositories is different from searching the web for code. Sim et al. (1998) identified eleven
distinct search behaviors:
1. During impact analysis, developers often looked for all uses of a variable or function.
2. Searches motivated by program understanding sometimes sought function and variable definitions.
3. At other times, the search targets were a use of a function, variable or object.
4. To reuse code, a programmer searched for function signatures to call it correctly.
5. Alternatively, a programmer searched for functionality that was known to exist, but the name may
not have been known.
6. Maintainers tackled bugs by identifying the function that was misbehaving.
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7. Another approach was to track usage of a variable.
8. An output string served as the starting point for a bug hunt.
9. To eliminate dead code, a maintainer needed to find all uses of the entity being removed.
10. When porting code, developers often examined variables.
11. When adding features, developers sometimes examine functions.
Of these search behaviors, only one relates to reuse – searching for function signatures. Sim et al.
(1999) developed a software maintenance tool which combined search in a browsing environment, allowing
programmers to blend bottom-up and top-down strategies: bottom-up strategies being those by which
programmers build up an understanding of concepts and abstractions from examining the source code;
top-down strategies draw on programmers’ domain knowledge and expertise to guide their understanding
of how a program works.
2.5 The Lego hypothesis and Postmodernism
The software crisis originally described the gap between the expectations of what computers can do, and
what programmers are able to accomplish (Dijkstra, 1972). Programmers felt this crisis fairly early in the
history of computing, and named the “crisis” at the first conference on software engineering in 1968. The
notion of the crisis has evolved over time to “encompass all supposed ailments aﬄicting the production of
software” (Robinson et al., 1998, p. 363), and has served as the dominant grand narrative of software
engineering, influencing and shaping research and advances of the past forty years (Robinson et al., 1998).
Perhaps there is no greater evidence of the influence of the crisis, than in software reuse. One remedy
for the software crisis is the idea that software can be composed using reusable components which would
reduce development time, improve system reliability, and lower development costs. Visions of software
production through composition of reusable components can be traced back to the vision of mass-produced
software described by McIlroy (1968) and are recurrent throughout software engineering (e.g., Cox, 1990;
Greenfield and Short, 2003). The vision of being able to save time and money in programming with
reusable components has inspired or influenced the development of object-oriented programming (Kay,
1993), software product lines (Bayer et al., 1999), COTS integration (Boehm and Abts, 1999), and many
other methods and approaches developed in software engineering.
However, the crisis persists and all attempts to “solve” it have failed (Robinson et al., 1998). This has
given rise to new attitudes towards programming, where grand narratives like the crisis are rejected in
favor of little narratives; these attitudes may be considered “postmodern” (Robinson et al., 1998; Noble
and Biddle, 2002, 2004). Robinson et al. (1998) primarily draws on the definition of postmodernism given
by Lyotard (1984) as an “incredulity towards metanarratives.” Postmodernism is defined by Noble and
Biddle with regards to programming as:
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Postmodernism is a replacement for modernism because the postmodern theories or
practices replace the modern. Postmodern architecture has replaced modern architecture;
postmodern fiction has replaced modern fiction; postmodern programming languages (Perl, late
C++) replace modern programming languages (Pascal, ANSI C).
But postmodernism (or postmodernity, the society and culture that follows after modernity)
is simultaneously the fulfilment of modernism. Without the technology developed by modernity,
there could be no postmodernity or postmodernism. Thus, Extreme Programming, for example,
aims to replace modern and late-modern methodologies (e.g. Responsibility Driven Design or
the “Booch” methodology, and the Rational Unified Process or the OPEN process (now
deceased)). On the other hand, XP also claims to be the fulfilment of a number of modern
movements: including rigorous testing, consistent coding and naming style, and late-modern
programming languages and environments (e.g. Smalltalk) perhaps with postmodern extensions
(JUnit, the Refactoring Browser). Similarly, postmodern programming does not reject but
rather embraces elements that are themselves the ultimate products of modern development.
So, postmodern programming is both a reaction to, and a fulfillment of, modernism. By which, Noble
and Biddle mean that postmodern programming rejects many of the principles of modern programming,
but could not do so without the advances and technologies of modernism. One of the aspects they describe
in postmodern programming is what they call “scrap-heap system construction” where programmers search
and find existing code, copy it, and use it. This style of programming is postmodern because it rejects the
modern ideals of systematic reuse and formal abstractions in favor of an immediate, ad hoc approach.
However, this method of programming is heavily dependent on the advances of modern programming which
have developed languages and programming environments in which a programmer can easily copy code,
advances like platform independence and interpreted langauges, and standardized reference components.
One notable study in “postmodern programming” has been the attempt to refute the Lego hypothesis.
Noble (2007a,b) interpreted the grand narrative of software reuse in software engineering as the Lego
hypothesis. The Lego hypothesis states that “software can be put together like Lego, out of lots of small
interchangeable components” (Rickerby, 2005). Noble (2007a) further clarifies the Lego hypothesis,
drawing assumptions from the Lego metaphor.
• Components are atoms
– Components are small
– Components are indivisible
– Components are substitutable
– Components are more similar than different
– Components are coupled to only a few, neighboring components
– Components are abstract encapsulations
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• All components are equal
• A system can be explained reductively from its components and their composition
The framers of the Lego hypothesis believe that software components lack a natural scale, meaning that
larger systems will have larger components (Rickerby, 2005). This is contrary to the idea of building with
Lego, where the components have a uniform size (or there is a limited set of sizes), and building larger
’things’ requires the use of more components than are needed in building smaller ’things’.
As a test of the Lego hypothesis Potanin et al. (2005) constructed object graphs for programs, and
measured the distribution of node degrees. The nodes of an object graph are the object instances in a
program, and the edges are the references among them. Over the course of program execution, the object
graph changes as objects are created and destroyed, and references change. They collected memory
snapshots from numerous Java programs in mid-execution, and evaluated the in-degree and out-degree of
each node in the object graph, constructing a frequency distribution of node degree. The distributions
were observed to loosely conform to a power-law distribution which is indicative of a scale-free structure in
the graph, meaning there are several nodes with very high degree and most nodes have very low degree.
This was observed for both in-degree and out-degree.
Potanin et al. (2005), as a test of the Lego hypothesis, does not directly address the specific issue of
how component size scales with, or invariant of, application size. The authors first measured the reference
counts among objects in a program. The assertion is that the reference count somehow corresponds to the
size of an object; however, this is not demonstrated to be the case. Also, in object oriented programming it
is typically classes which are considered the reusable components, not objects. Furthermore, although they
studied several applications, they did not make any systematic attempt to correlate the size of components
to the size of applications. Finally, the study does not report on any specific fitness tests to confirm that a
power-law distribution was indeed present; rather, they estimate approximate slopes of the log-transformed
distributions.
2.6 Informetrics
Egghe and Rousseau (1990) use the concept of an Information Production Process to unify and explain
multiple, related theories and models of information production within the field of informetrics. Within the
IPP framework, Egghe and Rousseau enumerate several empirical laws, including Lotka’s law, Zipf’s law,
Pareto’s law, Leimkuhler’s law, and Bradford’s law. Each of these laws describes different IPP contexts,
yet they share common, mathematically equivalent, descriptions – namely they all produce a power-law
distribution. The distribution given by Lotka (1926):
f(j) =
c
jα
(2.1)
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describes the number of authors f(j) with j publications. Egghe and Rousseau (1990) show
mathematical equivalence between Lotka’s law (Equation 2.1) and the other empirical laws. Given these
laws describe production in a number of different contexts, their equivalence speaks to the universality of
the IPP framework.
Egghe and Rousseau (1990) explain the “long-tail” shape of the IPP power-law distributions as a
product of a success-breeds-success principle. The success-breeds-success principle states that “the more
items a source has, the greater the probability will be that this source will produce another item; still there
is always a (small) probability that a source with no items will produce a first item” (Egghe and Rousseau,
1990, p. 297). The success-breeds-success principle was first described by Simon (1955), and later clarified
by de Solla Price (1976). Egghe and Rousseau argue that the princple is “intuitively clear” and provide a
mathematical explanation for it, which entails growth in the system as new sources and items are added. A
similar evolutionary explanation was used by Baraba´si and Albert (1999); Jeong et al. (2003) to model the
scale-free structure of hyperlinks on the web through a process called “preferential attachment,” which
similar to success-breeds-success, stipulates that new webpages are more likely to link to existing pages of
higher in-degree than other pages.
de Solla Price (1976) presents a simple urn model to explain success-breeds-success, which is different
from the evolutionary model described by Egghe and Rousseau (1990). In the urn model, the urns
represent sources. The urns are filled with red and black marbles, and red marbles represent the successful
production of an item. Starting with an urn, a marble is drawn from the urn. If a red marble is drawn, it
is replaced along with an additional red marble, and another marble is drawn from the urn. If a black
marble is drawn, the drawing stops. If this process is repeated for each urn, the distribution of urns by the
number of red marbles they contain will conform to a power-law distribution (de Solla Price, 1976).
The analogy of the urn model to code duplication is fitting. In the context of copying code snippets,
the duplication of a snippet of code firstly signals that the code being copied is code which a programmer
might want to copy. Secondly, the act of copying code, increases its presence in among other code snippets,
making it more likely that a programmer will encounter that snippet. As Kapser and Godfrey (2006a)
point out, programmers must know about a code snippet before they can copy it. Just as drawing a red
marble increases the likelihood that another red marble will be drawn, copying a snippet of code increases
the likelihood of that snippet being copied again.
Lotka’s law, and other informetric models, have been studied in a number of contexts. Newby et al.
(2003) sought to model the production of open-source software by programmers, using Lotka’s law. They
collected data from the Linux Software Map and SourceForge on the authorship of software projects, and
modeled the data using the method described by Pao (1985). Their findings are inconclusive as the authors
struggle with the sensitivity of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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2.7 Summary
This chapter has further outlined the idea of Software Informatics, by comparing it to other, related fields
of study, including software engineering, and social informatics. The principal concept in software
informatics is of software as information (or possibly software as document). The treatment of software as
information, naturally draws the focus towards numerous questions of the production, management, and
use of software in various social and cultural contexts. These questions straddle the space between software
engineering and social informatics (and several other fields).
Section 2.2 provided an overview and background on clone analysis, including basic concepts necessary
for understanding subsequent discussions, and relevant research findings. Further details of the clone
analysis methods are covered in Chapter 3. Clone analysis provides an algorithmic means for efficiently
identifying very similar regions of code in large amount of source code, allowing for some variation in
formatting and syntax. These tools have traditionally been used to identify redundant code within
applications, and in a handful of cases have been used to study copying of code between applications.
Where code copying has been explicitly studied, the scale of these research projects have typically been
small, amounting to little more than anecdotes. There is a deficiency of empirical evidence on how
wide-spread code copying is, and any characterization of what code is typically copied and from where.
The main focus of this study on understanding software remix as an information production process
requries some background on what is known about IPPs and informetric modeling. Section 2.6 covers the
informetric theories and models relevant to this study and generalizes a model for how code copying might
function as an IPP.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHOD AND PLAN
3.1 Collecting Source Code Data
This study requires source code from a large number of diverse projects. Collecting these data from
proprietary or closed sources would be prohibitively expensive or impossible, and personal code repositories
and collections are neither large enough nor would they reflect a diversity of programming styles, practices,
and behaviors needed to adequately investigate the research questions of this study. In order to collect a
large amount of diverse source code, data were collected from the web and from publicly available,
open-source repositories discoverable and accessible online.
This study uses three datasets for analysis: a small collection of JavaScript source code from
applications using either the Google Maps or Yahoo! Maps web APIs used for a pilot study for this
research (PILOT); a collection of source code from a large sample of PHP-language open-source
applications (OPENSOURCE); a collection of code snippets collected from several social media websites
(SNIPPETS). The PILOT data were collected in June 2006 from several websites discovered through
ProgrammableWeb (http://www.programmableweb.com/). The source code for these webpages was
combined with examples taken from the Google Maps (Google Inc., 2010) and Yahoo! Maps (Yahoo! Inc.,
2010) API documentation. The OPENSOURCE data were collected in November, 2007 from SourceForge
and the University of Notre Dame SourceForge research data mirror. The SNIPPETS data were collected
in December, 2007 from three social media sites related to PHP-programming: http://php.net/,
http://php-forum.com/, and http://snipplr.com/.
3.1.1 A Brief Word on the Structure of PHP Source Code
In order to clarify later discussion surrounding the collection and extraction of PHP source code, this
section will briefly describe the PHP language for those unfamiliar with it. The preface for the language
PHP manual describes PHP as:
PHP, which stands for “PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor” is a widely-used Open Source
general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for Web development and can be
embedded into HTML. Its syntax draws upon C, Java, and Perl, and is easy to learn. The main
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1 <!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC " -//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict //EN" "http ://
www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1 -strict.dtd">
2 <html xmlns="http :// www.w3.org /1999/ xhtml">
3 <head >
4 <meta http -equiv="Content -Type" content="text/html; charset=utf -8"
/>
5 <title >What day is it today?</title >
6 </head >
7 <body >
8 <h1>Curious what day of the week it is today?</h1>
9 <p>Today is <?php echo date(’l’); ?>.</p.
10 </body >
11 </html >
Listing 3.1: Example of PHP Syntax.
goal of the language is to allow web developers to write dynamically generated web pages
quickly, but you can do much more with PHP. (From:
http://us2.php.net/manual/en/preface.php).
Typically, PHP is embedded in HTML documents to create dynamic web pages, but could also be used
to generate other output formats, including images, PDF documents, etc. PHP code is demarcated in the
document in which it is embedded by delimiters. By default, the PHP source code is placed between
opening <?php and ?> closing brackets (some server configurations support an abbreviated opening bracket
<?). Listing 3.1 shows a simple example of PHP code embedded in an HTML document.
For the purposes of this study, only the PHP code (i.e., the code inside the <?php and ?> brackets) is
analyzed. The surrounding HTML code (or other document content) in which the PHP is embedded is not
being analyzed in this project. For the example given in Listing 3.1, a single PHP statement echo
date(’l’); would be extracted and analyzed.
3.1.2 Collecting the PILOT Dataset
The PILOT study dataset consists of the JavaScript code for 597 web pages which were listed on
Programmable Web (http://www.programmableweb.com/) as using the Google Maps or Yahoo! Maps
APIs. The data were downloaded between May 17, 2007 and May 23, 2007 using a perl script which
downloaded all the JavaScript, and only the JavaScript, documents included in or referenced by the web
pages. For each web page, all the JavaScript code downloaded was concatenated into a single file and saved
to disk with an accession number. Additionally, example scripts were downloaded from the API
documentation pages and saved using the same download script. 35 code examples were downloaded from
Google’s API documentation, and 16 examples from were downloaded Yahoo!’s API documentation; these
were exhaustive of all examples in the API documentation for the respective services at the time the data
were collected.
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The PILOT data were handled separately from the OPENSOURCE and SNIPPETS datasets. While
the general clone detection procedure which was followed was the same, the file management was different
given the independence of the dataset and the small size of the collection.
3.1.3 Collecting the OPENSOURCE Dataset
Open-source projects have publicly available source code repositories, and represent a broad range of
interests and programming skills. Finding and choosing open-source projects for analysis can be difficult as
many projects are self-hosted and there exist several centralized hosting services. One of the largest
repositories of open-source project code is SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/).
The SourceForge open-source repository hosts over 179,000 open-source projects, including project
documentation, source-code revision histories, bug reporting/tracking facilities, and discussion forums.
SourceForge provides monthy snapshots of their database for research purposes through a research
partnership with the University of Notre Dame (Van Antwerp and Madey, 2008; Madey, 2010). UND’s
database mirror is updated monthly with fresh data from SourceForge. All data collected for this study was
drawn from the October 2007 snapshot of the SourceForge database, made available on the University of
Notre Dame mirror. There are 135,834 projects in the October 2007 snapshot of the SourceForge database.
For this study, PHP-language projects were selected. The reasons for using PHP-language projects are
several. First, PHP is a loosely-type, interpreted, scripting language for web development, making it easier
to incorporate copied code. Second, PHP programmers are known to copy code (Brandt et al., 2009).
Third, PHP is a popular language for web programming, making it easy to locate a large number of
projects; a total of 22,270 (16.4%) projects in the October 2007 snapshot are written in the PHP language,
making it the third most popular programming language on SourceForge. Fourth, PHP is itself an
open-source project with an active community of developers and participants surrounding it, making it
easy to find people sharing PHP code snippets, and discussing PHP programming online.
On SourceForge, source code is stored in a version control system. Between November 5, 2007 and
November 11, 2007, source code data for this study were collected. At the time, SourceForge supported
two version control systems, Concurrent Versions System (CVS), and the Subversion (SVN) version control
system. CVS has a longer history of support in SourceForge and most projects (19,791) were listed as
using CVS, compared to 3,206 projects using SVN (several projects have code in both repositories). Source
code was downloaded by performing a “checkout” operation on the SVN or CVS repository for each of the
22,270 projects (where projects listed both CVS and SVN support, SVN was preferred). All projects were
targeted for checkout with the intention of collecting a complete archive of all source code for all PHP
projects.
Of the 22,270 possible projects targeted, 6,190 projects contained source code files with “.php” file
extensions (the full list of all projects examined in this study can be found in Appendix A). The
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high-attrition of projects is attributable to several sources. First, many projects do not use the version
control facilities provided by SourceForge, preferring to maintain their source code elsewhere, and using
SourceForge to do things like advertise the project, track bugs, and distribute milestone releases. Second,
many developers create projects on SourceForge with the intention of starting a new software project but
ultimately never do. Both of these causes would result in projects which do not have any source code
under version control. Third, many projects had files under version control, but did not contain any files
with “.php” file extensions. This may be due to projects being misclassified as PHP-language projects in
the SourceForge database, developers misusing the version control system, and/or developers using other
file extensions other than “.php” (for the purposes of this study, only files with “.php” file extensions were
considered). Finally, a large number of CVS checkout commands failed to successfully obtain any code;
this may be attributable to the first two reasons or to other configuration or network errors.
The 6,190 projects used in this study form a de facto sample of PHP-language projects on SourceForge.
They constitute 28.3% of the PHP-language projects on SourceForge, and although they were not sampled
using a systematic method (e.g., stratified random sampling), they do form a sample which is
representative of all PHP-language projects on SourceForge with respect to the development status and
topic of the project.
SourceForge organizes projects on its site along several facets, including project status and project
topic. In the October 2007 snapshot, there are 7 project development status levels: Planning, Pre-alpha,
Alpha, Beta, Production/Stable, Mature, and Inactive. The distribution of projects across these
development status levels in the sample closely resembles the distribution of all PHP projects in the
October 2007 snapshot. This is evident in both a strong linear correlation between the two distributions
(r=0.944, cf. Takahashi, 2008), and in a visual comparison of the distributions (see Figure 3.1). Thus, the
sample projects represent a similar mix of projects in the various stages of development as the whole of all
PHP-language projects on SourceForge.
Similarly, the distribution of projects by topic in the sample is very similar to that found among all
PHP-language projects in the October 2007 snapshot. SourceForge uses 246 non-exclusive, topic categories
organized into a hierarchy with 19 top-level categories to describe the purpose or topic of a project. Again,
there is a strong correlation (r=0.993) between the distribution of projects in the sample and the
distribution of all PHP-language projects across all 246 categories. A visual comparison of the
distributions across the 19 top-level categories has been included in Figure 3.2.
Despite the ad hoc sampling of projects, the similarities between the sampled projects and the set of all
PHP-language projects gives strong reason to believe that the results obtained from analyses of this subset
of data would reflect trends and patterns observable among the more generalized population of
PHP-language projects available on SourceForge.
After the code was checked out from the version control repositories at SourceForge, the resulting
project directory subtrees were pruned to remove non-PHP language files, and empty directories. The shell
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script in Listing 3.2 was run on all of the project folders. This script iterates through a listing of all folders,
and finds all non-PHP language files in each folder and removes each one.
1 #!/bin/bash
2 for x in "$@"
3 do
4 find $x -type f -not -name *.php -exec rm -f {} \;
5 perl -MFile::Find -e"finddepth(sub{rmdir},’$x ’)"
6 done
Listing 3.2: Shell script used to clean up empty and non-php projects.
3.1.4 Collecting the SNIPPETS Dataset
A collection of code snippets and examples were collected from several sources found online. These included
PHP’s official documentation site (http://www.php.net/), a web discussion forum for PHP developers
(http://www.php-forum.com/), a code snippet publishing and sharing site (http://www.snipplr.com/),
and code examples found on publisher websites for the top five bestselling PHP-programming books
published by O’Reilly Media which had online examples available for download (i.e., Beighley and Morrison
(2008); Herrington (2005); Sklar (2004); Trachtenberg and Sklar (2006); Williams and Lane (2004)).
For this study, the English language version of the PHP function reference manual was used. The PHP
function reference provides descriptions of all built-in functions and methods in the PHP language, a total
of 5,694 pages of function reference documentation were downloaded on December 7, 2007. The function
documentation pages were downloaded from the php.net website using a list of all function documentation
page URL’s extracted from the PHP function “quick reference” page (http://php.net/quickref.php),
and the program wget.
Each documentation page on php.net contains both “examples” of function usage defined by the
authors of the documentation, and a “notes” space where users can post comments and often share
additional examples and other code snippets. For each page, all examples and notes were parsed to extract
any code found between <?php and ?>, or <? and ?> tags (while it is possible that code snippets may not
be enclosed within the PHP-region tags, they are not counted for the purposes of this study). 1,975 (1,940
unique) snippets were extracted from the “examples” portions of the pages, and 5,368 (5,319 unique)
snippets were extracted from the “notes” portions. These snippets were then stored in a MySQL database
with information about their origin, including the function documentation page from which they came, and
for snippets extracted from the “notes” field, the date they were posted, and the user who posted them.
The second site used for collecting code snippets is a web discussion forum for PHP programmers. The
website (http://www.php-forum.com/) was crawled on November 26, 2007 using the Heritrix spider1.
38,011 forum pages were downloaded and then parsed to extract any code found within HTML <code>
1Heritrix is an open-source webcrawler developed by the Internet Archive. It is available from http://crawler.archive.org/.
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Table 3.1: Size of the SNIPPETS collection. There are several duplicate snippets across the sources.
Source # Snippets/Examples # Unique Snippets/Examples
Examples from php.net 1,975 1,940
Notes from php.net 5,368 5,319
http://www.php-forum.com/ 8,316 2,016
http://www.snipplr.com/ 183 181
Beighley and Morrison (2008) 170 68
Herrington (2005) 148 145
Sklar (2004) 61 60
Trachtenberg and Sklar (2006) 414 411
Williams and Lane (2004) 111 110
Total 16,746 10,242
tags. 8,316 (2,016 unique) <code> blocks were found on the forums which contained code delimited with
PHP brackets, and thus could be reasonably assumed to be PHP source code. These 8,316 snippets were
extracted and stored in a MySQL database with information about the thread from which they were
extracted, the date they were published, and the user who posted them.
The third site from which code snippets were collected is a website dedicated exclusively to the sharing
of code snippets. Snipplr (http://snipplr.com/) allows programmers to upload code snippets and
describe them using natural language text and keywords. All 559 snippets listed on Snipplr under the
PHP-language category were downloaded on December 6, 2007 using wget. Of the 559 possible snippets,
only 183 (181 unique) were delimited by PHP brackets, and thus were extracted and stored in a MySQL
database along with their date of publishing on Snipplr, the name of the user who posted them, and a
count of how many people had “favorited” the snippets on the site.
O’Reilly Media is a leading publisher of programming books; their website
(http://www.oreilly.com/) lists 19 books related to PHP and PHP programming topics. On June 23,
2010, the five top bestselling PHP programming books which included code examples available for
download from O’Reilly Media’s website were downloaded. The five books from which code examples were
taken are: Head First PHP & MySQL (Beighley and Morrison, 2008), PHP Hacks (Herrington, 2005),
Learning PHP 5 (Sklar, 2004), PHP Cookbook (Trachtenberg and Sklar, 2006), and Web Database
Applications with PHP and MySQL (Williams and Lane, 2004).
All of the examples and snippets collected for use in this study were chosen because they were explicitly
shared with the intention of being copied. From the eight sources, a total of 10,242 unique snippets were
collected and stored in a MySQL database. In later processing, the snippets were written to files to be
combined with the other source code documents in the OPENSOURCE collection for processing by the
clone detection software.
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3.2 Managing Collections
The procedures described in this section detail how the OPENSOURCE and SNIPPETS datasets were
managed after collection, including the naming and organization of the source code files on disk, initial
preprocessing to reduce duplicate files, and partitioning the datasets for processing by the clone detection
software. The PILOT dataset was not subjected to this processing.
After the OPENSOURCE data were collected and non-PHP files were pruned from the repository
directories, the PHP files were passed through a Perl script which stripped any code outside of the
delimited PHP sections, leaving only PHP source code in the files. Similarly, the SNIPPETS data
consisted of only PHP code as an artifact of the manner in which they were collected (see Section 3.1.4 for
more details).
The md5 checksum of the resulting PHP-only code files and snippets were computed. The md5 checksum
is a one-way hash function which generates a (nearly) unique 32-hexadecimal character string (e.g.,
“f20cbf5e4d73f5ca01218f948f49df8c”). This string uniquely identifies the contents of the code file or
snippet from which it was computed, and can be used to identify duplicate files in the datasets. The
stripped PHP code files and snippets were saved to disk and named with the md5 checksum of their
respective contents, ensuring only a single instance of each unique file existed in the collection for analysis
(see Figure 3.3). After merging duplicate files, and eliminating files which could not be parsed by
CCFinder, 645,543 unique files remained from the original 1,245,935 source code documents and 16,746
snippets. These files were saved in a separate hierarchy, organized by the new file names. Mappings
between the original and new filenames were stored in a MySQL database.
The relationship between original project source files, and the md5-named files used for the clone
analysis is illustrated with the example in Table 3.2, which contains partial listings of files in two projects,
and the associated md5-named files which were used for the clone analysis. The duplicate files have been
highlighted.
3.3 Generalized Clone Detection Procedure
As the type of clone being studied gets more sophisticated (progresses from Type I to Type IV), the
algorithms required to detect them also get more sophisticated and expensive (in both time and space
complexity) (Roy and Cordy, 2007; Baker, 2007). There are several different classes of algorithms used for
detecting duplicated source code and software clones. These range from exact string matching algorithms
to sophisticated graph analytic algorithms; this discussion will focus on parameterized string matching
algorithms. More advanced algorithms exist, but are computationally too complex and time-intensive for
use in this study given the amount of data to be analyzed.
The clone detection process is more or less the same regardless of the specific algorithm being used.
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Project Project Project
Strip Non-PHP Code
Compute MD5 Checksum
Aggregate MD5-named Files
... 6,190Projects
1,245,935
Files
645,543
Files
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the relationship between source code files and “MD5 files” used in this study.
Table 3.2: Partial listing of files from two projects which share common code. The md5 checksums for each
file are listed in the center column, showing where files overlap. Checksum value
59553b1b8d83a4f6d8a64b0f50467a5f exists twice in this partial listing for sciret and once for zarilia.
File in project sciret md5 name File in project zarilia
57a7d0...ad99e2 addons/system/admin/ms ml/index.php
57c89f...a235a5 addons/news/blocks/news archives.php
tags/1.2.0/views/GetTodosDropdown.php 586b74...06b6d6
58f992...d613fb kernel/imagesetimg.php
trunk/tcpdf/barcode/barcode.php 59553b...467a5f addons/news/pdf/barcode/barcode.php
tags/1.2.0/tcpdf/barcode/barcode.php 59553b...467a5f
59727b...b8b71d addons/system/admin/menus/index.php
59a5eb...0006a8 class/class.thumbnail.php
59b846...64980b kernel/kernel forms/smilie.php
trunk/models/QuestionIterator.php 5a1b16...bfc033
trunk/models/Question.php 5a37c0...d66de1
trunk/actions/Login.php 5a6ed1...823689
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The sequence of steps involved in detecting and analyzing clones is represented in Figure 3.4.
The source code documents are first preprocessed. Preprocessing involves several steps, including
filtering out files not being examined, as well as stripping out embedded code (e.g., SQL statements in Perl
code, or JavaScript and HTML from PHP). Automatically generated code, if it can be identified, should
also be removed here, as it is often a source of false-positive clones. Other preprocessing steps include
partitioning the data into units for analysis (e.g., classes, functions, code blocks, etc). As was discussed in
Section 3.1, all non-PHP content was stripped from the source code, and duplicate files were merged prior
to the clone analysis.
The preprocessed units are then transformed into a format suitable for detecting clones.
Transformations include stripping comments, and normalizing the usage of whitespace. Depending on the
algorithm being used to detect clones, the code may also be tokenized into token sequences (i.e., sequences
of semantic and syntactic elements). The individual tokens, where appropriate, may be renamed for
parameterized string matching. Some algorithms may parse the code into abstract syntax trees, or
construct program dependency graphs.
The match detection phase actually performs the comparisons and does the matching required to
identify clones. The exact algorithm used for matching depends on the type of clone being studied. The
formatting phase involves mapping the matching, transformed representations of the source code back to
the original statements, as they were originally formatted and presented (including comments and
whitespace).
Post-processing visualization and aggregation is the analytic portion of clone analysis. This is where
patterns and frequencies of cloning can be calculated, including metrics like clone coverage. In the
post-processing, clones which cover entire files (or nearly the entire file) will be removed as these clones are
the result of the file inclusion discussed in the preprocessing step. Further post-processing will look for
evidence of accidental cloning which has not already been accounted for, and where possible accidental
clones will be removed. It is expected that the majority of accidental cloning at this point would be code
inclusions where the included code has been minified or obfuscated, or otherwise aggregated or modified in
a way that would make it less obvious to identify with the superficial methods used in preprocessing.
3.3.1 Parameterized String Matching
Parameterized string matching algorithms are useful for identifying Type II clones, but cannot identify the
additions, deletions, and other modifications of Type III clones. The first algorithm developed to identify
Type II clones was the dup algorithm, developed by Baker (1992). CCFinder was later developed by
Kamiya et al. (2002), and is based on dup but has better support for multiple programming languages, and
works on a finer-granularity of tokens than dup; the essential algorithm, however, is the same. The
CCFinder algorithm starts by tokenizing the source code data. As the tokenizer parses through the source
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Figure 3.4: Generalized clone analysis procedure (Roy and Cordy, 2007).
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1 void print_table(const map <string , string >& m) {
2 int c = 0;
3 map <string , string >:: const_iterator i = m.begin ();
4 for (; i != m.end(); ++i) {
5 cout << c << ", "
6 << i->first << " "
7 << i->second << endl;
8 ++c;
9 }
10 }
Listing 3.3: A fragment of example C-language code (Kamiya et al., 2002).
1 void print_table ( const map & m ) {
2 int c = 0 ;
3 const_iterator i = m . begin ( ) ;
4 for ( ; i != m . end ( ) ; ++ i ) {
5 cout << c << ", "
6 << i -> first << " "
7 << i -> second << endl ;
8 ++ c ;
9 }
10 }
Listing 3.4: Normalized version of the code in Listing 3.3.
code, it applies a series of language-specific rules to normalize the formatting, regularize identifiers, and
possibly filter elements (e.g., particular keywords, whitespace, comments, etc). When the tokenizer
encounters an identifier related to types, variables, or constants, it is replaced in the token sequence with a
special token.
Listing 3.3 shows an unnormalized code fragment written in C. Listing 3.4 shows the same code as in
Listing 3.3, however it has been normalized according to a set of transformation rules. Most obviously, the
leading spaces have been removed from each line. Additional spaces have been inserted between identifiers,
keywords, operators, and other characters. Also, identifier strings have been normalized. This transformed
1 $p $p ( $p $p & $p ) {
2 $p $p = $p ;
3 $p $p = $p . $p ( ) ;
4 for ( ; $p != $p . $p ( ) ; ++ $p ) {
5 $p << $p << $p
6 << $p -> $p << $p
7 << $p -> $p << $p ;
8 ++ $p ;
9 }
10 }
Listing 3.5: Normalized and Parameterized version of the code in Listing 3.3.
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Figure 3.5: Suffix Tree for the string abcababc$ (Baker, 2007).
code fragment has then been parameterized into the fragment found in Listing 3.5.
The parameterized fragment has replaced all identifiers related to types, variables, and constants with
the special symbol $p. The overall structure and sequencing of tokens is the same in the parameterized
fragment as the original source code. The parameterized fragment is used to construct a suffix tree (see
Figure 3.5). A suffix tree is a tree data structure in which the suffixes of a given string (e.g., the
parameterized fragment) are represented as paths in the tree from the root to the leaf nodes. In this case,
the suffix tree representing the parameterized code fragment is constructed, and the longest repeated
suffixes are found through a recursive traversal of the tree. Candidate matches over a given length
threshold are then further processed to see if a consistent assignment of values to the parameters can be
found, such that the two code fragments match.
3.3.2 Measuring Cloning Activity
Once the clones have been extracted using both methods described above, the resulting clone sets will be
measured and analyzed. In order to fulfill the objectives of Part I of this study, general distributions and
metrics of the cloning will be evaluated and reported, and contextualized with examples and a qualitative
discussion of the implications of any findings. The general objective of Part I is to establish a general
understanding of how code is shared among a large number of projects. This can be broken down into
questions pertaining to the characterization of code sharing activity at the project level, as well as at the
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clone level. At the project level, the number of clones in each project will be tabulated, and the
distribution of the number of clones per project will be measured; in the terminology of the IPP
framework, projects are sources and clones are the items being produced. Additionally, the differences
between intra-project cloning and inter-project cloning will be evaluated and noted. At the clone-level,
distributions of frequency of clone occurrence and clone length will be reported.
3.4 Testing the Lego Hypothesis
Addressing Part II of this study consists primarily of fitting models to the distributions derived in Part I.
There are a number of procedures which can be followed for model fitting, and testing the goodness-of-fit
of the model. The Lego hypothesis has been tested by determining whether or not data conform to a
power-law distribution. Power-law distributions have been extensively studied in informetrics; Lotka’s
original study did not lay out a precise or systematic method for model-fitting (Lotka, 1926), but it has
been subsequently refined and formalized. Specifically, Pao (1985, 1986) has provided a procedure for
testing if data conform to Lotka’s law (i.e., have a power-law distribution). Pao’s procedure was
constructed out of a best attempt to reconcile the methods employed unsystematically and non-uniformly
by prior researchers, including Lotka (1926). There are four main steps to the procedure:
1. estimating the exponent;
2. estimating the constant;
3. determining the cutoff;
4. testing for conformity of the data.
3.4.1 Estimating the Power-law Exponent
Pao states that estimating the exponent of a power-law model requires transforming the model from a
nonlinear relationship between the variables into a linear relationship between the log-transformed
variables. The model is transformed as such:
f(j) =
c
jα
(3.1)
log f(j) = log (cj−α) (3.2)
log f(j) = log c− α log j (3.3)
The exponent α characterizes the slope of the log-transformed data. To calculate the slope, several
methods have been used. Nicholls (1989) identifies three distinct approaches in the literature: the use of a
priori assumptions of the expected slope, ordinary least squares, and maximum likelihood estimation. Pao
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(1985) proposed using ordinary linear least squares to estimate the exponent α. The least squares
estimation is given in Equation 3.4.
α =
N
∑
XY −∑X∑Y
N
∑
X2 − (∑X2) (3.4)
where: N is the number of pairs of data considered,
X is the logarithm of x,
Y is the logarithm of y.
Other scholars have argued that maximum-likelihood estimation is a better method (Nicholls, 1986).
The maximum likelihood estimation of the parameter α will satisfy Equation 3.5:
∑
log f(j)∑
f(j)
=
−ζ ′(α)
ζ(α)
(3.5)
Which of these methods will produce a better model is unknown, and there is no general consensus
among scholars as to which method should be used. Ordinary least squares is a more familiar method, and
is simpler to solve than the method described by Nicholls using iterative, numeric methods or using tables.
However, modern tools like Matlab mitigate any differences in the complexity of these algorithms.
3.4.2 Estimating the Power-law Constant
The calculation of the constant c is equally vague in Lotka’s original description (Lotka, 1926). Nicholls
(1986) notes that the constant can be estimated using the Reimann-Zeta function in Equation 3.6, for
which Pao (1985) provide an accurate estimation provided in Equation 3.7.
c−1 = ζ(α) =
∑
x−α, x = 1, 2, · · · (3.6)
c =
1
(
∑P−1
x=1
1
xn ) +
1
(n−1)Pn−1 +
1
2Pn +
n
24(P−1)n+1
(3.7)
Pao (1985) finds this estimation function to be very accurate for P = 20.
3.4.3 Determining the Cutoff Value
Lotka identified an elite group of highly productive authors within the collections he studied whose level of
production far exceeded the productivity of the majority of other authors. He omitted these “elites” from
his analysis, and likewise subsequent studies on authorship and information production processes have
identified a productivity cutoff value which separates the elite authors from the rest. Lotka did not
describe how he arrived at the cutoff values he used; however, the cutoff values for the two collections
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defined the elite author group as roughly the top 1% (1.2% and 1.03% for the physicists and chemists
respectively). de Solla Price (1971) formulated a square root rule of elitism, stating that for any population
of size A, there is an elite group of size
√
A. Yablonsky (1980) proposed another method for characterizing
the elite stating that the elite are those who have published more than
√
y1, where y1is the number of
authors publishing a single paper.
With respect to testing the Lego hypothesis, it is unclear if a cutoff value should be used. The removal
of highly productive or very large clones may bias the findings by removing the evidence which would be
evidence of a scale-free structure. However, removing these outliers has been shown to produce better fit
results, and keeping them may provide variation from the model distribution which would cause us to
reject that the data are power-law distributed.
3.4.4 The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
The final component of the model-fitting procedure is to test the goodness-of-fit of the derived model. In
order to make any claim about the processes by which observed phenomena came to be, models of those
phenomena must be fitted to the observed data. The primary method for fitting models is through
comparing the distribution of the observed data to the distribution of data derived from a mathematical
model. The chi-square test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are two popular methods for comparing two
distributions in order to determine if they differ significantly or not.
In the context of the data and models being tested in this study, the chi-square test has the advantage
of assuming discreteness of the variables, allowing for the comparison of data which is at least
nominal-scaled. However, there are limitations to the application of the chi-square test. Nicholls (1989)
discusses many issues with the chi-square test for fitting expected power-law distributed data, including
the lack of robustness the test has when frequency values are too small or zero, and the sensitivity of the
test to large sample sizes (i.e., given a large enough sample, the test will always determine significance in
the differences). For these reasons, most bibliometric scholars (e.g., Coile, 1977; Pao, 1985; Nicholls, 1989)
prefer the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test) is a goodness-of-fit test used to compare an observed frequency
distribution to a theoretical distribution (Egghe and Rousseau, 1990). The KS test compares the
cumulative distribution of the sample with the theoretical distribution. In the KS test, the null hypothesis
is that the observed and expected cumulative distributions are the same (or that the sample data have
been drawn from the theoretical distribution). The test compares the KS test statistic with the critical
value for the test. The KS statistic D is the maximum absolute difference between the theoretical and the
observed cumulative distributions. The degrees of freedom for the KS test are the number of observations
N in the sample. If the difference D is greater than the critical value at the specified significance level, the
null hypothesis is rejected. The critical value is approximated for populations of size N > 40 by the
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Table 3.3: Approximations of the KS test critical value for various significance levels (Egghe and Rousseau,
1990, p. 445).
One-sided test p = 0.90 0.95 0.975 0.99 0.995
Two-sided test p = 0.80 0.90 0.95 0.98 0.99
Approximation of critical value for N > 40 1.07√
N
1.22√
N
1.36√
N
1.52√
N
1.63√
N
equations given in Table 3.3.
By utilizing the cumulative distribution, the KS test overcomes many of the limitations of the
chi-square test, the only other non-parametric one-sample test for such comparisons (Pao, 1985). The
chi-square test requires data to be categorized into discrete classes and requires a minimum frequency of 5
instances for each class. If more than 20% of expected frequencies are smaller than 5, classes must be
merged, which results in a net information loss and thus a reduction in the power of the test (Pao, 1985).
The KS test is robust to these sparse data. The KS test, however, does suffer from the same sensitivity
issue of the chi-square test. Stated succinctly, both the KS test and the chi-square test become extremely
sensitive for large samples, which is problematic when dealing with very large datasets. Nicholls (1989)
discusses general concerns over using fitness tests as part of an inferential test in informetrics, preferring
results be used narrowly as a descriptive indicator of goodness-of-fit, rather than conclusive proof.
3.5 Summary
The data used in this study are drawn from public web resources and repositories. The PILOT study
source code data were scraped from JavaScript on web mashup applications registered with
ProgrammableWeb.com. The OPENSOURCE source code data were collected from PHP-language
projects on SourceForge, and the SNIPPETS collection were collected from a variety of websites and
programming texts available on the web. Study of multiple datasets allows for similar phenomena to be
observed in multiple contexts, potentially increasing the generalizabilty of this study.
This study draws principally on two methodological sources: clone analysis and informetric modeling.
Clone analysis methods have been adapted to look between projects for copied code, and identify trends
among projects of code copying. However, this is not the original intent of these algorithms, and their
utility for such purposes is discussed extensively in Chapter 4. The informetric models which have well
served that community, are here used to specifically test the axioms of the Lego hypothesis. Given the
similarity of the expected distributions in both cases, these models not only satisfy the requirements for
affirming or refuting the Lego hypothesis, but also any similarity to the informetics models would connect
methods of “remix production” to more traditional information production processes.
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CHAPTER 4
PATTERNS OF COPY-PASTE PROGRAMMING
This chapter presents and discusses the attempts made to identify evidence of copy-paste programming in
the various datasets used in this study. Several approaches were taken, with varying degrees of success.
The results of the preliminary pilot study conducted for this project are also presented in greater detail
than what was given in Section 2.3. The findings of the original pilot study gave reason to believe that the
clone detection algorithms would be suitable for finding copied code between applications. By casting a
wide, indiscriminate net for as much source code as possible, this study attempted to avoid the possible
selection bias which yielded little cloning among the more mature projects studied by Al-Ekram et al.
(2005), and Kapser and Godfrey (2006a). However, initial and repeated attempts to identify clear evidence
of intentional copying of code and “remix programming” behavior were not very successful, as interesting
patterns were drowned among large amounts of noise generated by the presence of included libraries and
copied projects between applications. After several iterations, these sources of noise were filtered and some
evidence of cloning was found; however, the most striking result was the relatively small amount of cloning
evident in what is a large amount of source code.
4.1 Pilot Study
This study was scoped, and defined based on the findings of a preliminary pilot study which looked at code
copying among map-based web mashups. Web mashups are web applications which use data and services
from several sources available on the web. Some of the most popular services used in building mashups are
mapping services offered by companies like Google, Yahoo!, and Microsoft. JavaScript-based map
applications can be embedded in a webpage and used to display geographic data in an interactive map
interface. The web application often attributed as the “first” mashup, HousingMaps
(http://www.housingmaps.com/), displayed real-estate listings from Craigslist
(http://www.craigslist.org) on Google’s map interface. HousingMaps was created in mid-2005 to assist
its creator, Paul Rademacher, in his search for a new house. Rademacher reverse-engineered the Google
Maps website to get the interactive map to display home-listing data from Craigslist on his website. At the
time, Google had not published an API for their mapping service. The popularity of HousingMaps sparked
the creation of many similar web applications and pushed many companies to “open” access to their data
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and services through formal APIs. The mashup ecosystem was largely a lawless frontier, with little in the
way of organization, best practices, or standardization among API providers. In order to catalog the
rapidly expanding space of services and web mashup applications, John Musser created ProgrammableWeb
(http://www.programmableweb.com) in July of 2005.
ProgrammableWeb is a user-contributed catalog of web mashup applications and web service APIs. As
of July 13, 2010, ProgrammableWeb lists 2,051 different web APIs which can be mashed-up. The available
APIs span a wide range of applications, including: search engines, mapping applications, instant
messaging, weather data, blogs, RSS aggregators, image and video sharing, social networking, personal
and/or team information management systems, social bookmarking, wikis, and auction sites. Over 4,925
mash-ups have been registered at ProgrammableWeb at an average rate of 2.8 new mash-ups registered
every day (this rate has been remarkably consistent over the past 5 years). 19% of all mashups on
ProgrammableWeb are described as “maps mashups,” and 40.5% (1,997) of mashups use the Google Maps
API. Keep in mind that not all web mashups which have been created are registered at
ProgrammableWeb; some estimate that as many as 1,000 new applications are developed every six months
based on the Google Maps API alone (Feldstein and Masson, 2006).
Much of the early interest in web mashups was focused on the speed with which they could be built.
The speed, combined with the small quantity of code required to build them compared to building a similar
application “from scratch,” gave the impression that mashups were easy to build. Many efforts were made
to make mashup programming easier through the development of mashup support tools and development
environments (Jones et al., 2008). Jones and Twidale (2006) and Jones et al. (2007) advocated an
approach to building mashups quickly which utilized code examples and snippets, many drawn from the
official documentation of the API providers. The extensive copying of code to build web applications has
been observed by Floyd et al. (2007) and Brandt et al. (2009) in observations of novice and experienced
programmers respectively. The pilot study was focused on web mashups as a programming context for
precisely these reasons – there had been documented evidence of programmers copying code from numerous
places on the web, including the documentation examples (cf. Rosson and Carroll, 1993), and the pilot
study sought to document the extent to which copied code was being used in mashup development.
The PILOT dataset consists of JavaScript source code from 597 map-based web mashups collected in
June 2006 from listings on ProgrammableWeb. The purpose of conducting the pilot study was twofold:
first, to see if and how documentation examples are copied among applications, and second, to explore the
viability of using clone-detection algorithms, specifically the CCFinder software, for identifying copied
code. Results of the pilot study were presented in Jones (2007a,b).
CCFinder version 10.1.12 for Windows was run on a machine running 32-bit Windows Vista, using the
default parameters. A customized JavaScript parsing script was written for CCFinder’s torq source code
parsing system (see Appendix B.2.1 for the source of the parsing script).
The pilot study data not only confirmed that the clone detection software could be used to identify
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Figure 4.1: A multi-dimensional scaling of Google Maps mashups based on the occurrence of clones within
the code. The highlighted nodes in the center are code snippets from the Google Maps API
documentation. The clear separation of the groups reflects strong patterns of similarity between
applications in terms of the amount of code they share.
code copied between applications, but also revealed several interesting patterns in the data. First, it
documented a large amount of cloning. Previous clone analysis studies which looked between applications
typically found little or no copied code (see Section 2.3); however, the pilot study revealed that over 62% of
the mashup code (measuring lines of code) was “cloned.” This is a significant portion of the code and
reflects a large amount of copying between the applications.
Additionally, the pattern of occurrence of clones across the mashups within the dataset was able to be
used to identify distinct clusters among the applications. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show plots of the first two
dimensions of classic, metric, multi-dimensional scalings of the PILOT dataset based on the occurrence of
clones in the mashup applications; in both figures there is clear grouping of the data with distinct
separations between groups of mashup applications. Figure 4.1 shows only the mashups which referenced
the Google Maps API, and Figure 4.2 shows only the mashups which referenced the Yahoo! Maps API.
In Figure 4.1, four distinct groups have been highlighted. These groupings were not investigated
qualitatively to determine what aspects of the code were drawing them together. However, in Figure 4.2,
the groupings were examined more closely. It was found that the small group on the left of the figure were
applications which used Yahoo! Maps and Microsoft’s mapping API (was Virtual Earth, now is Bing
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Figure 4.2: A multi-dimensional scaling of Yahoo! Maps mashups based on the occurrence of clones within
the code. The highlighted nodes in the center are code snippets from the Yahoo! Maps API
documentation. The labeled regions indicate that the applications in those regions used the indicated
JavaScript toolkit. The clear separation of the groups reflects strong patterns of similarity between
applications in terms of the amount of code they share.
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Maps). The two groupings on the right of the figure consisted of mashups which used particular JavaScript
libraries, one the Yahoo! Widgets (now YUI) library (http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/), the other the
MochiKit library (http://www.mochikit.com/). The grouping in the center consisted of mashups which
didn’t make use of any of these other APIs or libraries.
The clear presence of structure among the data is encouraging as it indicates that the patterns of clones
across mashups correspond to meanings which reflect the intentional actions of the developers; in this case,
the use of particular libraries and APIs. This is significant because it lends support to the notion that
different ways of doing things programmatically can result in different, identifiable traces in the code, and
that those traces can be discovered and used to reconstruct those differences. Meaning, that given a corpus
of code about which little is known a priori, studying the shared cloning among code units can produce
meaningful relationships.
Lastly, the clone analysis supported the main hypothesis of the pilot study, that code examples from
the API documentation are frequently used. The clone analysis revealed that example code is often used.
The code examples from the API documentation were found to be in the center of the most dense regions
of the derived multi-dimensional space, indicating that these are sources of clones which are commonly
used among all mashups. These findings from the pilot study served as the foundation for the subsequent
research which was conducted on the larger OPENSOURCE dataset.
4.2 Copied Code in the OPENSOURCE Dataset
As was discussed in Chapter 2, code copying is often mentioned by developers, and has been observed in
several research studies. To get a general sense of code copying in the OPENSOURCE dataset, the code
repositories were searched for explicit references to code being copied. For example, a programmer might
copy some code from another project and note in a comment where they found the original code which
they copied.
The following phrases were used to search the database using grep: “copied from,” “adapted from,”
“adopted from,” “taken from,” and “based on.” For each phrase, the line of text on which it occurred was
extracted. While these phrases could be present in the code for reasons other than explicitly documenting
copied code, many instances found appear to be evidence of code copying. These phrases were found in
3,025 (48.9%) of the 6,190 projects in the OPENSOURCE dataset.
1 File: x/xpweb/XPWeb/Lib/php_lib_login_includes/adodb/drivers/adodb
-oracle.inc.php
2 Line: 97
3 Text: if($argHostname) { // code copied from version submitted for
oci8 by Jorma Tuomainen <jorma.tuomainen@ppoy.fi>
Listing 4.1: Example of a line of code which includes a comment about where it was “copied from.”
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Table 4.1: Frequency with which several expressions which might indicate code was copied occur in the
OPENSOURCE dataset.
Phrase Frequency Project Count
based on 126,462 2,867
taken from 12,506 1,064
copied from 3,293 527
adapted from 1,189 235
adopted from 227 26
Fifty results were randomly selected from the set of hits returned for each phrase (250 results in total).
Each line was coded for all features it contained describing or documenting the source of the copied code,
including things like names of projects, files, and people from whom the code was copied, urls of where the
original code is located, etc. A single line could contain multiple features. The set of features which were
coded in the sample was constructed through open coding, where new features were added as they were
encountered in the data. For example, the line of code in Listing 4.1 taken from the xpweb project contains
a project name (oci8), a person name (Jorma Tuomainen), and an email address
(jorma.tuomainen@ppoy.fi).
Fifteen unique features were identified across the 250 phrases in the sample, and are provided in Table
4.2 with the frequency with which each feature occurred in lines containing the search phrases described
above. Lines of code which could not be determined to contain a statement of intentional or explicit
copying were coded as “Not Applicable,” or “N/A.” Where line breaks split statements across multiple
lines, subsequent lines of code were examined in order to code all features.
Below are examples of each feature in use:
project name
* The following code is adapted from the PEAR DB error handling code.
file name
// FIXME - copied from search.php. Does this work for a second blog?
person name
* based on db mysql.inc by Boris Erdmann and Kristian Koehntopp
url
* This filter was taken from http://vikjavev.no/computing/ump.php,
email
* Adapted from db mysql.inc by Sascha Schumann <sascha@schumann.cx>
function name
// Query is taken from the runThroughTemplates($theRootLine) function in the parent class.
book title
Code adopted from example code by Hugh E. Williams and David Lane, authors of the book
‘‘Web Database Application with PHP and MySQL,’’ published by O’Reilly & Associates.
pattern
Most of the colors were taken from mail.yahoo.com’s theme on their
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php.net doc
// taken from http://www.php.net/manual/en/function.array-merge-recursive.php
module name
# All code under here copied from filescenter->bo->fileUpload #
blog
Pretty func adapted from ALA http://www.alistapart.com/articles/gettingstartedwithajax
date
// this block is taken from mysql.php 2005070202
man page
* copied from get-html-translation-table man page
php.net notes
* Adapted from the comments to htmlspecialchars: http://us.php.net/htmlspecialchars.
unknown source
//Most of this code was adapted from another authors code but I do not remember where I found
it
Admittedly, this method of identifying copied code is imprecise with a 30% overall false-positive rate,
ranging as high as 80% for the phrase “based on” and 32% for “copied from.” Furthermore, it relies on the
programmer actually documenting their code copying, which is not necessarily the typical case. However,
these data are encouraging as they provide unambiguous evidence that code is being copied. They also
speak to where code is being copied from, with other projects being a predominant source. References to
web resources and programming books are also very encouraging as they provide evidence that code is
being shared through multiple media and specifically that code snippets like those collected in the
SNIPPETS collection are being copied.
The search phrase “based on” has a very high frequency of occurrence and a very high rate of
non-relevant results. This is mostly because it is a common expression to describe one thing being derived
Table 4.2: Distribution of features included in statements of explicit code copying found among 250 sample
results of searching the corpus for phrases possibly associated with documenting copied code.
Feature adapted from adopted from based on copied from taken from Total
project name 37 14 7 18 9 85
file name 7 22 1 9 4 43
person name 8 16 3 12 2 41
url 11 0 4 0 19 34
email 5 0 0 11 0 16
function name 2 5 1 4 3 15
book title 1 9 0 0 0 10
pattern 0 0 1 1 4 6
php.net doc 1 0 0 0 4 5
module name 0 0 0 1 2 3
blog 1 0 0 0 0 1
date 0 0 0 0 1 1
man page 0 0 0 1 0 1
php.net notes 1 0 0 0 0 1
unknown source 1 0 0 0 0 1
N/A 1 0 40 16 18 75
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from another, which happens frequently in a lot of programs, for example “* Factory method that creates
a cache object based on configuration” (from:
branches/puntal-2.0-dev/upload/inc/libs/HTMLPurifier/DefinitionCacheFactory.php in the
puntal project). It is also used in software licensing text, such as this example from an instance of Version
2 of the GNU General Public License “ 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any
portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or
work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions” (from:
fbrowser/releases/beta2/rev3/filebrowser/htdocs/langs/English.php in the amp-fbrowser
project). Version 2 of the GNU GPL contains a total of 12 instances of the phrase “based on” (version 1
has only a single instance of the phrase “based on,” and version 3 has five instances).
It is a bit surprising in general to see the care given by some programmers to properly attribute copied
code, often including names and email addresses of the original programmer whose code was copied. There
was even one instance of a programmer feeling compelled to document that the code was copied even
though the they could not recall the original source: “//Most of this code was adapted from another
authors code but I do not remember where I found it,” (from EasyPHPHitCounter/funcs db.php in the
ephc2409 project).
It was interesting to see programmers referencing specific styles or patterns, like this example in which
the programmer states they have intentionally modeled their code after the pattern used by popular
open-source packages “| > Usage style based on the C and Perl GNU modules” from (tags/C011/xbt/XBT
IPB Mod/sources/lib/tar.php in the xbtt project). It may be possible to identify copied design patterns
using clone analytic techniques (Antoniol et al., 1998).
The results of the pilot study, combined with evidence from prior research and empirical evidence from
the source collection being studied, gave reason to believe that a clone analysis of a large collection of
source code would turn up evidence of code copying and remix programming. The following sections detail
the several iterations of data analysis which were conducted in order to investigate the presence and
prevalence of code copying in the OPENSOURCE dataset. In total three distinct attempts were made to
obtain meaningful data regarding copied code among the projects in the OPENSOURCE collection. First,
large partitions of as much data as possible were run. These analyses were difficult to analyze and make
sense of given the overwhelming amount of “noise” in the data coming from file and library duplication. A
second iteration filtered the data prior to running the clone analysis to remove large numbers of duplicated
files. Smaller partitions were also used; and while some interesting anecdotes were identified, there still was
not very much clear evidence of copied code. However, it was observed in the second iteration that the
most interesting examples lay at the intersection of the OPENSOURCE and SNIPPETS datasets, and a
third iteration of clone analysis was conducted where each project was examined individually to find
evidence of clones shared with the SNIPPETS dataset.
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4.3 Clones as Copied Code: A First Attempt
The initial framing of this research indicated that the clone analysis algorithms would be run over the
entire OPENSOURCE dataset, all 6,190 projects would be examined together. This is generally the
approach used in clone analysis research when investigating clones within a single application; the entire
code base is examined at once, and clones emerge out of the many possible pairings of code regions.
However, the CCFinder software was unable to process the entire 6,190 collection in one batch. This is
frustrating because previous studies had successfully used the CCFinder software to analyze tens of
millions of lines of code (Casazza et al., 2001) giving the expectation the the software could scale. The
closed-source licensing of the 32-bit CCFinder software made it impossible to rebuild for a 64-bit
architecture which would have given the software access to a larger addressable memory space and possibly
permitted the software to complete its execution.
Unable to analyze all the data in one batch, the data were partitioned into five subsets. These subsets
were of approximately equal size, with 1,238 projects in each (1, 238× 5 = 6, 190). When this analysis was
done, the SNIPPETS collection consisted of only the code snippets collected from social media websites
and did not include the examples from programming books. The web snippets were added to each of these
partitions, and the combined code sets were run through the CCFinder application. Results for partitions
1, 2, 3, and 5 were obtained; partition 4 was still too large to be processed by the CCFinder software.
CCFinder version 10.2.7.1 for Ubuntu i386 was run on a dual-core virtual machine running Ubuntu 8.04
(Hardy Heron) using the default minimum token length of 50 tokens, and clones within files were ignored
(i.e., -b 50 -w w-f+g+ --threads=4 parameters). A customized PHP parsing script was written for
CCFinder’s torq source code parsing system (see Appendix B.2.2 for the source of the parsing script).
The preliminary results of this analysis of the data are presented briefly here. Although they proved to
be not particularly informative with respect to the research questions of this study, their analysis proved
useful for informing the subsequent reformulation of this study and the later analysis that followed. Only
the first partition of projects was analyzed in any detail due to issues in the data analysis which will be
discussed in the following sections. In the first partition of the data, 150,049 total clones were identified,
including those existing only within a single project (intraproject clone) and those existing across more
than one project (interproject clone); 44,821 (29.9%) were interproject clones.
Of the 1,238 projects in the first partition, 1,018 had clones, of which 845 had at least one interproject
clone. Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of the number of interproject clones which exist in the first set of
projects studied. Although there are some projects with very many clones (e.g., the Tikiwiki project has
8,149 interproject clones), the median number of interproject clones per project is only 11 clones.
Most projects do not have very many clones. What are the characteristics of the clones which do exist
between projects? Figures 4.4 and 4.5 depict the size of the interproject clones, and frequency with which
they appear in projects, respectively. The size of clones has a very skewed distribution, with an artificial
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of the number of interproject clones. This shows a large number of projects have
very few interproject clones, and a very small number of projects have very many interproject clones. This
shape of distribution is superficially similar to a long-tailed distribution. However, subsequent investigation
of the cloning between projects showed most of these clone instances would be categorized as “accidental.”
minimum of 50 tokens established by the parameterization of the CCFinder application. The median
interproject clone length is 127 tokens, with a long tail of large clones reaching up to 50,175 tokens, which
is nearly 400 times longer than the median clone length. Clone and code snippet sizes are discussed in
more detail in Section 5.2. The very long clones were found to be instances of entire files being copied
among projects, where there was some variation which would have made the files distinct in a byte-for-byte
comparison, but were members of the same clone class (e.g., variation in comments or whitespace, changes
to variable names or literal values, or additional code/statements at the beginning or end of the clone).
Instances of file copying are discussed more in Section 4.3.1.
The most frequently occurring interproject clones appear in 75 projects, the median number of projects
in which interproject clones appear is 2. This means that most clones appear only between a small number
of projects, and only a very few clones appear in many projects. Even still, the maximum number of
projects is relatively small compared to the size of the dataset (i.e., 75 projects out of 1,238, or 6%). When
the most frequently occurring clones were examined, it was found that they all came from the inclusion of
common code libraries (specifically, most instances were from the Smarty interface templating library), and
were not the result of “remixed” source code (i.e., they were not snippets of code which had been copied
and recombined in a different context from their original). These clones retained their original context
completely as they were often verbatim copies of complete files.
While there may have been evidence of intentional copying and pasting of code snippets among these
data, it was difficult to find any given the prevalence of copied libraries. Even still, it is rather surprising
how little cloning activity there is in general among these data. The fact that the most frequently
occurring clone only appears in 75 projects does not resonate with the amounts of
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of interproject clone sizes as measured by the number of tokens. This distribution
has an artificial floor at 50 tokens which was set by the clone analysis software. The distribution shows a
large number of small clones, and a small number of large clones. What is alarming is the size of the
largest clones, up to 50,000 tokens. These very large clones turned out to be the product of file duplication.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of interproject clone frequencies. The majority of clones occur in just two files,
and thus at most two projects. This implies that there are very few clones which are pervasive across the
dataset.
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programming-by-copy-paste which was seen in the pilot study. Furthermore, the most frequently occurring
clones were often of nearly complete files. There are several possible causes for the lack of evidence of
copied code, and the remainder of this chapter discusses subsequent efforts to find and document evidence
of code copying and/or remix programming.
4.3.1 File Duplication, Near Duplicates, & Code Inclusion
Among the 1,245,935 PHP files downloaded for examination in this study, there were only 645,543 (51.9%)
unique files when compared at a byte-level; 48% of the files were exact duplicates. Most of these duplicate
files were within projects as the code checkout downloaded the entire source tree for a project, including
multiple versions. Where a file was not changed between tagged releases or branches of the source tree, it
would count as an exact duplicate file. However, not all file duplication was within projects; many files were
duplicated between projects. Moreover, many near-duplicates, entire files which are almost exact copies,
were found using the clone analysis software; and in some cases entire directories of files were duplicated.
Of the 645,543 unique files, 495,905 files (76.8% of unique files) exist only once in the dataset. The
remaining 149,638 files were duplicated at least once. Collectively, the replication of these duplicated files
comprise 60.2% of all files, indicating that duplicated files occur more frequently in the dataset than
unique files. However, there often exist multiple versions in the source control tree of a project. When the
data are filtered to look only at files which are replicated across projects, 36,859 files are replicated
between projects, comprising a total of 320,224 files, which is 25.7% of the total dataset.
Among the interproject duplicated files, the number of times a file is replicated ranges from twice (i.e.,
there exist two instances), to a maximum of 727 times (i.e., there exist 727 instances of the file). The
distribution is heavily skewed towards less frequent duplication, as can be seen in Figure 4.6.
Examining frequently duplicated files, and their patterns of duplication between projects yields some
interesting patterns. Looking at files with high-interproject duplication rates, there appear to be
correlations between files; with many files having similar or the same number of replicants in a similar or
the same number of projects. Table 4.3 shows an example of 6 files, and 4 clones which exist in multiple
copies throughout the dataset and appear to be copied together. Both of these examples come from the
Smarty library. Note also the sequential number of clones 1107127 and 1107128, which is a good indicator
that the clones were detected near each other in the dataset, and thus likely share common source file(s).
Comparing the actual project lists for each file which occurs more than 25 times shows strong
correlations among replicated files. Figure 4.7 shows a two-dimensional plot of a classic, metric
multi-dimensional scaling of the correlation distance between files based on their occurrence in projects.
There are 508 unique files depicted in this figure, replicated in 875 projects. The clear separation between
groups of files reflects common patterns of co-copying; there are many files which are copied among
projects together.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of interproject exact file replication. While most duplicated files have only a small
number of copies, there are many projects with replication counts.
Table 4.3: Sample of files and clones which have similar patterns of duplication. The files occur a similar
number of times and in a similar number of projects. Likewise, the clones occur in identical numbers of
files and projects. These examples are all from Smarty library, and likely have been copied together
between the projects.
File ID File Count Project Count
... ... ...
190e8e1d1ee82e46352cbc4e3c57aac3 611 283
73af93f76685de610b7fe2891d43da55 611 283
678c5c47651ef0ad2947e769c3878d8a 611 283
c484e9d17e86cbb8c90811c2405bae2a 610 282
5d9a2f40f2c6d05e8b5a0b4fcb334b13 606 282
9d9d9ede0916f30eb52e6abc9573a579 605 282
... ... ...
Clone ID File Count Project Count
... ... ...
1107127 364 72
1107128 364 72
2556372 364 72
3144321 364 72
... ... ...
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Figure 4.7: 2D plot of a classic multi-dimensional scaling, depicting the correlation among duplicate files
across projects.
Investigating these clusters more closely, it is apparent that they are comprised of code libraries being
included in large part, or their entirety. Many of the duplicate files are attributable to a common PHP
interface template library called Smarty. Other common libraries include: adodb, a database abstraction
library; phpmailer, an email library; FCKEditor, a rich-text editor component; and fpdf, a PDF
generation library. Over 67,000 files in the dataset are attributable to Smarty alone.
The most salient discovery in the initial clone analysis of the data was the prevalence of near-duplicate
files. These were entire files, often entire directories of files, which were very similar or nearly-identical
between projects. Unlike the exact file duplication described above, these near-duplicates were not
byte-for-byte copies. They had differences on a binary-level, possibly from variations in comments or
whitespace, extra code, or other modifications which made them slightly different from each other. These
are precisely the variations that the clone analysis algorithms are designed to be able to account for in
their identification of duplicate regions of code.
Like the case of exact duplicate files, the source of these nearly-identical duplicate files were most often
the case of code libraries or portions of the source code from other projects being included. While this is a
kind of code copying and reuse, it is more similar to formal code reuse typically advocated for in software
engineering. The issue is that the PHP lacks a robust mechanism by which libraries and code can be
reused short of including the source directly. It could be argued that these included files and libraries
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should not be included in the managed source code for the including program. A more optimal solution,
from the perspective of minimizing duplication, would be for the included code to be bundled with
packaged distributions of the system, rather than mixed in the source code management system of the
target project. The motivations for clone analysis in general address the many reasons why this could be
considered “bad practice;” refer to Section 2.3 for a discussion of those reasons.
Clone analysis labels exact duplicates as Type I clones, and near-duplicates as Type II or Type III
clones depending on the kind of variation which exists among the instances of the clone. However, the
notion of the “clone” is typically considered at a sub-file level of granularity, let alone directories. In their
taxonomy of clones, Kapser and Godfrey (2004) do not have a code region which corresponds to the notion
of multiple-file code library. The mostly wholesale inclusion of entire code libraries is not something which
clone analysis studies have had to address historically, given their focus on looking within individual
applications. Generally speaking, library and project copying can only be detected across projects, unless
something is known about the code a priori.
4.4 Clones as Copied Code: A Second Attempt
Given the prevalence of copied libraries and near-duplicate files among the data, some means of filtering
out these data were needed. Not knowing how many such libraries lurked in the data, nor of any foolproof
way to remove them all, an iterative, bottom-up filtering approach was constructed. The iterative
approach taken consists of alternating between two modes of analysis: a quantitative and a qualitative
phase. In the quantitative phase, clone statistics are computed and used to narrow the region of interest
for analysis in the qualitative phase; essentially the quantitative analysis identifies where to look in the
data. In the qualitative phase the clones are examined more closely, taking into account their source file
and project attributes, the text of the clones themselves, and anything else which might help interpret and
contextualize the data. Analysis oscillated between these two modes of analysis, initially to identify data to
filter, and later to identify interesting examples which warranted deeper investigation.
4.4.1 Filtering Files
In order to rapidly iterate the filtering and identify and eliminate as many problematic libraries and other
near-duplicate files as possible, the data were repartitioned into 31 partitions of approximately 200 projects
each.1 The following procedure was followed to identify files to be filtered:
1. Run the clone detection software on a partition.
1Some partitions had fewer than 200 projects because the partitions were made on an earlier listing of the projects before
empty projects had been removed. By the time the error was noticed, the clone detection had completed. The smallest partition
had 195 projects, which is a difference of just 2.5%. Given that this approach was ultimately abandoned, no effort was made
to rerun the analyses with balanced partitions.
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2. Compute statistics and metrics for resulting clones, including clone size, population, project count,
etc.
3. Sort clones by different statistics and look for outliers, i.e., identify clones which have very large sizes,
or high frequencies of occurrence, or occur in many projects, etc.
4. Extract the clone instances from the dataset.
5. Lookup file metadata instances of the clone, including what original source file it was derived from,
what project it came from, its path, original size, un-processed source, etc.
6. Check if instances all belong to a common library, attempt to identify that library from the file
source and metadata information (e.g., looking at directory names, filenames, comments, license
documents, etc.).
7. Search the dataset for other instances of that file or library by looking for similarly named
directories, files, etc.
8. Flag all instances in the database for filtering and annotate why the file was filtered.
9. Filter the files and repeat the process on the filtered dataset.
10. Stop when no more libraries can be clearly identified.
After several iterations of this process, a set of 28 groups of files had been identified and filtered,
removing 385,183 files (30.9%) from the dataset (see Table 4.4). A similar proportion of projects were
affected by the filtering of copied libraries, 2,214 projects (35.7%) contained at least one file affected by the
filtering. It is likely that there are more libraries which were not filtered using this process either because
they were too few in their replication, or not uniform in their naming in order to be reliably identified and
filtered; however, it is clear that copied code libraries are a substantial portion of the dataset.
The largest collection of files filtered were translation files, comprising 114,953 files. Translation files are
not strictly speaking a “library,” but often are a collection of dictionary files. The problem with dictionary
files is that they are extremely regular and generic, often consisting of the declaration of an associative
array containing many key-value pairs which represent all the text elements from the user interface which
can be translated. Given their generic structure, they generate a very large number of clones.
After removing the filtered libraries, the clone analysis was rerun on the reduced partitions. The
smaller partition size allowed a lower minimum clone-length threshold used on CCFinder, potentially
locating smaller snippets of copied code. The threshold was reduced from the default minimum length of
50 tokens to 15 tokens (a detailed discussion of clone sizes can be found in Section 5.2). The other
parameters were left unchanged.
As the clone analyses were being run on the filtered partitions, the results were being analyzed to
determine if the filtering had any effect, and made more visible any evidence of remix programming. 17 of
the 31 partitions successfully completed execution, covering 3,393 projects (54.8%) and 651,125 files
(52.3%), before this approach was suspended. 1,051,123 clones were detected, 293,113 of which were
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Table 4.4: Groups of files which were filtered from the dataset
Library Description # File filtered
ADOdb Database abstraction library 55,675
Browser Info Library for identifying the user agent and environ-
ment
4
cgraph Graph library 25
CPDF & FPDF PDF generation libraries 4,769
EZPDO Persistent data objects 1,839
FCKeditor WYSIWYG rich text editor component 5,515
Geshi Generic Syntax Highlighting - code syntax high-
lighting library
5,770
i18n Translation, localization, and dictionary files.
This is not a specific library, but dictionary files
are very similar structurally to one-another.
114,953
JPGraph Graph/plot generation library 11,853
MyObjects Object persistence library 433
NUSOAP SOAP support for PHP 348
PEAR libraries Miscellaneous libraries provided by PEAR. E.g.,
db connectors, FILE i/o, PDF support, image gen-
eration, graphing/plots, Email, OpenID, XML
37,051
phpBB PHP-based web bulletin board system 9,848
php Cake MVC framework for PHP 2,601
phpmailer Email library for PHP 5,913
phpmyadmin Web interface for MySQL database administration 19,378
PHPlot Graph/plot generation library 278
PHPTal PHP Templating Language 1,272
PHPUnit Unit testing for PHP 909
Phing PHP build system 927
Smarty Interface templating system for PHP 67,005
SPAW WYSIWYG rich text editor component 647
SquirrelMail PHP-based web mail system 227
Symfony MVC framework for PHP 6,160
Tar TAR archive wrappers 12
WordPress Blog system 12,773
Zend Miscellaneous libraries provided by Zend. E.g.,
XML, PDF, Mail, Logging, Lucene connectors
18,882
Zip Zip archive file library 116
Total 385,183
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1 (isset($name[’title ’])) {
2 $title = $name[’title ’];
3 }
Listing 4.2: The most frequently copied clone found in the second iteration of data analyses. It is present
in 60 projects and is 19 tokens long.
1 function __toString (){
2 return $this ->catchDisplay ();
3 }
Listing 4.3: Instance of an accidental clone which occurred in 35 projects. This snippet is structurally
identical to Listings 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, but is clearly not copied from them.
interproject clones. Despite the large volume of cloning, only 27.9% of the clones were interproject clones.
Of those 187,824 only existed between two projects, meaning that clones, again, were relatively local. The
median clone length among these data is 24 tokens, with a mean of 74.1.
The most frequently copied clone only existed in 60 projects (approximately 30% of the projects in any
one partition), and is only 19 tokens long. The source of the most frequently copied clone is given in
Listing 4.2. The many instances of the clone given in Listing 4.2 are likely the result of best practices in
PHP programming. Referencing an array key without first checking if the key exists will generate a
“Notice” in the web server logs, warning the programmer that there is a potential issue. Moreover,
checking array indices is considered good programming practice in any language as not doing so can
generate out-of-bounds exceptions or possibly cause a program to address adjacent memory which can lead
to vulnerabilities like the buffer overrun exploits in early versions of Microsoft Windows.
In examining many of the clones detected in this iteration, it was found that most of the clones which
exist solely between projects in the OPENSOURCE dataset (i.e., those that did not also exist in the
SNIPPETS dataset), are best characterized as “accidental clones” (Al-Ekram et al., 2005). They are
strings of code which are similar, but are more likely the result of common programming practices, rather
than direct copy paste. Listings 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 show several variations of one clone which is 17
tokens long and was found in 35 projects. This clone cannot clearly be attributed to copying as it is simply
a function which takes no parameters and simply returns the result of calling another function. Beyond the
common structure, there is nothing which would indicate that any one of these was a copy of the other.
These frequently occurring clones are small, and not clearly evidence of copied code. At the other end
of the spectrum, the largest clones were discovered to again be instances of file duplication from smaller
libraries or projects which were not identified in the filtering process, either because the files had been
renamed, and thus could not be easily found to be filtered, or were too few in number by comparison to
larger libraries to warrant explicit filtering. In between were a mix of clones which varied in size and
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1 function ACTION_admin_index ()
2 {
3 return $this ->ACTION_admin_entries_edit ();
4 }
Listing 4.4: Instance of an accidental clone which occurred in 35 projects. This snippet is structurally
identical to Listings 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6, but is clearly not copied from them.
1 function getIndices ()
2 {
3 return $this ->getIndexes ();
4 }
5
6 /**
7 * Get table name.
8 * @return string
9 */
Listing 4.5: Instance of an accidental clone which occurred in 35 projects. This snippet is structurally
identical to Listings 4.3, 4.4, and 4.6, but is clearly not copied from them.
1 function count ()
2 {
3 return $this ->getTotal ();
4 }
5
6 /**
7 * This is an alias for the @c items method.
8 * @return array The array of objects in the collection
9 */
Listing 4.6: Instance of an accidental clone which occurred in 35 projects. This snippet is structurally
identical to Listings 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, but is clearly not copied from them.
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frequency. Most of these clones were again, “accidental clones”; however, several instances were found
which appeared to be strong cases of copied code. One of these was taken and explored in depth,
qualitatively, to better understand the context of this clone, and possibly help define parameters for
identifying additional cases.
4.5 The Case of the getmicrotime Clones
In order to better understand how copied-code clones look, one was taken and explored in depth. This
clone has been titled getmicrotime after a common variation on the function name, and involves the
microtime function in PHP which returns the current time with microsecond precision. The microtime
function has existed in PHP since PHP 4 and was updated in PHP 5. The original functionality of the
microtime function was to return “the current Unix timestamp with microseconds.” The original version
of microtime took no parameters and returned “the string ’msec sec’ where sec is the current time
measured in the number of seconds since the Unix Epoch (0:00:00 January 1, 1970 GMT), and msec is the
microseconds part. Both portions of the string are returned in units of seconds.” 2 Example output would
look something like this: “0.36505000 1279672008.” The function was updated in PHP 5 to accept a
boolean parameter, which when true will cause the function to return the current time as a float,
returning a float value similar to this: “1279672008.3651.”
The getmicrotime clone is 36 tokens long, appearing in 39 files among 19 projects in the
OPENSOURCE dataset and in twelve different snippets in the SNIPPETS dataset. The list of all
instances is given in Table 4.5, and have been grouped by filename. Among the files containing this clone,
are several files which appear to be part of an external library of projects which has been included; e.g.,
MediaWiki, EditArea, libcurlemu, etc.
A representative example of the clone is given in Listing 4.7 which was taken from the WiND project in a
file named globals/functions.php. The getmicrotime clone defines a function of the same name which
takes the string output of the PHP built-in microtime function and converts it to a float by splitting
the string at the whitespace, adding the resulting components together, and returning the result. This
function has the same effect as calling the new microtime function in PHP 5 with a true (or truthy)
parameter. It is noted that the actual clone which was detected did not include the function keyword, or
function name preceding the parentheses at the beginning of the clone; however, they have been included
in the examples presented in this section because they should be part of the clone given they are equivalent
expressions in all identified instances.
This clone was also found in several snippets in the SNIPPETS collection. All snippets are traceable to
the http://php.net documentation for the microtime function. One snippet is from the microtime
2http://php.net/manual/en/function.microtime.php
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Table 4.5: List of all files containing the getmicrotime clone. Files are grouped by their filename, with
common filenames indicating a likely common source.
Unique filenames
- ambt/ambt/dump functions.php
- calendartechniq/cxcalendar.php
- etherra/cms/core/lib/SiteCore.class.php
- exora/E-Xora/exora-dev/class/debug/debug.php
- l2jstats-admin/TOOLS/l2j stats/includes/functions.php
- nextgencms/trunk/orphans/search.php
- ocsinventory/server/ocsreports/index.php
- phpcp/phpCP/functions.php
- phpmyparser/phpmyparser/array dump class.php
- pikateka/index.php
- qmpromisance/clanless/html.php
- qmpromisance/standard/html.php
- quickdev4php/kernel/index.php
- revokebb/inc/rev classes.php
- thenecklace/includes/startup.php
- thenecklace/thenecklace/includes/startup.php
- wind/globals/classes/mysql.php
- wind/globals/functions.php
lib/layersmenu-common.inc.php
- sbp/SBP-devel/lib/layersmenu-common.inc.php
- tikipro/ phplayers/lib/layersmenu-common.inc.php
libcurlemu/class HTTPRetriever.php
- dfwiki/WikiStandAlone/lib/libcurlemu/class HTTPRetriever.php
- i-community/projects/carmelss-0.9/lib/libcurlemu/class HTTPRetriever.php
editarea/edit area compressor.php
- covide/branches/covide-stable/editarea/edit area compressor.php
- covide/branches/dns-config/editarea/edit area compressor.php
- covide/tags/covide-7.4/editarea/edit area compressor.php
- covide/trunk/editarea/edit area compressor.php
- mapix/mapix/js/edit area/edit area compressor.php
- onnac/releases/0.0.9.4/interface/editarea/edit area compressor.php
- onnac/releases/0.0.9.5/interface/editarea/edit area compressor.php
- onnac/trunk/interface/editarea/edit area compressor.php
- radria/webide/edit area/edit area compressor.php
maintenance/mctest.php
- mathwiki/maintenance/mctest.php
- multi-mediawiki/mods/mediawiki-1.6.5/maintenance/mctest.php
- multi-mediawiki/mods/mediawiki-1.7.1/maintenance/mctest.php
- multi-mediawiki/vendor/mediawiki-1.6.5/maintenance/mctest.php
- multi-mediawiki/vendor/mediawiki-1.7.1/maintenance/mctest.php
- xoopschina/modules/mediawiki/branches/1.6/maintenance/mctest.php
- xoopschina/modules/mediawiki/branches/1.7/maintenance/mctest.php
- xoopschina/modules/mediawiki/trunk/maintenance/mctest.php
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1 function getmicrotime (){
2 list($usec , $sec) = explode (" ",microtime ());
3 return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec);
4 }
Listing 4.7: Representative instance of the getmicrotime snippet, from functions.php in the WiND
project.
1 <?php
2 /**
3 * Simple function to replicate PHP 5 behaviour
4 */
5 function microtime_float ()
6 {
7 list($usec , $sec) = explode (" ", microtime ());
8 return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec);
9 }
10
11 $time_start = microtime_float ();
12
13 // Sleep for a while
14 usleep (100);
15
16 $time_end = microtime_float ();
17 $time = $time_end - $time_start;
18
19 echo "Did nothing in $time seconds\n";
20 ?>
Listing 4.8: Instance of the getmicrotime snippet given as an EXAMPLE in function microtime
documentation.
function’s documentation EXAMPLES, the other eleven come from the user-contributed NOTES for the
function. The current version of the microtime function contains an EXAMPLE with a function named
microtime float, which contains an instance of this clone, see Listing 4.8 for the full source code of the
EXAMPLE. The rest of the code in the EXAMPLE snippet shows how to use the function to implement a
benchmark to measure the performance of a PHP script (i.e., how long it takes to execute a script).
This EXAMPLE can be traced using the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine 3 to pinpoint its origin.
An earlier version of this EXAMPLE which used the function name getmicrotime was present on the
function documentation in a June 30, 2003 snapshot4. This is the earliest recorded instance of the page in
the archive. In addition to using a different function name, this version of the EXAMPLE also lacks the
comment about PHP 5 at the top, and used a loop rather than a sleep statement to create a measurable
execution delay.
One year later a snapshot dated August 13, 2004 shows the example verbatim as it exists today. The
immediate snapshot preceding the August 13, 2004 snapshot of this page in the Internet Archive is dated
3http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://us2.php.net/manual/en/function.microtime.php
4http://web.archive.org/web/20030630074640/http://us3.php.net/manual/en/function.microtime.php
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August 03, 2004 and it contains the June 30, 2003 version of the EXAMPLE, so the current version (and
the version in the SNIPPETS dataset) can be dated to sometime between August 03, 2004 and August 13,
2004.
PHP 5.0.0 was released on July 13, 2004, just several weeks before the Internet Archive shows the
EXAMPLES for the microtime function were updated. The PHP 5 version of the microtime function was
modified to accept a boolean parameter indicating if the result should be returned as a float. This explains
the comment in the EXAMPLE about “replicating PHP 5 behaviour” in earlier versions of PHP which do
not support the additional parameter.
About a year later, the snippet was posted on August 16, 2005 as a NOTE with an additional comment
and statement to round the time difference to four decimal places of precision. The source code of one
NOTE is given in Listing 4.9. Except for these additions, the snippet is a verbatim copy of the original
EXAMPLE. The other ten snippets in the other NOTES which contain a clone of this function vary quite
a bit; however, in all of the NOTES the source of the function itself is always the same.
1 <?php
2 /**
3 * Simple function to replicate PHP 5 behaviour
4 */
5 function microtime_float ()
6 {
7 list($usec , $sec) = explode (" ", microtime ());
8 return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec);
9 }
10
11 $time_start = microtime_float ();
12
13 // Sleep for a while
14 usleep (100);
15
16 $time_end = microtime_float ();
17
18 //*****
19 //***** Use round with 4 spaces after the decimal for shorter
times. The output would be 0.003 seconds
20 //*****
21 $time = round($time_end - $time_start , 4);
22 echo "Did nothing in $time seconds\n";
23 ?>
Listing 4.9: Instance of the getmicrotime snippet given as a NOTE in function microtime documentation.
Following are two more variations of the getmicrotime clone. The function name varies between
get microtime and getmicrotime, but the implementation is identical in each case.
The first instance is from the file cms/core/lib/pages/SiteCore.class.php in the etherra project.
SiteCore.class.php was created on June 7, 2006 and was only modified once, on June 13, 2006, which is
nearly two years after the release of PHP 5 which supports the enhanced microtime function. The file has
not been updated since, and the etherra project itself has not been updated in over two years.
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The instance depicted in Listing 4.10 from the etherra project, contains two additional lines of code.
The similarity of the line following the function definition, particularly the somewhat awkwardly named
variable $time start, to the code in the EXAMPLE and NOTE identified above indicate that this code
might have been copied from those sources. The function name has been changed, but the variable name
and internal function definition are identical.
1 global $time_start;
2 function getmicrotime (){
3 list($usec , $sec) = explode (" ",microtime ());
4 return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec);
5 }
6 $time_start = getmicrotime ();
Listing 4.10: Instance of the getmicrotime snippet, from the file SiteCore.class.php in the etherra
project.
The only other reference to the getmicrotime function in the etherra project is in
cms/core/lib/pages/Page.class.php, and is given in Listing 4.11. This piece of code references the
global $time start variable declared and initialized in the previous snippet, and calls getmicrotime again
to compute the elapsed time of the execution. This code is executed when the etherra application
finishes, just before the generated HTML page is transmitted to the useragent. Note the similarity to the
EXAMPLE given above, specifically the variable name $time end, which is common to both instances.
1 function getGenerationTime (){
2 global $time_start;
3 $time_end = getmicrotime ();
4 return $time_end -$time_start;
5 }
Listing 4.11: The only other reference to the getmicrotime function in the etherra project is in
Page.class.php.
The version of the clone depicted in Listing 4.12 is found in nine files across four projects. It is
remarkably similar to the EXAMPLE above, with the exception that the function name is different.
1 function get_microtime ()
2 {
3 list($usec , $sec) = explode (" ", microtime ());
4 return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec);
5 }
Listing 4.12: Instance of the getmicrotime snippet found in nine files from four projects.
Across all 51 instances of the getmicrotime snippet there are nine unique names for the function, and
six variations each for the first and second lines of function. The distribution of the 51 instances over those
variations is given in Table 4.6.
In Lines 1 and 2 of the function, most of the differences are in whitespace, which makes them difficult
to observe using clone analysis algorithms tuned to identify Type II and Type III clones as these
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Table 4.6: All variations on the three lines of the function in the getmicrotime snippet.
Variations on function name Count
function getmicrotime 19
function microtime float 15
function get microtime 10
function getmicrotime 2
function float microtime 1 1
function get micro time 1
function GetMicrotime 1
function microtime float1 1
function time elapsed capture 1
Variations on Line 1 Count
list($usec, $sec) = explode(" ", microtime()); 34
list($usec, $sec) = explode(" ",microtime()); 13
list ($usec, $sec) = explode(" ", microtime()); 1
list($usec,$sec) = explode(" ",microtime()); 1
list($micro seconds, $seconds) = explode(" ", microtime()); 1
list($u, $s) = explode(" ",microtime()); 1
Variations on Line 2 Count
return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec); 43
return ((float) $usec + (float) $sec); 3
return ((float)$usec+(float)$sec); 1
return ((double)$usec + (double)$sec); 2
return ((float)$micro seconds + (float)$seconds); 1
return ((float)$u + (float)$s); 1
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Table 4.7: Google Search results and Insights for searches for “php” and various function names used in
the getmicrotime snippet.
Search Query Result Count Avg. Interest
php getmicrotime 158,000 15
php get microtime 82,600 0
php microtime float 17,000 0
php get microtime 12,900 13
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Figure 4.8: Google Search Insights interest in top searches for the getmicrotime snippet. The plot depicts
the interest as the normalized proportion of search volume for that query. There has been fairly sustained
interest in the getmicrotime snippet since mid 2007.
algorithms typically ignore whitespace. Otherwise, the instances of this snippet are remarkably similar.
The presence of this snippet in multiple forms in the PHP documentation is likely a major contributing
factor in its prevalence in the data. This snippet occurred 39 times in one partition of the data. In
subsequent analyses of the entire collection of 6,190 projects, 809 instances were identified in 395 projects.
4.5.1 The getmicrotime Snippet on the Web
The prevalence of this snippet across the data and its recurrence in the PHP documentation is curious,
especially given that the functionality was made obsolete by updates to the PHP language itself. A Google
search of the web for variations on the function name identified in the snippets discussed in the previous
section show this snippet has popularity across the web.
The top three function names listed in Table 4.6 were searched on Google, and also looked up in
Google’s Search Insights, which provides historical statistics over the popularity of search phrases. Table
4.7 shows the number of web results returned for the searches, as well as their average Search Insights
“interest” rating over the period from January 2004 to present.
The historical interest data for search terms “php getmicrotime” and “php get microtime” are plotted
in Figure 4.8. There was not enough search interest data for the other search queries to plot them (i.e.,
they had interest levels of 0). There have been periods of strong interest in the getmicrotime snippet
since 2007, and relatively sustained interest since January 2009.
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Paging through the search results for these queries turns up several interesting webpages discussing the
snippet. The top hit is from Snipplr (one of the code snippet sources included in the SNIPPETS dataset).
Unfortunately, the snippet was posted to Snipplr after the data for this study were collected, otherwise it
would have turned up in the clone analysis. However, the source of the snippet has been included in
Listing 4.13, and it is obviously similar to the previous instances. Moreover, the whitespacing in line 2 of
the snippet can be compared to the variations for “Line 1” listed in Table 4.6, showing that the snippet is
copied from the second variant.
1 function getmicrotime (){
2 list($usec , $sec) = explode (" ",microtime ());
3 return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec);
4 }
Listing 4.13: Instance of the getmicrotime snippet from http://snipplr.com/view/6354/php-getmicrotime.
Another instance identical to the one listed on Snipplr was found in a web manual for a PHP/XML
framework called Obliquid. Listing 4.14 shows the entire source content of the page in the manual. In the
manual the snippet is provided with the comment, “Before optimizing some code, test its execution time,
so first you can see if it’s worth and second you will see if your changes gave improvements or not.
Performance can be not obvious, so don’t trust your intuitions. This snippet comes from php.net website:
microtime on www.php.net.” Here the authors of the manual which includes the getmicrotime snippet
acknowledge where the snippet was copied from, namely the PHP documentation.
1 function getmicrotime (){
2 list($usec , $sec) = explode (" ",microtime ());
3 return ((float)$usec + (float)$sec);
4 }
5 $time_start = getmicrotime ();
6
7 ... code to be profiled here
8
9 echo (getmicrotime () - $time_start);
Listing 4.14: Instance of the getmicrotime snippet from http://dev.obliquid.com/manual/snip timer.html.
After exploring the getmicrotime clone it was more evident that the web is a primary medium through
which code is copied and shared. Examining the entire set of clones again, more interesting cases were
found when looking at clones which exist in both OPENSOURCE projects and in SNIPPETS collected
from the web and programming books. In hindsight, it seems rather obvious that this might be the case
given that what is shared on the web is often shared with the intention of being copied and pasted.
Although there was evidence to suggest that copying between applications would be more obvious among
the data, it turns out that the overwhelming majority of clones which exist between projects are either
duplicated files and libraries, or accidental clones.
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4.6 Snippets as Copied Code
It was decided at this point that continuing in the previous method of analysis was not turning out to be
very fruitful, and a third alternative needed to be considered. From the previous analyses, it appeared as
though the best chances of identifying evidence of copied code would come from searching exclusively for
clones from the SNIPPETS dataset among the various projects of the OPENSOURCE dataset. To
eliminate the chances of flooding the data with many false-positives arising from clones between projects,
each project was studied individually.
In this iteration of the analysis, 6,190 datasets were examined using CCFinder, providing the most
comprehensive analysis of the data thus far. Each dataset consisted of the source code for one application
and the snippets from the SNIPPETS dataset. The minimum clone length was kept at 15 tokens, and only
clones which existed between the SNIPPETS files and the project files were extracted; other clones were
discarded. Additionally, 14 instances of large code libraries were filtered from the SNIPPETS collection.
Once all the clones had been identified, they were compiled together from all projects.
188,816 clones were identified in total across 5,534 (89.4%) projects, 656 (10.6%) projects had no
clones. Because clones were detected on each project individually, clone identifiers do not align between
projects. However, an estimate of the number of unique interproject clones can be made by finding clones
which overlap the same regions of SNIPPETS files. 24,310 interproject clones were identified in this way.
For comparison, in the first iteration of analyses, 44,821 interproject clones of size 50 or more were
identified among 1,238 projects. A linear extrapolation of this cloning rate across the remaining 4
partitions in that analysis would have yielded approximately 225,000 interproject clones. The current
approach is a significant reduction in the data, identifying merely 1,969 interproject clones of size 50 tokens
or more. Figure 4.9 provides a visual comparison of the scale of the data. The data being analyzed in this
section are represented by the two shaded boxes in the lower right corner, compared to the potential
number of clones which would have been analyzed had the first approach been continued. This comparison
is included as an indicator of the limitations of the current analyses, which despite being heavily filtered,
still contain false-positives; and most certainly are lacking many false-negatives.
Among the projects with clones, the median number of unique clones per project is 15 (mean=36.7);
Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of the number of unique clones per project. The maximum number of
unique clones is 958 unique clones in a single project.
Each clone can occur multiple times in a project, creating clone instance counts which can be
significantly larger than the number of unique clones. The median number of clone instances per project is
30 (mean=138.0), with a maximum of 12,725 instances in one project. Figure 4.11 shows the distribution
of clone instances per project.
Before stepping back and characterizing trends and patterns among these data, first several examples
are explored. The following sections present a series of examples taken from the clones identified between
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the scale of cloning identified using the one-project-at-a-time approach, versus
the initial approach of trying to identify clones across the largest segments of projects as possible.
Assuming a linear extrapolation of the original analysis, upwards of approximately 225,000 interproject
clones would likely have been found. However, using the SNIPPETS-based approach, only approximately
2,000 clones were detected, a very small portion of the possible space of all cloning activity, many of which
were likely “accidental” clones.
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of unique clones per project. Two instances of one clone in the same project are
here counted as one unique clone. The median number of unique clones (or clone classes) per project is 15,
indicating that most projects have a small number of clones.
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of clone instances per project. Two instances of one clone in the same project are
here counted as two instances. The median number of instances is 30; however, one project had over 12,000
clone instances. This distribution shows that most projects have a small number of instances of relatively
few clones.
projects and SNIPPETS sources, which were found to exist in multiple projects. The examples are divided
into three groups: those which are strong candidates for copied clones, they are distinctive and highly
similar. The second group are called “ambiguous clones,” as it is unclear if they were copied or not; they
could be either distinctive or very similar, but they are also generic or dissimilar enough to make the
determination difficult. The last set are clear examples of accidental clones, which are snippets of code
which just happen to be similarly structured, but otherwise have nothing else in common.
4.7 Examples of Likely Copy-Pasted Clones
This section provides several examples of clones which were likely copied. Often, the clones can be
identified as copies because they are exact duplicates (with the exception of possible whitespace variation).
Other cases are likely copies because of the highly similar function or variable names, or overall unique
structure or nature of the code.
4.7.1 implode assoc Clone
The pair of clones in Listings 4.15 and 4.16 was found five times across four projects in the collection. It is
a function which performs a similar operation to the PHP built-in function implode, but works on
associative arrays. In this pair of instances, the function name is the same, but parameters and variable
names have been changed; specifically, $inner glue and $outer glue have been changed to $inner delim
and $outer delim. Furthermore, there have been some changes to whitespace and formatting.
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1 function implode_assoc($inner_glue , $outer_glue , $array) {
2 $output = array();
3 foreach( $array as $key => $item )
4 $output [] = $key . $inner_glue . $item;
5
6 return implode($outer_glue , $output);
7 }
Listing 4.15: Copy-Pasted clone 21861 from a NOTE on php.net for function implode.
1 function implode_assoc($inner_delim , $outer_delim , $array)
2 {
3 $output = array();
4 foreach( $array as $key => $item )
5 {
6 $output [] = $key . $inner_delim . $item;
7 }
8 return implode($outer_delim , $output);
9 }
Listing 4.16: Copy-Pasted clone 21861 found in the the vtigercrm project.
4.7.2 escape data Clone
The pair of clones in Listings 4.17 and 4.18 are verbatim copies of one another, with no perceptible
differences.
1 function escape_data ($data) {
2 global $dbc; // Need the connection.
3 if (ini_get(’magic_quotes_gpc ’)) {
4 $data = stripslashes($data);
5 }
6 return mysql_real_escape_string($data , $dbc);
7 } // End of function.
8 $message = NULL; // Create an empty new variable.
9 // Check for the account number.
Listing 4.17: Clone 16448 from a PHP Forum post.
1 function escape_data ($data) {
2 global $dbc; // Need the connection.
3 if (ini_get(’magic_quotes_gpc ’)) {
4 $data = stripslashes($data);
5 }
6 return mysql_real_escape_string($data , $dbc);
7 } // End of function.
8 $message = NULL; // Create an empty new variable.
Listing 4.18: Clone 16448 from twf.
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4.7.3 Database Connection Clone
Both of the clones instances in Listings 4.19 and 4.20 start off with a fragment of an SQL query, followed by
connection commands to a MySQL database. The connection syntax is identical, using the same variable
names, comments, and formatting. So, although the particular sequence of commands being called here is
quite common in PHP, these two clones are more likely to have been copied, either one from the other, or
from a common third source. The instance from the snippet in Williams and Lane (2004) comes from a
demo program included with the book for a wine website.
1 "SELECT * FROM wine";
2 // Connect to the MySQL server
3 if (!( $connection = @ mysql_connect($hostname , $username ,
$password)))
4 die(" Cannot connect ");
5 if (!( mysql_select_db($databaseName , $connection)))
6 showerror ();
7 // Run the query on the connection
8 if
Listing 4.19: Clone 15582 from Williams and Lane (2004).
1 "DELETE FROM albums WHERE id = $id";
2 // Connect to the MySQL server
3 if (!( $connection = @ mysql_connect($hostname , $username ,
$password)))
4 die(" Cannot connect ");
5 if (!( mysql_select_db($databaseName , $connection)))
6 showerror ();
7 // Run the query on the connection
8 if
Listing 4.20: Clone 15582 from rooter
4.7.4 Binary to Decimal
The pair of clones in Listings 4.21 and 4.22 provide the same functionality as found in the php function
base convert, although it is likely much less efficient than the built-in function. The instances are
verbatim copies of one another.
1 for ($i=0;$i <strlen($binstring);$i++) {
2 $decvalue += ((int) substr($binstring , strlen($binstring) - $i -
1, 1)) * pow(2, $i);
3 }
4 return
Listing 4.21: Clone 3664 from a NOTE on php.net from the bindec function.
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1 for ($i = 0; $i < strlen($binstring); $i++) {
2 $decvalue += ((int) substr($binstring , strlen($binstring) - $i -
1, 1)) * pow(2, $i);
3 }
4 return
Listing 4.22: Clone 3664 from tuna.
4.7.5 GZIP File I/O Clone
The distinctiveness of the clone represented by the instances in Listings 4.23 and 4.24, with their unique
comments, variable names, and literal values, make it most likely that they are copied. The code checks if
a binary file is a GZIP file or not.
1 $len = strlen($data);
2 if ($len < 18 || strcmp(substr($data ,0,2) ,"\x1f\x8b")) {
3 return null; // Not GZIP format (See RFC 1952)
4 }
5 $method = ord(substr($data ,2,1)); // Compression method
6 $flags = ord(substr($data ,3,1)); // Flags
7 if
Listing 4.23: Clone 4252 from a NOTE on php.net for the function gzencode.
1 $len = strlen($data);
2 if ($len < 18 || strcmp(substr($data , 0, 2), "\x1f\x8b")) {
3 return null; // Not GZIP format (See RFC 1952)
4 }
5 $method = ord(substr($data , 2, 1)); // Compression method
6 $flags = ord(substr($data , 3, 1)); // Flags
7 if
Listing 4.24: Clone 4252 from php-rpc.
4.7.6 Image Resize Clone, with Spanish Translation
The pair of clones in Listings 4.25 and 4.26 are likely copied, as the variables are very similar (although not
identical), and the error messages are very similar, although translated into Spanish.
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1 switch ($image_info[’mime ’]) {
2 case ’image/gif ’:
3 if (imagetypes () & IMG_GIF) { // not the same as IMAGETYPE
4 $o_im = imageCreateFromGIF($o_file) ;
5 } else {
6 $ermsg = ’GIF images are not supported <br />’;
7 }
8 break;
9 case ’image/jpeg ’:
10 if (imagetypes () & IMG_JPG) {
11 $o_im = imageCreateFromJPEG($o_file) ;
12 } else {
13 $ermsg = ’JPEG images are not supported <br />’;
14 }
15 break;
16 case ’image/png ’:
17 if (imagetypes () & IMG_PNG) {
18 $o_im = imageCreateFromPNG($o_file) ;
19 } else {
20 $ermsg = ’PNG images are not supported <br />’;
21 }
22 break;
23 case ’image/wbmp ’:
24 if (imagetypes () & IMG_WBMP) {
25 $o_im = imageCreateFromWBMP($o_file) ;
26 } else {
27 $ermsg = ’WBMP images are not supported <br />’;
28 }
29 break;
30 default:
31 $ermsg = $image_info[’mime ’].’ images are not supported <br />’;
32 break;
33 }
34 if
Listing 4.25: Clone 21887 from a post on PHP Forum for resizing images.
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1 switch ($image_info[’mime ’]) {
2 case ’image/gif ’:
3 if (imagetypes () & IMG_GIF) $oimg = imageCreateFromGIF($forig2);
4 else $error = ’GIF: ese tipo de imagen no esta soportado , debera
convertirlo a otro. Gracias <br />’;
5 break;
6
7 case ’image/jpeg ’:
8 if (imagetypes () & IMG_JPG) $oimg = imageCreateFromJPEG($forig2)
;
9 else $error = ’JPEG: ese tipo de imagen no esta soportado ,
debera convertirlo a otro. Gracias <br />’;
10 break;
11
12 case ’image/png ’:
13 if (imagetypes () & IMG_PNG) $oimg = imageCreateFromPNG($forig2);
14 else $error = ’PNG: ese tipo de imagen no esta soportado , debera
convertirlo a otro. Gracias <br />’;
15 break;
16
17 case ’image/wbmp ’:
18 if (imagetypes () & IMG_WBMP) $oimg = imageCreateFromWBMP($forig2
);
19 else $error = ’WBMP: ese tipo de imagen no esta soportado ,
debera convertirlo a otro. Gracias <br />’;
20 break;
21
22 default:
23 $error = $image_info[’mime ’].’: ese tipo de imagen no esta
soportado , debera convertirlo a otro. Gracias <br />’;
24 break;
25 }
26 if
Listing 4.26: Clone 21887 from adn, error messages have been translated into Spanish.
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4.7.7 Sorting Clone
The pair of clones, in Listings 4.27 and 4.28, contains minor variation in formatting, otherwise they are
identical copies.
1 $tarr = array();
2 $rarr = array();
3 for($i = 0; $i < count($arr); $i++) {
4 $element = $arr[$i];
5 $tarr [] = strtolower($element ->{$var});
6 }
7 reset($tarr);
8 asort($tarr);
9 $karr = array_keys($tarr);
10 for($i = 0; $i < count($tarr); $i++) {
11 $rarr [] = $arr[intval($karr[$i])];
12 }
13 return $rarr;
Listing 4.27: Clone 5659 from a NOTE on php.net from the asort function which claims to “Sort a class
by one of its members (even lowercase!!!).”
1 $tarr = array();
2 $rarr = array();
3 for($i = 0; $i < count($arr); $i++)
4 {
5 $element = $arr[$i];
6 $tarr [] = strtolower($element ->{$var});
7 }
8 reset($tarr);
9 asort($tarr);
10 $karr = array_keys($tarr);
11 for($i = 0; $i < count($tarr); $i++)
12 {
13 $rarr [] = $arr[intval($karr[$i])];
14 }
15 return $rarr;
Listing 4.28: Clone 5659 from icmd.
4.8 Examples of Ambiguous Clones
4.8.1 String Conversion Clone
The following three instances show several variations on clones which are unclear if they are perhaps copies
of one another. All three instances provide functions which perform substitutions on text, the first
instances in Listing 4.29 escapes html special characters. The second instance, in Listing 4.30, performs a
similar operation, but has a different function name and variables. The last instance, in Listing 4.31
converts non-standard characters to an ISO standard charset. While all very similar, and all performing
related substitutions with the same number of character substitutions being made, they are all different
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1 function backslashit($text)
2 {
3 $patterns = array ("/&lt;/", "/%/" , "/#/" , "/&/" , "/>/", "/&amp
;/");
4 $replacements = array ("$<$", "\%", "\#", "\&", "$>$", "\&");
5 return preg_replace($patterns , $replacements , $text);
6 }
7 // Parse and display a page.
Listing 4.29: Clone 5655 from tavi.
1 function text_to_html($str) {
2 $search = array ("&" ,"\"" , "<", ">","\\","\’");
3 $replace = array ("&amp;","& quot;", "&lt;", "&gt
;" ,"&#92;" ,"&#39;");
4 return str_replace($search , $replace , $str);
5 }
Listing 4.30: Clone 5655 from flede.
enough to make it unclear if perhaps any one was copied from another or if they possibly share a common
source.
The author of the note in Listing 4.31 provides this explanation for its purpose.
This simple function may be usefull to convert czech text from cp-1250 encoding to iso-8859-2
(convert S, T and Z with caron).
I use it because mbstring does not support windows-1250 (i.e.
mb convert encoding(win2iso($text), “utf-8”, “iso-8859-2”);).
4.8.2 File I/O Clone
The pair of clones in Listings 4.32 and 4.33 are part of code which reads a file in 1KB chunks. The
identical variables and literal values, and nearly identical formatting are strong indicators that the code
may have been copied. However, this is also possibly just a common snippet of code, and is not evidence of
an explicit copy-paste action.
1 function win2iso($text)
2 {
3 $win = array ("\ x9A", "\x9D", "\x9E", "\x8A", "\x8D", "\x8E");
4 $iso = array ("\ xB9", "\xBB", "\xBE", "\xA9", "\xAB", "\xAE");
5 return str_replace($win , $iso , $text);
6 }
Listing 4.31: Clone 5655 from a NOTE on php.net for the str replace function.
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1 while(!feof($fp))
2 {
3 $cont .= fread($fp ,1024);
4 }
5 fclose($fp);
6 $fp2 = @fopen($nfile ,"w");
Listing 4.32: Clone 41779 from a NOTE on php.net for the function fread.
1 while(!feof($fp)){
2 $cont .= fread($fp ,1024);
3 }
4 fclose($fp);
5 $fp2 = @fopen($file ,"w");
Listing 4.33: Clone 41779 from blogcms.
4.8.3 if not function return false Clone
There are many instances of the clone found in Listing 4.34 which have different functions, like count,
is dir, is numeric, is callable, file exists, etc.
1 if (! is_array($data)) return false;
Listing 4.34: Clone 10725 from a NOTE on php.net for the function vsprintf.
1 if( !is_array( $arr ) )
2 return false;
Listing 4.35: Clone 10725 from a NOTE on php.net for the function array key exists.
4.8.4 File Read-Fail Clone
The pair of code snippets in Listings 4.36 and 4.37 are clones of one-another, but it is difficult to say if
they’ve been copied. The general purpose is similar, and the structure is the same; however, the
formatting, syntax, and context are different enough that they are most likely not copies.
1 if(!$r) die(" ldap_bind failed <br >");
2 echo "ldap_bind success"
Listing 4.36: Clone 19317 from two NOTES on php.net for functions ldap bind and ldap connect, both
contributed by the same user baroque at citromail dot hu.
1 if (!$r)
2 {
3 die(" Failed to close $filename , so aborting ");
4 }
5 echo "The data appears to have been successfully saved in
$filename .\n"
Listing 4.37: Clone 19317 from dproofreaders.
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1 function _openSession($savePath , $id)
2 {
3 //We don ’t need to create any new file handles , et
cetera
4 return TRUE;
5 }
6
7 function _closeSession ()
8 {
9 //We don ’t need to close any file handles , et cetera
10 return TRUE;
11 }
Listing 4.38: Clone 35456 from a NOTE on php.net for function session-set-save-handler. The larger
context of this snippet is part of a database-backed PHP session object, which explains the no-op functions
for opening and closing the session as there is no file creation/destruction needed.
1 function open($save_path , $sess_name) {
2 return true;
3 }
4 function close () {
5 return true;
6 }
Listing 4.39: Clone 35456 from phesis.
4.8.5 Session Clone
The three code snippets in Listings 4.38, 4.39, and 4.40 are all nearly identical. However, their purpose is
rather generic so that it is difficult to say with any certainty if they are copies or not. The proximity of the
two function definitions in each snippet to each other in their respective code bases does lend some support
to their having been copied or adapted from a common source or template. However, the implementation
is too vague, and the comments, function names, and variable names are too different to paint a clear
picture of what is going on.
1 function _sess_open($save_path , $session_name) {
2 return true;
3 }
4 function _sess_close () {
5 return true;
6 }
Listing 4.40: Clone 35456 from phesis.
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4.9 Examples of Accidental Clones
4.9.1 foreach Loop Clone
The loops in Listings 4.41 and 4.42 are clearly unrelated, and have been falsely identified as copied clones.
1 foreach($node ->childNodes as $childNode) {
2 $childNodes [] = $childNode;
3 }
4 // Browse with the copy
Listing 4.41: Clone 10312 from a NOTE on php.net for function dom domnode removechild.
1 foreach($subjectpres as $subjectpre){$subject_array [] =
$subjectpre ;}
Listing 4.42: Clone 10312 from wizanda.
4.9.2 if variable Equals boolean then Append String Clone
The three clones instances in Listings 4.43, 4.44, and 4.45 are also unrelated, and unlikely to have been
copied.
1 if($a == true)$cmd .= "ls -l";
2 else
Listing 4.43: Clone 37288 from a NOTE on php.net for the function shell exec.
1 if($singleDigitYear == true) {
2 $sb .= "’"; // append single quote
3 } else
Listing 4.44: Clone 37288 from genmod.
1 if ($last == false) $sql .= " ORDER BY l_num DESC";
2 else
Listing 4.45: Clone 37288 from genmod.
4.9.3 Two Completely Unrelated Clones
There is hardly not enough in common between the clones in Listings 4.46 and 4.47 to characterize them
with a common label; they are clearly false-positives.
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1 {
2 // get the variable name
3 $username = $_POST[’name ’];
4 //get the variable password
5 $password = $_POST[’password ’];
6 }
7 // I am using MySQL MD5 , for a better protection of the users
password
8 // So they must be stored as MD5 hash or this wont work.
9 // You can also use in the above line: $password = md5($_POST[’
password ’]);
10 // And than remove the Mysql md5 function below.
11 $result = mysql_query (" SELECT * FROM staff WHERE username= ’
kumark2 ’ AND password=MD5(’kapil ’)");
12 $num = mysql_num_rows
Listing 4.46: Clone 11480 from tikiwiki.
1 {
2 $started = $act[’started ’];
3 $putuser = $act[’user ’];
4 }
5 $ended = date("U");
6 $properties = serialize
Listing 4.47: Clone 11480 from tikiwiki.
4.9.4 Clone Sizes
The median size of the clones is 19 tokens, and the maximum length is 745 tokens. The maximum clone
length is bounded by the size of the largest snippet in the SNIPPETS dataset, which is 2,691 tokens.
There is a notable difference from the very large clones found in the previous analyses discussed above.
The distribution of clone sizes is skewed, resembling a long-tail distribution. There is a rather substantial
drop-off in frequency after 55 tokens, from 170 clones of length 55 tokens to 38 clones of length 56, and
only three subsequent sizes occurring more than 100 times. The distribution of all clone sizes is given in
Figure 4.12, which highlights the division at 55 tokens. The distribution of clone sizes is discussed in
greater detail in Section 5.2.
4.9.5 Rates of Cloning in Projects
In clone analysis, one set of metrics which are often used to characterize the amount of cloning in a project
are file and line coverage. Coverage is essentially a measure of how much code in a project is “covered by”
a clone, or is a member of a clone class. File coverage measures the percentage of files which contain
clones, while line coverage reports a similar statistic for lines of code. The mean is 41%, meaning that for
an average project around 41% of its source files contained a clone from the SNIPPETS dataset. This is
comparable to the 36% to 40% file-coverage found in a clone analysis of FreeBSD and NetBSD by Kamiya
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of clone sizes divided into two sets, clones up to 55 tokens in length, and clones
greater than 55 tokens in length. There appeared to be a threshold at length 55 tokens, as lengths greater
than 55 tokens occur much less frequently than lengths less than 55 tokens.
et al. (2002). Figure 4.13 shows the distribution of file coverages rounded to the nearest percentage.
File coverage does not account for the volume of clones within files. Line coverage should provide this
measure, however, the amount of preprocessing done to the files caused significant reformatting of the
source documents which makes the use of line numbers and line counts problematic. Furthermore, the raw
number of clones alone does not account for variations in project size. All things being equal, projects with
more code will contain more clones. However, these issues can be accounted for in a simple ratio of clones
to files, where the number of unique clones are compared to the number of unique files in a project.
Computing the ratio of unique clones to files in a project will give an average rate of cloning productivity
for each project. Figure 4.14 shows the distribution of clone-to-file ratios between 0.01 and 2.00. The
median clone-to-file ratio is 0.48 (the mean is 0.72), meaning that the typical project has approximately
one snippet clone per two source code files.
4.9.6 A Closer Look at xmediaserver
The maximum clone-to-file ratio is 79.00 in xmediaserver. Those 79 clones occur 179 times in the
project’s sole PHP source code file. Exploring the clones in the xmediaserver project reveals that most
are small, “accidental clones”; with a median size of 22 tokens (87.5% of clone instances have 22 tokens or
fewer). Clone 16359 is the largest clone in xmediaserver at 42 tokens in length. The source code of Clone
16359 is given in Listing 4.48, along with a possible source of the clone found in an EXAMPLE from the
PHP documentation (see Listing 4.49) for the functions srand and mt srand (mt srand uses the Mersenne
Twister algorithm to obtain faster performance than srand).
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of file coverages. File coverage is one metric often reported in clone analysis. It
measures the number of files in a project which contain a clone. File coverage, and its counterpart code
coverage (measuring lines-of-code containing clones), are not very useful metrics for comparing projects as
they do not encompass any sense of intraproject vs. interproject cloning, or factor for the weight or
significance of a clone in the larger network of projects and cloning activity among projects.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of clone-to-file ratios for projects over the range 0.01 to 2.00. This ratio
normalizes the amount of cloning activity to the number of files in a project, giving a sense of the
“expected” number of clones per file in a project. Most projects have a small ratio of clones-to-files,
indicating that code copying is possibly localized within the project to just a handful of files.
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1 function make_seed () {
2 list($usec , $sec) = explode(’ ’, microtime ());
3 return (float) $sec + ((float) $usec * 100000);
4 }
Listing 4.48: Instance of Clone 16359 from xmediaserver.
1 function make_seed ()
2 {
3 list($usec , $sec) = explode(’ ’, microtime ());
4 return (float) $sec + ((float) $usec * 100000);
5 }
Listing 4.49: Instance of Clone 16359 from a snippet found in an EXAMPLE on php.net’s documentation
pages for the functions srand and mt srand.
The next largest clone in the xmediaserver project is 40 tokens long, and is an instance of the
getmicrotime clone discussed in Section 4.5; the source has not been included as it is identical to that
found in Listing 4.12. Other clones in this project are either ambiguous or would be considered “accidental
clones.”
Ambiguous clones are clones which might be copies (either from each other or via a third source), or
might just reflect standard practices among programmers (i.e., exist by “accident”). For example, Listing
4.50 is very similar to Listing 4.51, but subjectively it is difficult to be certain that the code was copied,
afterall there are only so many ways to truncate a string.
1 if (strlen($title) > $maxlength) return substr($title , 0,
$maxlength - 3).’ ..’;
Listing 4.50: Ambiguous clone 13820 in xmediaserver.
1 if (strlen($str) > $limit)
2 {
3 return substr($str , 0, $limit - 3) . ’...’;
4 }
Listing 4.51: Ambiguous clone 13820 in a NOTE from php.net documentation for the substr function.
Another example of an ambigiuous clone is in the pair of Listings 4.52 and 4.53. Here, the pattern is
very common in PHP, iterating through the results from a database query and appending them into an
array. The variable names have been changed, and the formatting is different, but the snippets are
otherwise identical.
1 $rows = array();
2 while ($row = mysql_fetch_row($res)) $rows[] = $row [0];
Listing 4.52: Ambiguous clone 5948 in xmediaserver.
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Table 4.8: File coverage for each SNIPPETS source.
Source # Snippet files w/ clones # Snippet Files File Coverage
Examples from PHP.net 689 1,975 34.89%
Notes from PHP.net 2,489 5,368 46.37%
http://www.php-forum.com/ 821 8,316 9.87%
http://www.snipplr.com/ 92 183 50.27%
Beighley and Morrison (2008) 46 170 27.06%
Herrington (2005) 101 148 68.24%
Sklar (2004) 31 61 50.82%
Trachtenberg and Sklar (2006) 132 414 31.88%
Williams and Lane (2004) 83 111 74.77%
1 $tables = array();
2 while( $tableinfo = mysql_fetch_row($tables_res) ) {
3 $tables [] = $tableinfo[ 0 ];
4 }
Listing 4.53: Ambiguous clone 5948 found in the book PHP Hacks (Herrington, 2005).
4.10 Productivity of SNIPPETS Sources
Each of the clones identified in this analysis existed in both a project from the OPENSOURCE dataset
and a code snippet from the SNIPPETS dataset. The 188,816 clones identified in this analysis were shared
among 4,274 unique snippet files. Recall there were 10,242 unique snippet files sampled from nine different
sources, including four web sources, and five books. The file coverage for each of the nine sources is given
in Table 4.8. Although it is difficult to compare only nine data points to the thousands of data points
given above, the file coverage of the SNIPPETS sources are compatible with the distribution found among
projects. The average file coverage is 43.8%, which is not substantially different from the 41% found among
the OPENSOURCE projects.
As discussed previously regarding file coverage of projects, file coverage as a metric only provides a
narrow view of the cloning activity. It mainly speaks to how much cloning is within a single source, and in
the context of this study, how much “copiable code” a source contains. From the file coverage metrics
reported in Table 4.8, it cannot be determined which source contributed more clones than another, or
shares code with a broader range of projects than another. File coverage as a metric does not measure how
much that code is actually copied in practice, as it lacks any factor for volume of cloning outside a single
source. In order to begin to compare these sources to each other with respect to which one shares more
code with OPENSOURCE projects, or which is responsible for more of the clones found in use, some
measure of the productivity of each source needs to be made.
Table 4.9 shows the total number of unique clones and clone instances across all projects of all clones
found in each source, along with the “reach” of these clones in terms of the number of projects and files in
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Table 4.9: Cloning activity for each SNIPPETS source.
Source # Clone Instances # Clones # Projects # Files
Examples from PHP.net 101,404 13,095 3,552 26,158
Notes from PHP.net 1,899,240 130,521 5,294 139,909
http://www.php-forum.com/ 862,500 60,623 4,949 101,407
http://www.snipplr.com/ 169,067 20,707 3,883 44,076
Beighley and Morrison (2008) 70,948 4,097 1,906 10,084
Herrington (2005) 315,912 18,512 3,629 40,653
Sklar (2004) 15,927 2,621 1,436 5,809
Trachtenberg and Sklar (2006) 99,238 10,043 2,731 23,158
Williams and Lane (2004) 176,792 22,631 3,730 39,015
which they can be found. The number of clones and clone instances measures how much code which exists
in each source is also found in OPENSOURCE projects. The number of projects and number of files with
which each source shares code measures how widespread that shared code is.
Consider the code examples from Sklar (2004). There is a very small number of examples from this
source, only 31 of 61 examples contain clones. However, those clones occur in 93.8% of all projects in the
OPENSOURCE dataset. Clearly the code examples in Sklar (2004) are very popular and thus common.
Of course, it cannot be determined if all instances were copied from Sklar (2004), or if Sklar (2004) is just
accurately representing common PHP programming practice and PHP source code, or if it is just
republishing examples found on other sources of code examples. Similarly, Williams and Lane (2004)
contains just 83 files with clones, yet those clones are replicated 176,792 times across 60.3% of the projects.
The Information Production Process described previously in Section 2.6 can be used to characterize the
production of clones by snippet sources. In one perspective, the IPP sources are the sources listed in Table
4.9, and the items being produced are clones, or clone instances. An alternative model would count the
individual snippets being copied as IPP sources, and the number of clones or clone instances as the items.
One natural question which arises from the IPP perspective is if there is evidence of a
success-breeds-success process of selection and promotion among sources. In the context of this study, if it
is assumed for the moment that these sources are in fact true sources of copied code (i.e., programmers get
code from these sources), then does copying code from one source cause it to be a more likely source of
future copied code? The social function by which a source becomes more “popular,” e.g., through word of
mouth, attribution of copied source in code comments, promotion and linking on the web,
recommendations and reviews of books, etc., are difficult to measure accurately and completely. However,
they have telltale effects on the measured rates of productivity of the sources; more popular sources will
produce more copied code clones, and more instances of those clones. The distribution of production levels
will be skewed to favor the most popular sources, with a small number of very popular sources being
responsible for most of the instances of copied code.
Examining the data in Table 4.9, two rank-order distributions can be plotted: the number of unique
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of clone production among SNIPPET sources.
clones, and the number of clone instances per source. Given the small number of sources, a frequency
distribution (like that used by Lotka), does not make much sense. However, a rank-order distribution ranks
the sources by their level of productivity. Figure 4.15 shows the log-transformed distributions for both the
number of unique clones and the number of clone instances across the nine sources.
Using a least-squares estimation, linear models were fit to the log-transformed data. Using the
parameters of the linear models, power-law models were created for the two distributions. The production
p of the source at rank i, is given by Equations 4.1 and 4.2 for the number of unique clones per source, and
the number of clone instances per source, respectively.
p(i) =
164, 317
i1.61
(4.1)
p(i) =
2, 506, 329
i1.86
(4.2)
The small number of sources makes these analyses and models not particularly interesting. If, however,
the individual snippets are considered as sources, modeling their productivity of clones could provide a
more powerful and useful model. Of the 10,242 unique snippets in the SNIPPETS dataset, 4,274 contained
clones which intersected the OPENSOURCE projects. The median number of unique clones per snippet
file is 17.5. Figure 4.16 shows the distribution of clone productivity levels. This distribution resembles a
power-law distribution similar to what would be found among phenomena which exhibit a cumulative
advantage (e.g., citations, web links, etc).
Using a least-squares estimation, a linear model was fit to the log-transformed data. Using the
parameters of the linear model, a power-law model was created for the distribution. The number of snippet
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of clone production among individual snippet files. Most snippet files contain a
small number of clones, with a median of 17.5 clones per snippet file. At first glance this number might
appear high; however, the short minimum threshold for clone length means that several contiguous or
overlapping regions may have been matched to multiple clones.
files with level of production i, is given by Equation 4.3:
α = N
∑
XY−∑X∑Y
N
∑
X2−(∑X2)
α = 0.87
c = 323
f(i) =
323
i0.87
(4.3)
In order to strictly test if the data conform to the model, and thus exhibit the success-breeds-success
pattern common among many informetric phenomena, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test was
used. The KS test measures the cumulative distribution of the observed and expected data, and compares
the maximum deviation of the observed from the expected distribution. If this difference exceeds a critical
value which is dependent on the scale of the data then the test causes the null hypothesis to be rejected,
where the null hypothesis in this case is that there is no difference between the two distributions. Rejection
of the null hypothesis would mean that the observed data do not conform to the model distribution, and
therefore are not strictly speaking, an informetric power-law distribution.
The critical value for the KS Test is approximated by the formulae in Table 3.3. For a two-sided test
with p = 0.99 is:
1.63√
4,274
1.63
65.376
CriticalV alue = 0.025
and the maximum difference between the cumulative distribution curves for the observed data and the
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of clone production for each clone class. This distribution shows how many
instances of each clone were found. Most clones occurred a small number of times, with a median
frequency of 4 instances.
model is:
D = 0.0975
The maximum difference exceeds the critical value, and so the null hypothesis is rejected with p = 0.99,
meaning that there is only a 1% possibility that the null hypothesis is correct.
4.10.1 Productivity of Clones
The information production process model for clone production can be inverted and studied from a
clone-centric perspective; where the clone classes are considered sources and the instances of each clone
considered the items. The best informetric analogy to this case are citations. In citation analysis, papers
“produce” citations; e.g., scholars write articles which “produce” references to other articles. A number of
questions can be asked about this process, such as how many references does each article produce? How
many times is each paper cited by other papers?, etc. The units can also be aggregated, e.g., how many
times is the author Joe Smith cited? how many internal and external references are there in each journal
represented in the corpus? etc. Drawing on this analogy, given data on the occurrence of each clone, they
can be aggregated in order to determine the number of instances of a clone class across units like files,
projects, or snippets. Just as an author collects citations to his or her works through the production of
papers by other authors, so too can a clone class collect instances of the class through the production of
source code.
Figure 4.17 shows the distribution of production rates for all clone classes as measured by the number
of instances of each clone. The median number of instances per clone class is 4, which counts the number
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of times that clone class was identified in both snippets and project source files. It should be noted that
because each project was evaluated individually, there are not counts of cloning between projects, only
between a given project and the SNIPPETS dataset. Previous analyses found little interesting cloning
between projects, but the estimates here are still undercounting the true number of instances of each clone
class.
Ordinary least square was used to fit a linear model to the log-transformed data. The exponent and
constant parameters of the model are:
α = N
∑
XY−∑X∑Y
N
∑
X2−(∑X2)
α = −2.00
c = 139, 702
And the model of the data is given in Equation 4.4:
f(i) =
139, 702
i2.00
(4.4)
The KS test was again used to measure the goodness-of-fit of the model to the data. Using the
approximation given in Table 3.3, the critical value was computed. For a two-sided test with p = 0.99 is:
1.63√
188,816
1.63
434.5296
CriticalV alue = 0.004
The maximum difference between the cumulative distributions of the observed and expected values is
D = 0.109, which exceeds the critical value. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the data cannot
be said to strictly adhere to the derived power-law model.
4.11 Patterns of Cloning across Projects
Two research hypotheses were advanced in Chapter 1, pertaining to the relationship between cloning
activity and attributes of the projects; namely their status, and number of developers. Those hypotheses
are now evaluated, drawing on the data generated in the final analysis presented in this chapter.
4.11.1 Project Status
The first hypothesis dealt with the relationship between code copying and the status of the containing
project. Drawing on findings which show that programmers often copy code to bootstrap development,
and other research which has shown that clone rates tend to stabilize over time in a project, it was believed
that projects which were more mature would have fewer clones. Conversely projects which are less mature
would have more clones:
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of clone file-coverage, broken down by project status. Where projects had
multiple status labels, the “most mature” label was preferred as is done on SourceForge. Maturity
increases from left to right.
1. The amount of cloning will vary with a project’s maturity. Projects which are less mature will have
more clones and/or higher clone coverage; while projects which are more mature will have fewer
clones and/or lower clone coverage.
Project maturity can be measured using the self-reported “status” information available in the project
description on Source Forge. The status levels are, in order of maturity: “Planning,” “Pre-Alpha,”
“Alpha,” “Beta,” “Production,” “Mature,” “Inactive.” 5,459 projects had at least one status value
recorded in the database. Where projects had multiple status labels, the “most mature” label was used, as
this is how SourceForge denotes the status of a project with multiple status labels. The box-and-whisker
plot in Figure 4.18, shows the distribution of file coverage across projects by status is fairly similar,
indicating there is unlikely to be any significant variation between the different status levels.
There is some variation among different project statuses with respect to other measures of clone
activity, mostly in the outliers. Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the distribution of the number of total clone
instances per project and the number of unique clone classes respectively. There are some variations
among the different status levels; however, most of the variation is in the outliers. There is a slight visual
trend present in Figure 4.20, showing a growing inter-quartile range size (and longer whisker length), as
project maturity increases. This is most pronounced with “Production” and “Mature” projects (labeled
‘11’ and ‘12’ respectively, in the figure).
The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric analysis of variance, which is identical to a standard
ANOVA except the rank of the data are used. The Kruskal-Wallis results are summarized in Table 4.10,
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of the number of clone instances per project, broken down by project status.
Where projects had multiple status labels, the “most mature” label was preferred as is done on
SourceForge. Maturity increases from left to right.
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Figure 4.20: Distribution of the number of unique clones per project, broken down by project status.
Where projects had multiple status labels, the “most mature” label was preferred as is done on
SourceForge. Maturity increases from left to right.
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Table 4.10: Kruskal-Wallis test results comparing project maturity based on the number of unique clones
identified in each project.
.
Source SS df MS χ2 Prob > χ2
Groups 4.3164e+08 6 7.1940e+07 173.9263 0
Error 1.3114e+10 5452 2.4053e+06
Total 1.3545e+10 5458
showing there is a significant difference in the distribution of unique clone counts between projects of
different status levels. However, the exact source of the difference cannot be localized, nor a general
“trend” be extrapolated from this finding.
Hypothesis one stated that cloning activity would be expected to decrease with project maturity.
However, the observation of a slightly increasing inter-quartile range, larger outliers associated with more
mature projects would seem to refute this hypothesis. An explanation for greater amounts of cloning in
more mature projects may be as simple as more mature projects having more code in their repositories,
and thus the capacity for more clones.
4.11.2 Number of Developers
The second hypothesis dealt with the relationship between code copying and the number of developers
working on a project. It is conjectured that adding developers to a project, all other things being equal,
would increase the probability of code copying happening:
2. The amount of cloning will vary with the number of developers working on a project. Projects with
more developers will see increased amounts of cloning; while projects with fewer developers will have
fewer clones.
Counting the number of members of a project on SourceForge is fairly straightforward. The number of
developers were counted for the 5,434 projects which contained at least one clone. The median number of
developers per project is 2, with a mean of 2.81 and standard deviation of 6.62, reflecting the skewed
distribution. Most projects, 47.4%, had only a single developer. Comparing both the number of unique
clone classes, and total clone instances per project to the number of developers in a project, some weak
correlations were found. The Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient relating the number of
unique clone classes to the number of developers per project was found to be ρ = 0.35, and the correlation
coefficient relating the total number of clone instances to the number of developers on a project was found
to be ρ = 0.26. These correlations are not very strong, and are more than likely an artifact of outliers than
of a clear relationship between the number of developers and the cloning activity.
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4.12 Discussion
As a result of the many approaches taken to understanding the data, many things were covered in this
chapter. In some ways, the challenges faced in processing and analyzing the data proved to be more
informative than had everything gone “according to plan.” The failure of the analysis to initially produce
meaningful and interesting results forced a more qualitative approach to examining the data. This chapter
is a grab-bag of explorations, findings, and glimpses. Each provides a small piece, which combined provides
a fairly comprehensive view of the data.
It was expected that this study would find verbatim duplicated files among the projects. What was not
expected was the volume of duplicate and near-duplicate files that would be found. Over 30% of files were
eventually filtered from the dataset. The replication of entire files and directories of code is, in some sense,
a kind of programming by copy-paste. In music, where the notion of “remix” originates, samples are small
pieces of music, often just a single beat (Schloss, 2004). Samples are taken from their original context and
recombined with other samples and original sounds to make new music. However, when a code library is
copied, or an entire file is copied verbatim, that copied code is not sampled from its original context and
recontextualized in the new application. Arguably, the original context is copied with the file or library.
It was found that examining patterns of co-duplication of files across projects could be used to identify
code libraries and that there were strong correlations among some groups of files. These patterns were
found in both the exact duplicates and near-duplicate files. This is an encouraging finding from a
clone-analytic perspective as it not only opens the possibility of identifying co-copied code, or distinct code
fragments which are often copied together, but also reinforces the findings from the pilot study where it
was shown that patterns of cloning between mashup applications yielded meaningful groupings of the
projects. In the pilot study, several of the groups were able to be named, reflecting a human-meaningful
structure to the data, and not just statistically-significant groupings.
Once the duplicated files were filtered, it turned out that there still was not much of interest to be
found in comparing projects to each other. This might have been a limitation of the clone analysis
software, which crashed often and required constant attention and care. Whether the crashes and errors
affected the software’s ability to accurately and completely identify all the clones is unknown. But, what is
evident from the data is that after removing the dominant source of noise in the corpus, what remained
was a large number of very small accidental clones. The minimum token-length of 15 was likely too low, as
most “accidental clones” were very small (less than 40 tokens). Likewise, most very large clones were
duplicated files. This implies that there might be a range of sizes which defines “interesting” interproject
clones; however, not enough observations were made in order to establish the boundaries of such a region.
The third approach taken in this study turned out to be somewhat successful. By focusing exclusively
on snippets as likely sources/containers of clones, and by examining each project individually, much of the
noise was able to be eliminated. It is possible that these clones had always been present in the data, but
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were drowned in the noise of interproject clones, accidental clones, duplicated files, etc. However, the
CCFinder does some post-processing which filters a large number of clones before outputting its results. It
is entirely possible that these clones, when encountered en masse, ended up triggering some post-processing
filter rule in the CCFinder software. Regardless, the presence of a large volume of clones, touching nearly
every project in the dataset and drawing from a large number of snippets, was encouraging enough to
pursue the original research agenda.
With respect to “typical” cloning activity in the projects, there was a fairly high median file coverage of
around 41%. So, a fair portion of the source code in the projects shared some similarity with code found in
the snippets on the web or examples from popular programming books. Unfortunately, due to issues
arising from decisions made in the pre-processing of the data, a more fine-grained metric of coverage
cannot be accurately computed (e.g., line of code coverage).
A central theme in this study was the exploration of informetric concepts in the context of studying
remix production in software development. As such, several informetric themes are present in this chapter,
particularly in the latter portions where workable results were able to be extracted from the data. The
Information Production Process framework gave a useful context for decomposing and understanding the
patterns of copied code. By exploring the source-item relationship, numerous interpretations of the notion
of production were able to be examined. The production of code clones by several sources were modeled,
and while the data have a strong visual resemblance to a power-law distribution, the goodness-of-fit test
determines that the null hypothesis must be rejected. The extent to which this means the data do not
follow a success-breeds-success model of production is open to debate. While acknowledging that the data
are statistically significantly different from the model, it is also evident that the models are limited in their
ability to accurately represent the data given they have so few parameters.
Other informetric concepts might prove fruitful as well, including concepts like impact factors for
measuring the importance of a source, bibliographic coupling for measuring similarity of sources,
co-citation for inferring similarity between sources which have no direct relationship, etc. An impact factor
could be as simple as the clone-to-file ratio computed above, which measured the average number of clones
per file; projects with high clone-to-file ratios would be analogous to high impact journals in that they
both contain things which are very popular (i.e., copiable code and articles, respectively). Bibliographic
coupling could measure the similarity of two projects based on the intersection of their clone-sets,
analogous to computing the similarity of two articles by comparing their reference lists. Co-citation scores
could measure the co-occurrence of two projects on the instance lists of clone classes, or vice-versa, this is
analogous to inferring the similarity of two articles based on the frequency with which they are cited
together in third papers.
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4.13 Summary
This chapter presented the bulk of the data analysis and findings. Among the data presented in this
chapter and the various attempts to generate meaningful findings, a research methodology emerged which
blended qualitative and quantitative methods. The scale of the data being studied required the use of
quantitative methods of analysis. Yet, these methods were not very good at explaining the causes of
observed phenomena, nor were they particularly useful at explaining why the data did not resemble the
patterns which were expected. However, they were useful for identifying outliers and anomalies which
proved to be useful indicators of problems with the data analysis. Following up the quantitative analysis
with a qualitative inquiry of the anomalous findings, led to the identification of several problems with the
data and analysis, which were able to be mostly worked out through an iterative process. The emergent
method employed in this study was useful for making sense of a large amount of data, and fashioning an
exploratory study over a large dataset. The strategies and tactics employed in this study resemble those
described by Aipperspach et al. (2006) who describe a method involving several levels of analysis of
progressive depth and complexity spanning both qualitative and quantitative approaches. They used
data-mining techniques, which are not dissimilar to the visualization and quantitative analysis techniques
used in this study.
Additionally, this chapter describes how the clone analysis algorithms and techniques were adapted to
the task of finding interproject clones, something for which they are not well-tuned. A series of filtering
steps were taken to remove the code most likely to contribute to accidental clones, which greatly reduced
their number. Furthermore, by studying each project individually, and focusing the analysis on the regions
of code most likely to yield copied snippets, it was found that the clones identified were more plausibly
copied than merely accidental. Accidental clones were still present, which indicates that some further
tuning of the clone analysis algorithms may be needed.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPLORING AND TESTING THE LEGO HYPOTHESIS
The Lego hypothesis is a term coined by James Noble and colleagues to characterize the dominant belief in
Software Engineering that software can be built, like Lego, out of interchangeable, reusable components.
Noble argues that software reuse is the dominant narrative of software engineering and uses the Lego
hypothesis as a formalization of this narrative in order to juxtapose the dogma of software engineering
with the reality of contemporary software development practice from a postmodernist perspective.
Drawing on the metaphor of building with Lego bricks, Noble provides a set of three primary axioms which
define what it means to build software in a Lego-like fashion:
• Components are atoms
– Components are small
– Components are indivisible
– Components are substitutable
– Components are more similar than different
– Components are coupled to only a few, neighboring components
– Components are abstract encapsulations
• All components are equal
• A system can be explained reductively from its components and their composition
Noble argues that the data he has collected exhibit patterns which are inconsistent with the
assumptions of the Lego hypothesis (Potanin et al., 2002, 2005; Noble, 2007a,b); specifically, he has shown
that analyses of object graphs in object-oriented programs exhibit a power-law distribution with respect to
the number of pointers into and out of each object in the graph. Noble asserts that the out-degree of each
node corresponds to its size, and the in-degree to its coupling. Objects with high out-degree are larger
than objects with low out-degree. This is true to the extent that each pointer requires space to store it,
and therefore objects with more pointers occupy more memory. Objects with high in-degree are referenced
by a large number of other objects, and thus are more tightly coupled.
The reasoning behind Noble’s test of the Lego hypothesis is that in Lego, bricks are typically very small,
and thus can only be connected to a small number of other bricks. Thus, when you want to build small
things with Lego, you use a small number of bricks; and when you want to build big things, you use more
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bricks – not bigger bricks. The frequent occurrence of small objects and the rare occurrence of extremely
large objects are taken as evidence of a power-law distribution indicative of scale-free phenomena.
Ultimately, Noble is seeking to break down the overly formal and regimented thinking in software
engineering, that software development can be engineered and assembled like Ford Model-T’s. Noble wants
to replace this perspective with one more reflective of the reality of contemporary software development,
one which acknowledges that software is everywhere, in all things around us, and that programmers are
never (or very rarely) constructing systems in a void; they are embedded in this context and aware of it.
As a result, programmers scavenge code, designs, and ideas from existing systems; repurpose old code; glue
existing pieces together which are “good enough;” etc. Noble argues that the formal abstractions in
software systems which encapsulate reusable components, are not leading towards the future envisioned by
Dijkstra and others. He concludes that programs are built out of components, but that these are not Lego
components; they are concrete things: code snippets, other programs, web services, etc.
This chapter takes up the notion that software is built out of found code and code snippets. It explores
how code snippets function as abstractions which may or may not be Lego-like. Noble found objects
violated the axioms that Lego-like components must be small and loosely coupled. These axioms are tested
among cloned code snippets. Noble did not derive any models for his object-graphs, nor conduct any
goodness-of-fit tests; however, to link these phenomena more robustly to similar phenomena in informetrics
and other fields, model testing is necessary. It is not sufficient to claim that the data “exhibit clear
linearity” (Potanin et al., 2005, p. 102).
5.1 Noble’s Method
Potanin et al. (2002, 2005); Noble (2007a,b) all reference the same underlying study and data. This study
examined the object graphs in several Java-language programs, the GCC C++ compiler, Self, and
Smalltalk. In their analysis, the authors of this study counted the number of references among objects,
computing a graph where the nodes of the graph are the instantiated objects, and the directed edges of the
graph are pointers, or references between the objects. The in-degree and out-degree of each node were
computed, and histograms of the number of nodes with a given in-degree or out-degree were counted. The
frequency distributions were then plotted on a log-log scale, with the x-axis representing the number of
incoming or outgoing references, and the y-axis the frequency. Noble then converts the frequency
distribution into a rank-size distribution, by sorting and ranking the degrees of each object from largest to
smallest.
The transformation of the data from a size-frequency distribution to a rank-size distribution is not
uncommon. For example, Zipf’s analyses of word frequency were computed on rank-size distributions (Zipf,
1949). Noble claims transforming the data to a rank-size distribution is needed because of the noisiness
present in the long-tail of a power-law distribution. However, transforming data to a rank-size distribution
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can impose an artificial ordinality on the data, discard information, compress outliers, and generally reduce
the power of the model. A model of the size-frequency distribution can be used to estimate the number of
sources which would be expected at a given level of productivity. For example, Lotka’s inverse-square law
predicts that 50% of authors will have just one publication, 25% will have two publications, etc., and the
generalized Lotka model can make similar predictions given domain-specific parameters. By comparison, a
rank-size distribution does not offer any predictive information about the productivity of any source;
rather it describes the relative productivity of different sources based on their rank in a global ordering.
Additionally, Noble does not attempt to fit a model to the data, nor is any goodness-of-fit test used to
measure the conformance of the data to a strict power-law distribution. Rather, Noble merely draws the
reader to the visual linearity of the plots. In this study, the data will be tested for conformance to
theoretical models using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test).
5.2 The Size of Code Snippets
The Lego hypothesis states that software components should be small, and have a natural scale which
bounds their size. Potanin et al. (2002, 2005) measured the size of components in terms of the number of
outbound references contained in each object. This metric for size may make sense when examining object
graphs, but when the components being studied are code snippets, there is a much more direct measure for
size, namely the amount of code in a snippet.
The amount of code in a snippet can be measured in a number of ways, including: the number of lines
of code, the number of statements in the snippet, the length of the snippet in bytes, etc. In this study, the
number of lines of code, and the number of tokens for all snippets were computed. Token count measures
the number of programming elements contained in the code, including literal values, identifiers, formatting
characters like brackets and parentheses, reserved words, etc. There is likely a variety of different sized
snippets, but several possible limits may exist which bound the size of code snippets. The observations of
Kim et al. (2004) showed most copied code is fairly small. The taxonomy of clones created by Kapser and
Godfrey (2004), likewise showed that most code clones are smaller than a function, with most occurring at
the “block” level; but the amount of code in a block can vary significantly. A more rigid bound is the
amount of code which can fit on a standard computer screen (other possible limits which are not explored
in this study, could include field size limits of popular databases, or the amount of text which can be
printed on a single physical page). Given programmers are human, and there are limits to human
perception and cognition, it is hypothesized that code snippets are bounded in size to a reasonable scale
(i.e., there are no very large snippets similar to the very large components found by Noble), and that
snippets are more likely to be less than “one screen” in length than greater.
In this study, two tests of snippet size will be conducted. The first test will use the entire, unfiltered
SNIPPETS collection. The second test will explore the size of clones derived from a clone analysis of the
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of snippet sizes in the SNIPPETS dataset as measured by the number of lines of
code in each snippet. A striking feature of this distribution is that it does not resemble the long-tail
distributions seen among clone lengths. The heavily skewed distribution more closely resembles a
log-normal distribution.
OPENSOURCE and SNIPPETS datasets (i.e., only those code fragments for which there is evidence they
have been potentially copied).
5.2.1 Measuring the Sizes of Snippets
The notion of a “screen’s worth of code” obviously will vary with the screen and the editor used to view
the code. A comparison is made below of common Linux command-line editors and the Eclipse graphical
IDE. A standard Linux terminal window is 24 lines tall. Using this configuration emacs will display 21
lines of code at a time; nano, 19 lines of code; and vi, 23 lines of code. In contrast, the Eclipse graphical
IDE, using the default configuration, with a maximized window on a screen with 1280x800 resolution
displays 32 lines of code in the text editing panel.
The number of lines of code present in each of the 10,242 unique snippets in the SNIPPETS dataset
were counted, and the distribution of snippets less than or equal to 100 lines of code is given in Figure 5.1
(the 265 snippets (2.6%) having more than 100 lines of code are not represented in this figure). The
median snippet size is 14 lines of code (mean is 23.4, mode is 8). 72% of snippets contain fewer lines of
code than the 24 lines visible in a standard terminal, and 84.5% would fit in the Eclipse editor panel
described above. This metric counted raw lines of code in the snippets, and did not exclude blank lines,
comments, or other whitespace. The longest snippet has 698 lines of code.
An alternative method of measuring “a screen’s worth of code” is to estimate how many code tokens
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of snippet sizes in the SNIPPETS dataset as measured by the number of tokens in
each snippet. A striking feature of this distribution is that it does not resemble the long-tail distributions
seen among clone lengths. The heavily skewed distribution more closely resembles a log-normal
distribution.
would fit into a standard editing window. To estimate the number of tokens which could fit in a screen of
code, a random section of 100 php files was taken from the OPENSOURCE collection. In this random
sample of 100 code files, the average number of tokens per line of code is 5.8 tokens. Using this average, a
24 line terminal would display between 110 and 133 tokens depending on the editor; and Eclipse would
display 186 tokens.
Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the number of tokens in each of the 10,242 snippets and code
examples from the SNIPPETS dataset up to 500 tokens in size (233 snippets (2.3%) were larger than 500
tokens, and are not shown in this figure). The median size of a snippet is 63 tokens, and the graph peaks
at a mode of 17 tokens (1.3%). Using the conservative estimate of 110 tokens-per-screen, 70.2% of snippets
are within this limit. The largest snippet in the collection is 5,129 tokens. A similar patterns is visible
when the size of snippets in terms of bytes is considered.
The shape of these distributions are clearly not the power-law, long-tail shaped distributions found
when measuring the size of other phenomena, like the objects measured by Noble. Many phenomena are
power-law distributed with respect to size, including the size of particles (e.g., sand), cities, rivers, etc.
However, some size-related phenomena are not; for example, sentence-length in natural language text has
been found to be log-normally distributed (Williams, 1940). Limpert et al. (2001) offers a survey natural
phenomena in the sciences which exhibit log-normal distributions. Program source code is similar to
natural language in that they are both human communication media. While program source code is
typically used to instruct computers, coding snippets shared in books and on websites are shared with the
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative Distribution of log-transformed snippet size (in tokens) compared to a log-normal
distribution with the same mean and standard deviation (Mean=1.8, Std. Dev. = 0.46). The model very
closely conforms to the observed distribution.
intention of being read by other humans first, and possibly copied into programs to be interpreted by
computers later.
Comparing the cumulative distribution of snippet sizes to a log-normal distribution with the same
mean and standard deviation, there appears to be no difference (see Figure 5.3). The two-tailed KS test
confirms the fitness of these data to the log-normal distribution, with a critical value of 0.016 (p = 0.99),
and a maximum difference between the expected and observed cumulative distribution of 0.006. The test
statistic is less than the critical value, meaning that the null hypothesis (that there is no difference between
the distributions) is not rejected.
The size distribution of code snippets, when compared to other structures in program source code, is
surprising. Concas et al. (2007) found the length of methods in Java classes were a better fit to a
power-law distribution than a log-normal distribution, meaning that there are methods which are very long
(measuring lines of code). So, snippets appear to be different from the formal abstractions of functions and
methods with respect to their length.
5.2.2 Measuring the Sizes of Cloned Snippets
The previous section measured the size of all code snippets collected in the SNIPPETS collection.
However, this is not necessarily representative of what code is copied in practice. In order to get a better
sense of the size of code which is known to be copied or shared among sources, clone analysis tools were
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of snippet size (in tokens). The artificial minimum of 15 tokens is possibly
obscuring a left-hand side to this distribution. It is very heavily skewed, with a very sharp inflection.
used to extract any code fragments in the SNIPPETS dataset which were cloned in projects in the
OPENSOURCE dataset.
CCFinder was used with a minimum clone-length of 15 tokens to extract clone classes. 804 (7.9%)
snippet files in the SNIPPETS dataset are smaller than 15 tokens, and thus would not be detectable by
this method. CCFinder identified a total of 188,816 clones from the set of 6,190 projects. The distribution
of the sizes of these clones was given in Figure 4.12 in the previous chapter. Because each project was
analyzed independently, the original count of 188,816 clones is over-counting clones which occur in multiple
projects, as they would have been identified uniquely in each project. However, duplicate clones can be
identified and merged by examining their size and location in the SNIPPETS dataset. For example, if
clone A from Project 1 is 24 tokens long, and occurs in SNIPPET file X at position 35, and clone B from
Project 2 is also 24 tokens long and also occurs in SNIPPET file X at position 35, then clones A and B can
be determined to be the same clone. Using this method of merging clones across projects, the number of
unique clones is further reduced to 24,310 unique clones. After merging the clones, it was observed that
there were many clones which overlapped; i.e., there exist multiple at the same position in a snippet of
different lengths. Overlapping clones were considered as independent clones in these analyses.
Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of the length of all unique clones in tokens. The distribution is highly
skewed, resembling a power-law distribution like that found by Noble. The data were fit against two
models, a log-normal distribution and a power-law distribution shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
Given the good fit of the data in the previous section to a log-normal distribution, it was believed that
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative Distribution of log-transformed snippet size (in tokens) compared to a log-normal
distribution with the same mean and standard deviation (Mean=4.05, Std. Dev.=1.05). The observed data
diverge from the model enough to constitute a significant difference.
clones, which are sampled from the snippets above, would also be log-normally distributed. A log-normal
distribution with mean and standard deviation equal to the empirical data was compared to the empirical
distribution using the KS test (see Figure 5.5). The critical value for the two-tailed KS test with
N = 24, 310 at significance p = 0.99 is 0.0105. The KS test statistic is D = 0.1464, which exceeds the
critical value, meaning the difference in the two distributions is significant (reject the null hypothesis).
Next, a power-law distribution was modeled and fit to the data using ordinary least-squares on the
log-transformed distribution. The ordinary least-squares method derived the following exponent and
constant for the power-law distribution:
α = −2.33
c = 13.28
f(i) =
13.28
i2.33
(5.1)
The empirical data were compared to this derived model, again using the KS test. The critical value for
the two-tailed KS test with N = 24, 310 at significance p = 0.99 is 0.0105. The KS test statistic for the
comparison of the data with the power-law distribution is D = 0.4645, which exceeds the critical value,
meaning the difference between the two distributions is statistically significant (i.e., reject the null
hypothesis).
The size of cloned snippets strictly fits neither the log-normal nor the power-law distributions derived
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative Distribution of log-transformed snippet size (in tokens) compared to a power-law
distribution. The observed data clearly diverge from the model enough to constitute a significant difference.
in this analysis. If it is possible to say the data are a “better fit” to one model versus another, a visual
comparison would imply the data fit the log-normal distribution better.
The poor fit of the data to a power-law distribution means that the sizes of code snippets do not
exhibit a scale-free nature. There is a natural scale to what is copied, and very large entities, like those
found by Noble, should not exist among copied clones. In terms of size, it can be argued that the Lego
hypothesis may hold. While this is not sufficient data to affirm that code clones can be used as Lego-like
building blocks to build programs, it is evidence that perhaps there are alternatives to the formal
abstractions measured by Noble and colleagues which work, possibly in combination with formal
programming abstractions, to aid programmers in writing software.
The similarity of code clone sizes to other log-normally distributed phenomena, specifically linguistic
phenomena like word length in spoken language and sentence lengths in written text, is an intriguing
finding for several reasons. First, it provides insight into the mechanics of programming; demonstrating
that short snippets of code are similar to other log-normally distributed artifacts, such as words and
sentences in natural language, gives insight into how they are created and consumed. Second, the
log-normal distribution, although skewed, has bounded limits and does not have the very long tail of a
power-law distribution. This means that the very large snippets do not exist, just as there are not very
long words or very long sentences used in natural language.
One question which arises from this analysis is to what extent can code clones and snippets be thought
of as abstractions like words and be used to compose new ideas. This is the central theme of the Lego
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hypothesis, that a small number of bricks can be combined and recombined to build any number of
structures. The language metaphor is quite appropriate given that natural language has a small number of
words which can be combined to express any number of concepts. Are snippets most similar to words in a
language, where everything is composed of them entirely? or to sentences, which are not frequently
repeated? or perhaps proverbs, which are often repeated but do not comprise the entirety of a
conversation?
5.3 The Coupling Test
Noble and colleagues also measured how tightly coupled objects were to other objects by counting the
number of inbound pointers each object had. The more inbound pointers an object has, the higher the
number of other objects which reference it is, and thus the more coupled the object is to these other
objects. Again, the existence of objects which have very many incoming pointers is taken as evidence that
objects are not Lego-like, because they are not connected to only small number of other objects, but rather
are connected to very many. Unfortunately, clones do not have “pointers,” and some other means of
measuring the coupling of clones is required.
One possible metric for measuring the coupling of a clone is to count the number of projects in which a
clone appears. A clone class is an abstract entity defined by the common structure of many instances.
Each instance of a clone can be counted as a reference to the abstract clone class, similar to how a citation
can be used in academic writing to stand in for a concept, field, topic, etc. Just as the pointer counts used
by Noble measure how many other objects are dependent upon the referenced object, this measure of clone
frequency would show how many projects are dependent upon this clone. At a minimum, this measure of
coupling would reflect how broadly embedded a clone is, which could, for example, reflect how difficult it
would be to change that clone as indicated by how many projects would need to be updated.
Figure 5.7 shows the project-frequency distribution for the clones extracted from the snippets (similar
distributions are found when counting the total number of instances of a clone, or the number of files in
which a clone appears). The distribution appears to be a power-law distribution, given the linearity visible
in the log-log plot.
Using the ordinary least-squares method, a linear regression line was fit to the log-transformed data,
producing the parameters:
α = −1.15
c = 3.34
Giving the model:
f(i) =
3.34
i1.15
(5.2)
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of clone project-frequency (log-scaled). This distribution approximates the
coupling metric Noble uses by counting how “embedded” clones are. In a bi-modal network of clones and
projects, where there exists an edge between a clone and a project if the clone exists in the project, this
distribution represents the out-degree of the clone nodes. The resemblance to a long-tail distribution would
be consistent with other network phenomena.
A visual comparison of the cumulative distribution to the model in 5.2 is given in Figure 5.8. The KS
test was used to measure the goodness-of-fit of the model to the data. The critical value for the the
two-tailed KS test with N = 24, 310 at significance p = 0.99 is 0.0105. The KS test statistic for the
comparison of the data with the power-law distribution is D = 0.0665, which exceeds the critical value,
meaning the difference between the two distributions is statistically significant (i.e., reject the null
hypothesis).
The data do not strictly conform to a power-law distribution which was estimated to be a best fit to the
data. A more detailed discussion of the limitations of the model-fitting methodology used in this study is
given in Section 5.4.2. Despite the lack of a good-fit, the superficial resemblance of the data to a power-law
distribution is appropriate in the context of the linguistics metaphor discussed above. Perhaps, this is
where the Lego hypothesis begins to breakdown as a metaphor for how programs are constructed. Granted,
the measure of coupling used here is rather crude, and it is perhaps more appropriate to just consider the
frequency of clones as a measure in its own right. Zipf (1949) studied the distribution of word frequencies
and found a power-law distribution among them, is there a similar distribution among clone frequencies?
Figure 5.9 shows the rank-size distribution of clone project-frequency counts, sorted by the total number of
projects each clone appears in. The shape of this curve in the log-log plot has a curved shape, rather than
a strictly linear one, implying that the data are not likely to fit a power-law distribution.
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Figure 5.8: Visual comparison of the Cumulative Distribution of clone frequency to the model derived in
Equation 5.2. The observed data diverge from the model enough to be statistically significant, meaning
that the distribution is not strictly-speaking a power-law distribution characterized by the Equation given
above.
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Figure 5.9: The log-transformed rank-size distribution of clone frequencies (measuring the number of
projects a clone appears in).
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A least-squares regression on the log-transformed rank-size distribution of the clone frequencies yields
the model given in Equation 5.3.
f(i) =
15.81
i1.58
(5.3)
The KS test was used to measure the goodness-of-fit of the model to the data. The critical value for the
the two-tailed KS test with N = 24, 310 at significance p = 0.99 is 0.0105. The KS test statistic for the
comparison of the data with the power-law distribution is D = 0.0543, which exceeds the critical value,
meaning the difference between the two distributions is statistically significant (i.e., reject the null
hypothesis).
What is interesting about Figure 5.9 is the flatness at the beginning of the curve, where there are many
clones which have the same or very similar high-frequencies. This implies that there is some dependency
between the clones, likely that they occur together because they are two parts of the same snippet, or have
some other relationship.
5.4 Discussion
The two research hypotheses formulated in the introduction to this study which pertained to the Lego
hypothesis were:
3. The size of copied code snippets will be bounded, with the average size of a copied snippet being
fairly small (i.e., less than “one screen’s”-worth of code).
4. The frequency with which snippets of code are copied will follow a “success-breeds-success” model,
with most snippets being copied just a few times, and a minority being copied very frequently.
Hypothesis three has been confirmed for both the raw snippets, and the copied snippet clones. The
original source snippets were indeed bounded in size, with a skewed log-normal distribution. Over 70% of
snippets were shorter than the most conservative estimate of the length of a single screen of code, counting
both lines of code and code tokens. When considering the copied snippet clones, a similar distribution of
snippet sizes was found. Despite the artificial minimum clone length, the average clone size was still within
a single screen’s length (mean=29.2 tokens, median=22 tokens, mode=17 tokens). Over 98% of clones
found are less than the 110-token limit representing the most conservative estimate of a single screen of
code.
Hypothesis four is less cut-and-dried. When code is copied, its presence in the data increases. This
improves the likelihood that the code will be seen, and it also likely correlates with the code being
something worth copying. Following this logic, it should be expected that as a particular snippet is copied,
it will gain an advantage over other snippets which are not copied. That advantage will accumulate with
subsequent copies, exaggerating the differences between those clones which are commonly copied and those
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which are not. The result is a case of success-breeds-success which is characterized by a highly skewed
distribution, often characterized as a power-law distribution. It was believed, based on this reasoning, that
the distribution of how frequently code snippets are copied would follow such a distribution.
There is strong visual evidence of a power-law distribution, although statistically speaking, the data do
differ significantly from the model distribution. To the extent that Hypothesis four above warrants an
inferential statistical answer, the data do not strictly exhibit evidence of success-breeds-success production.
However, Nicholls (1989) recommends using the KS test statistic as a comparative or descriptive test,
rather than an inferential one. In this regard, the data do bear a strong resemblance to a power-law
distribution, and given the high degrees of freedom present in the data, it suggests that some mechanism
similar to the success-breeds-success principle is influencing the selection of code to copy and duplicate.
Implicit in Noble’s discussion of the Lego hypothesis is the argument that components are not only
scale-free, but that the size of components does not scale with the size of projects. The analogy in Lego is
that building small things requires a small number of bricks, and building big things uses more bricks, not
bigger bricks. If this were the case in software components, there should be no correlation between project
size and component size. Noble did not measure project size in any way, merely showed a scale-free
distribution to component sizes. When considering clone sizes, the fact that clones do not exhibit the same
scale-free size as Noble found among objects would lead one to believe that clone sizes generally do not
vary significantly. Measuring the Pearson’s product-moment correlation between the average clone size in a
project, and the size of the project (as measured by number of source code files), shows no significant
linear relationship. The average clone size was computed in two ways: averaging the size of each unique
clone, and averaging the size of all clone instances. Neither measure correlated with the file count for
projects (ρ = 0.050, and ρ = 0.051 respectively). Spearman’s rank correlation also showed no correlation
between these measures. The lack of a strong correlation likely means there is no relationship between
project size and average clone size. This would, to a degree, affirm the premise of the Lego hypothesis,
showing that large projects tend to have the same average clone size as small projects.
5.4.1 Revisiting the Lego Hypothesis
Noble was motivated by a desire to break down the overly formal and dogmatic thinking in software
engineering, and to advance a more realistic view of software development which embraces the real
messiness of programming, and reflects the reality that programmers often hack, copy-paste, and
intentionally violate the formal rules of software engineering to craft a kludge which is good enough.
Ultimately, he concludes that software is built out of reused components, just not necessarily the ones
originally thought. Those components are other programs, databases, APIs, etc., they are concrete and not
abstract. Noble argues not that we need to do away with software engineering as a discipline, but rather
give up on the myths of reuse which have served as its driving force for the past forty years. In hindsight,
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it is possible that Noble constructed the Lego hypothesis as a straw-man to highlight his argument.
However, the failure of Noble to find evidence to support the Lego hypothesis is not so much a reflection on
the failure of software engineering, which has succeeded by many measures over the past forty years such
that we now live in a world filled with and controlled by software. Rather, the failure of the Lego
hypothesis is a sign of the limitations of the Lego metaphor which is too simplistic to accurately or
meaningfully describe programming.
There are many possible metaphors which could provide richer space to explore and characterize
programming and software artifacts. Software artifacts could be considered as “documents” in the
documentation/information science sense of the term, affording analyses of aspects like authorship,
citation, reference, impact, etc. Alternatively, and as has been discussed briefly already, software could be
conceptualized with a linguistic metaphor. A linguistic metaphor would still carry much of the same
original meaning as the Lego hypothesis while offering more comparable entities and metrics.
A linguistic metaphor would use linguistic objects, like words, sentences, etc., rather than Lego bricks
to characterize how software is created. Language is a richer metaphor than Lego as language has multiple
structures (e.g., words, documents, utterances, sentences, concepts, etc.) and multiple layers of abstraction
and meaning (e.g., semiotics, semantics, and pragmatics, etc.). This also allows for a plurality of
metaphors to co-exist, whereas the interpretation of Lego bricks as one thing, say “objects,” precludes
their interpretation as something else. Using a language metaphor, different units of study can function in
different linguistic roles, providing a richer view of things.
In the context of this study, it has been shown that code clones and code snippets do not constitute the
entirety of a program, that is, programs are not built exclusively from copied code (at least so far as it has
been measured in this study). This observation alone would invalidate the Lego hypothesis, which assumes
that the thing being built is built exclusively from Lego bricks. However, in a linguistic metaphor, code
snippets can be just one of many different features used by programmers to construct software. It was
previously suggested that perhaps snippets and clones are like proverbs in natural language; both are
commonly used (and reused) expressions, they span other entities (e.g., words and sentences, blocks and
functions, etc.), they are culturally specific and vary across cultures (e.g., OOP vs. procedural
programming), and neither constitutes the entirety of a corpus (i.e., people do not speak entirely in
proverbs).
A related notion of “programming proverbs” was introduced by Henry Ledgard in 1975 (Ledgard,
1975). A series of books followed by Ledgard and others, expanding programming proverbs with examples
for a number of programming languages, i.e., Chmura and Ledgard (1976); Ledgard and Chmura (1978);
Ledgard et al. (1979); Ledgard (1986); Moser and Turnbull (1986); Nagin and Ledgard (1978); Tauer and
Ledgard (1987); Wodaski (1992). A programming proverb in the Ledgard-sense is a proverb which
describes good practice in software development. Examples of proverbs include: “Use good mnemonic
names,” “Use comments,”“Leave loop variables alone” and “Hand-check the program before running it.”
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They are in many ways similar to the more recent trend of Design Patterns (Gamma et al., 1995).
Ledgardian programming proverbs were typically presented with example code to illustrate the proverb in
practice, making them a likely early source of copied code. It may be discovered that the code snippets
being copied, and which are conjectured to be “proverb-like,” may in fact, reflect some of the programming
practices Ledgard advocated for, which would imbue them with meaning beyond their semantic
functionality in the program.
5.4.2 A Comment on Model Fitting
In the course of examining the data in this study, it became evident that there are limitations to the
goodness-of-fit tests currently in popular use, which raise questions about this particular methodology and
its role in informetrics. A great number of very smart people have invested decades of research on these
statistical methods, and it is not the intention of this study to attempt in any way to detract from those
contributions, but rather to highlight some of the issues which arise from analyzing very large datasets with
these tools. Newby et al. (2003) raised concerns over the use of the KS test in the Lotka-testing procedure
outlined by Coile (1977) and Pao (1985). Newby’s concerns came from the frustration of observing in the
data what appeared to be a power-law distribution, yet failing to find it to be a statistically valid fit to the
theoretical distribution. Newby attempted to articulate this frustration by claiming that the use of
statistical tests to measure the goodness-of-fit of data to a distribution is counter intuitive, when many of
these tests were initially designed to detect, and therefore be sensitive to, differences. While
statistically-speaking, the differences may be significant, they are qualitatively unsatisfying because the
tests fail to validate what is evidently clear, leaving the researcher in a position of being neither able to
confirm that the data are the same, nor conclusively refute it given the visual evidence.
Newby ran into problems with the KS test mainly due to the scale of the data with which he was
working; similarly scaled data are used in this study, and similar issues arise. Most statistical tests for
goodness-of-fit are seeking to test if a random sample fits a known, theoretical distribution. The sensitivity
of the test to sample size were identified when Pao outlined the testing procedure (Pao, 1985; Nicholls,
1986), and Nicholls (1989) has commented on the fact that applying inferential statistical tests like the KS
test to bibliometric data might be invalid given the absence of random sampling. Nicholls’ argument stems
from the ambiguous nature of data like those studied here, which resemble both a sample, albeit not a
randomly selected one in that they are known to be biased, and a population in that they have a large
scale and are often comprehensive of what is available for study, but not complete.
Some researchers avoid this issue entirely, by only relying on visual inspection to demonstrate a
“power-law” distribution (e.g., Baraba´si and Albert, 1999; Potanin et al., 2005). This too is unsatisfying
because there are other distributions, like the log-normal distribution, which can resemble a power-law
distribution in certain circumstances. Furthermore, it does not provide a model of the data. Models serve
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at least two purposes: verifying a model can empirically validate the theory from which the model was
derived; and the model can provide a predictive tool useful for reasoning about the underlying data in a
simplified manner. Both of these are important contributions as they allow related phenomena to be
compared in an apples-to-apples manner, potentially strengthening the power of a theory, and/or giving
greater insight into the underlying mechanisms at work. For example, in this study, had a power-law model
been verified, it would have provided strong evidence that an underlying success-breeds-success mechanism
was driving the copying of code snippets as described in Section 2.6.
5.5 Summary
The Lego hypothesis is ultimately a statement about the perception of how software is constructed.
Noble’s refutation of the Lego hypothesis is somewhat half-hearted as he came back to conclude that
software is, in fact, constructed by remixing existing systems, source code, and components. To this end,
this chapter has presented data which speak to this revised remix Lego hypothesis, what Noble has called
“scrapheap programming.” Rather than examining the formal abstractions of a programming language,
this study has found evidence of the reuse of code snippets and attempted to model the patterns of those
reusable snippets in the terms of the original Lego hypothesis.
It was found that snippets were Lego-like with respect to their sizes. There is a bounded, natural scale
to snippets, which differs from the size of objects measured by Noble. The log-normal distribution found
among snippet sizes places them in a class of phenomena with several linguistic phenomena including
word-length and sentence-length. The comparison to linguistic features is appropriate as these snippets are
just as much intended to be read by programmers as they are intended for computers to parse and
understand. When examining what snippets, or parts thereof, are actually copied and found in the source
code of the programs studied, a similar distribution of clone sizes was found. However, the distribution
could not conclusively be determined to be log-normal nor power-law distributed. This may be due to the
fact that very small clones, smaller than the minimum threshold, were not detected and thus artificially
skewed the distribution making it an ill-fit to the models.
In terms of clone frequency, a distribution which resembled a power-law distribution was found.
Continuing with the linguistic metaphor, this would agree with the distribution of word frequencies.
However, neither the frequency distribution nor the rank frequency distribution was determined to be a
good fit to a power-law model.
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CHAPTER 6
CONTRIBUTIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
This study was undertaken with the intention of documenting the scope and nature of copy-paste
programming behavior in real software systems. There is ample evidence that programmers do copy and
paste code frequently when writing software, and the growing amounts of source code and code snippets on
the web attest to the fact that programmers are actively sharing code with each other. However, prior
research on software development has not explicitly measured the amount of copy-pasted code present in
software systems, typically reporting on small-scale qualitative studies. A main objective of this study was
to document how much code is copied in practice, across many different software systems of different scales
and types. Given that it is source code which is being copied, it should be possible to extract evidence of it
from the source code record directly. Clone analysis tools were adopted from software engineering to search
for regions of code which were likely to have been copied. These tools were used in ways in which they
were not necessarily designed to be used, and as a result there were many complications which derailed
some aspects of this study. What evidence was found of copied code was analyzed from an informetrics
perspective to draw insights into the underlying mechanisms of remix and copy-paste production.
Ultimately, this inquiry proved to be fruitful in generating a new research agenda for studying software as
information-bearing entities around which the concept of “software informatics” was circumscribed.
This concluding chapter will revisit the research questions framed in the introduction and summarize
the main contributions of this study. There are many factors which arose during the research and analysis
which limit the findings of this study. Finally, this chapter concludes with a discussion of future work,
some of which builds directly on the findings of this study, but also details several challenges and issues
encountered in this study which may inform future research.
6.1 Why Software Informatics?
Applying the label software informatics to a body of existing and emerging research in and of itself can be
useful as a way to improve accessibility to the literature, and help researchers characterize their interests.
Additionally, having a term to describe a field of research contributes to the future definition of boundaries
for that field, and the refinement of a specific focus. The notion of software informatics presented here has
fairly porous and fuzzy boundaries with neighboring disciplines, and may not represent the opinions of all
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those who may have a stake in the field. As such, it is fully expected that the focus of software informatics
will evolve, and the boundaries between software informatics and other disciplines may shift or be refined.
However, that discussion can only carry forward within the context of a notion of software informatics.
Labeling the field of software informatics can also promote the development of new methods and
theories. By bringing together a body of related literature, there may emerge common practices and
methods of data collection, analysis, and interpretation which may give rise to new theories of software
informatics. Developing a common way of talking about software and software practice is necessary for this
advancement, and there is little hope such convergence will occur when the research is dispersed among
numerous fields. Eventually, software informatics may give rise to its own journals, conferences, and other
communication and publication venues which will further facilitate discovery of researchers, institutions,
and scholarship in the area.
Beyond benefits to academic discourse, software informatics can give scholars in different domains new
understandings of software and software development. One of the most significant contributions software
informatics can have is that collectively it is broader than any one approach. Currently, software is viewed
through a number of different perspectives: software engineering views it from the perspective of
engineering and building; human-computer interaction views it from the perspective of use and usability;
social informatics views software systems as an agent which affects, and is affected by, organizational and
social systems. Individually, each of these perspectives illuminates certain aspects of software, yet none
captures the full spectrum.
On a related note, software informatics can focus attention on neglected practices which are
understudied. For example, the focus on formal methods of design and development in software
engineering may blind researchers to the mundane, and/or ad hoc everyday practice of programmers. It is
well acknowledged that programmers do a large amount of copying and pasting while coding, although this
behavior gets little attention from researchers. Web developers who cut their teeth in the mid-1990s will
likely admit to learning HTML by viewing the source markup of other pages and copying bits they liked.
Yet, no research documented this practice which may have informed our understanding of abstraction in
programming. Similarly there is a relative lack of attention given to information seeking, help-giving and
learning by programmers as they develop software. Also practices by end users that are remarkably similar
to elements of the software development activities of professional programmers are overlooked, or treated
as wholly distinct, when that may not be the most productive approach. Looking at multiple points along
a continuum of activity has been found to be very advantageous in software product development. It is
likely to be also productive in research and in the design of products to support software development-like
activities.
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6.2 Addressing the Research Questions and Hypotheses
A large list of research questions were enumerated at the beginning of this study, most of which concerned
gaps in what is known about the large-scale copying and pasting of code. Not all of these questions were
able to be addressed, and not all were addressed fully. However, much was learned which was not
previously known.
Below are the specific research questions which were examined in this study:
Questions pertaining to the characterization of software projects:
1. What is ‘typical’ cloning behavior (i.e., how many clones per project, how many lines of code are
cloned)?
2. What is the typical ratio of internal to external cloning? (i.e., is it more or less likely that code is
copied within a project rather than between projects?)
3. How much code, on average, is shared between projects?
4. Are there particular projects which have significantly more clones? If so, are there any characteristics
of these projects which may explain the increased proportion of shared code?
5. Are there particular projects which have significantly fewer clones? If so, are there any characteristics
of these projects which may explain the decreased proportion of shared code?
6. Are there patterns to the occurrence of clones within projects? e.g., do certain clones, or sequences of
clones, appear together more frequently than would be expected by random chance?
In response to question 1, regarding the characterization of cloning behavior, it was found that 89.4% of
projects shared some cloned code with snippet sources; 656 projects had no shared clones. The median
file-coverage for projects was 41%, meaning that 50% of projects had at least one unique clone for every 2.5
source code files. The amount of cloning per project ranged up to 958 unique clones, and the total number
of instances of a clone within a project ranged up to 12,725 instances. Line counts and line-coverage could
not be reliably counted.
Questions 2 and 3 were not able to be addressed given the modification to the analysis procedure which
abandoned the exploration of clones between projects due to the large amount of noise.
In response to questions 4 and 5, it was found that there was no correlation between the amount of
cloning and a project’s self-described maturity. It was also observed that there was no correlation between
the number of developers on a project and the amount of cloning in the project.
Question 6 was partially answered, in that it was found that files and clones were often copied together,
resulting in visible groupings among the most commonly occurring files and clones. These were used to
identify and filter large amounts of exact and near-exact duplicate files from the data.
Questions pertaining to the characterization of clones:
7. What is the distribution of clone instances/frequency? Is there a typical or average rate of incidence?
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Are there any outliers (i.e., any which occur significantly more or less frequently than the average)?
8. What is the distribution of clone lengths? Is there a typical or average length? Are there any outliers
(i.e., any which are significantly longer than the average)?
Questions 7 and 8 were addressed mostly in the context of the Lego Hypothesis, where it was shown
that clone and snippet sizes do not exhibit power-law distributions. Rather, snippet sizes were found to be
log-normally distributed, and clone sizes were not statistically well fit to a log-normal distribution. Clone
frequencies were found to resemble a power-law distribution, but again, the deviation of the data from the
theoretical distribution was determined to be statistically significant.
Some scholars (e.g., Nicholls, 1989) advise using goodness-of-fit as a descriptive, rather than inferential
statistic. This recommendation shows snippet sizes to be “better fit” to a log-normal distribution than a
power-law distribution; and clone frequencies to have a fair fit to a power-law distribution.
These findings were used to advance an alternative metaphor to the Lego Hypothesis, which draws on
linguistic concepts and models to understand the use and reuse of abstractions like code clones in software
development. It is conjectured that copied code snippets may be comparable to something like proverbs,
short, frequently used sayings.
Questions pertaining to the sharing of snippets:
9. Are social media web sites and programming book examples more likely than random to contain
copied code?
10. How much cloned code is shared between projects and snippet sources?
In the course of evaluating the research data it was found that the existence of a clone among the
snippets collected from the web and from programming books, was a good indicator that the clone was
likely copied. The reformulation of the research analysis to examine exclusively those clones which exist
between projects and these sources, means that the clones identified cannot be compared to clones
identified exclusively between projects.
Is there empirical evidence that copying code acts as a “Lego”-style assembly method of
software development?
11. Does the size distribution of code clones conform to a power-law distribution?
12. Does the frequency distribution of code clones conform to a power-law distribution?
13. Does clone size vary predictably with application size?
In answer to question 11, it was found that clone sizes are not power-law distributed from a strict
statistical measure. The original code snippet documents from which they were sampled, we found to be
log-normally distributed; however, a similar distribution among clone sizes exhibited variation from the
model log-normal distribution which was statistically significant.
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In answer to question 12, a distribution resembling a power-law distribution was found in the clone
frequency data. However, it exhibited variation from the model power-law distribution which was
statistically significant.
Finally, regarding question 13, it was shown that clone sizes do not vary predictably with application
size. Weak linear and rank correlations between two different measures of average clone size per project
and the number of files per project means that there is no relationship between these variables.
6.3 Reflections on the Lego Hypothesis
Noble’s Lego hypothesis was originally targeted for this study because it provided a testable set of
assumptions about the way software is made. Furthermore, the models being tested in the Lego hypothesis
are compatible with informetric models, potentially allowing any affirmation or refutation of the Lego
hypothesis to have broader implications about remix software production. In the end, the Lego hypothesis
proved to be too simplistic a model of software production to yield any deep insights into software
production. The metaphor at the core of the Lego hypothesis is primarily concerned with the composition,
as the individual bricks do not impart any meaning to the object being built. Noble revises the Lego
hypothesis by commenting that the bricks in software are different kinds of abstractions, including other
applications, systems, and source code. He concludes that the revised Lego hypothesis is affirmed and that
software is made out of Legos. However, this reformulation is at odds with the underlying metaphor of the
Lego brick as a generic, interchangable component, as these entities are distinct, unique, semantically
meaningful, and most certainly not interchangable.
Generally speaking, the same bricks in Lego can be used to build a car as can be used to build a house,
where in reality these two objects share little in terms of common components. In software, the notion that
the same code could be refashioned into two entirely different applications is equally ridiculous as the idea
of building a car out of a house. It is not to say that it could not be done, but either it would require a
large amount of creative reinterpretation of what constitutes either a house or a car, or the software
components are much smaller units than those considered by Noble, perhaps on the scale of the elements
(primitives, constructs, and built-ins) which comprise most modern programming languages. At this scale,
the assumptions Noble makes would need to be revisited as it is unclear how notions like coupling could be
measured in this context. Indeed, it would seem that metaphors of language would be more appropriate,
measuring concepts such as word length, frequency of use, etc.
This study affirms some elements of the Lego hypothesis, but it is somewhat of an empty affirmation
for two reasons. First, the way Noble backs away from his original interpretation of the Lego hypothesis
and substitutes a looser alternative raises questions about the sincerity with which the original model was
advanced. Second, where the model was affirmed, it failed to yield any great insight into how software is
made. Ultimately, the Lego hypothesis is too simplistic. Rather than adapt and modify the Lego model to
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make it adequately complex enough to describe software and software production in reality, alternative
models might be more appropriate. The linguistic models proposed in Chapter 5 provide a richer set of
analogies to describe software artifacts generally, and are more directly comparable entities to software
elements than abstract notions like “bricks”. This is not to say the Lego model is not entirely without
merit. It may still have some value for describing the construction of software in specialized domains, or
specific contexts. For example, workflow systems which allow people, often end-user programmers, to
compose applications out of a closed-set of predefined modules may be found to conform to a Lego-style of
construction.
6.4 Implications
The findings of this study have implications for what is known about code sharing, remix programming,
but also what has been previously believed of software clones. In the most superficial sense, this study has
provided strong empirical evidence that code copying as a behavior is prevalent, affecting 89% of the
projects studied in this project. This estimation is conservative; given the limitations of the methods used,
it is likely that a greater amount of copying is happening which cannot be measured using the methods of
this study. While nothing approaching the amount of copied code identified in the PILOT study was
observed in the larger OPENSOURCE sample, there was still a substantial amount of code copying which
could be observed from the source code record.
The methods used in this study were able to identify copied code between software projects, beyond
“accidental” clones. This finding directly contradicts the prior findings of Al-Ekram et al. (2005) who
conclude that all clones between projects are incidental. This study agrees with Al-Ekram et al. (2005) to
the extent that when a similar method of clone analysis was used, in which the source code of two projects
were compared directly, the overwhelming majority of clones were accidental. However, when the method
was modified to focus the clone analysis software on code most likely to be copied (i.e., code from social
media websites, and programming books), it was possible to identify evidence of code copying which could
be used to identify cross-project clones which were likely not accidental.
The presence of interproject clones, and the more general issue of whole-file duplication and
near-duplication, highlighted the limits of current taxonomies and metrics for measuring and
understanding software copying using clone analysis tools. Taxonomies of cloned code do not account for
duplicate files or directories of files as this level of scope of cloning is not typical when only examining
individual projects. Furthermore, the metrics typically used in clone analysis for describing cloning and
cloning activity do not provide much in the way of meaningful descriptions of interproject cloning activity.
Metrics like coverage do not discriminate between intraproject and interproject clones. New metrics are
needed to describe how much copied code a project contains, to measure how related two software projects
are in terms of their shared clones, and to weigh the impact of the cloned code in a project.
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It was also found in this study that the web and programming books are good sources for finding code
which is often copied. It is impossible to say with certainty which came first, the code or the snippet, it is
clear that these media are useful repositories of copied code – either acting as the media through which
code is actively copied and shared, or possibly just echoing what is being shared via some as-yet-unknown
mechanism. There are many other mechanisms and media through which code could be being shared,
including the direct copying from source code of other applications; direct communication between
programmers via face-to-face contact, email, or instant messaging; other websites, magazines, or media not
directly examined in this study.
6.5 Limitations
As with any study, the findings of this study are inherently limited by the data and methods chosen at the
outset, as well as by ongoing decisions which were made in the research process.
6.5.1 Limitations in the Data
The source code data used in this study were taken from SourceForge. SourceForge is a large repository of
open source software; however, it is not the only such repository. The FLOSSmole project tracks data and
statistics of open source software. It currently tracks at least nine open source repository sites and services
in addition to SourceForge. While there are no known reasons why SourceForge would be significantly
different in character or content from these other repositories, it has not been explicitly demonstrated that
there are no differences. It is possible, although unlikely, that the code in SourceForge is somehow not
characteristic or representative of PHP code found in other repositories.
The data sampled from SourceForge constitute what is essentially a convenience sample, given that
neither a systematic nor a random sampling framework were used to select projects. However, it was found
that the projects being studied were a representative sample of all PHP projects available on SourceForge
at the time the data were collected.
The source code data contained multiple versions of project source code, which is an important factor
to consider when interpreting metrics like project size, file coverage, and even clone frequencies. It is
known that multiple versions of software contain high amounts of cloned code, and therefore, the inclusion
of multiple revisions may have inflated raw clone counts, or possibly deflated file coverage measures.
However, the inclusion of multiple versions did offer the opportunity to match more instances of clones; it
also introduced a lot of additional noise to the data which ultimately needed to be cleaned up and filtered.
Furthermore, there were significant differences between projects and their use of the version control
systems. Some projects used the version control to maintain multiple tagged versions and releases in
addition to a development trunk. Other projects maintained only a single version of their code in the
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repository. Evidence of a lack of uniform version control management means that the data in this study
might be unrepresentative.
The SNIPPETS data were not intended to be comprehensive of all snippets available on the web or in
books. The number of sources included is very limited and were known to be a biased sample. The sources
were chosen based on their popularity, perceived likelihood for containing code which would be copied, and
for the ease with which code could be obtained. For example, there are more popular PHP programming
texts than those used in this study, but their source code could not be found on the publisher’s website.
Some exploration of the existence of some cloned code on the web was done using web search engines to
locate websites which were not included in the sample; however this was not comprehensive enough to
provide a complete view of how code is copied and shared across the web in general.
6.5.2 Limitations in the Methodology
The choice of clone analysis software has obviously limited what can be said about the phenomenon in
question. CCFinder was chosen because it is often used in clone analysis, and would allow the results of
this study to be compared more directly to other CCFinder-based studies. However, despite the
high-regard held for CCFinder, it was remarkably buggy and unstable. The software would often fail to
execute properly, crashing frequently (and often silently). This might have been a result of running the
software on very large collections of source code, although previous studies have claimed success running
the software on up to millions of lines of code.
CCFinder is released under a closed-source license, making it very difficult to run. It could not be
recompiled for different architectures, forcing it to be run on a virtual machine installation of an
out-of-date 32-bit Ubuntu Linux distribution whose kernel was not entirely compatible with the version of
Xen running the virtualization on multi-core, 64-bit hardware. While the software appeared to have
worked in most cases, it cannot be entirely certain that there were no issues arising from the delicate
house-of-cards on which it was run. Had the software been released with an open source license, it would
have been possible to recompile for different architectures and platforms, possibly giving the system the
memory and CPU resources needed to work for large-scale collections.
Additionally, CCFinder uses a mostly undocumented parsing system called torq for processing and
tokenizing the source code files. Neither PHP nor JavaScript are supported by the version of torq
distributed with CCFinder; however, support can be added by creating new torq preprocessing scripts.
The minimal documentation found for torq is in Japanese, and only covers the most basic text processing
commands the system supports. The PHP and JavaScript torq scripts used in this study were pieced
together by copy-paste from other torq scripts for languages with similar syntaxes and grammars (in
hindsight, perhaps this alone would have provided ample data for a qualitative study of remix
programming). The torq script was run against many test cases derived from the PHP-language manual,
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to ensure that all syntactic variants were properly handled. Either due to the poor documentation or
limitations in the torq system, the system could not be instructed to properly parse all cases. However,
these cases were of less-common syntaxes in PHP. It was also concluded that since the purpose of the
parsing is not to execute the PHP code, but to identify repeated sequences, consistency matters more than
accuracy. If torq were being used to construct a new PHP interpreter, then accurate parsing and
representation would be very important. However, if there are some errors, so long as the system is
consistent in making those errors, they should still produce comparable sequences of code tokens.
The choice of primarily statistical methods for analyzing the data obviously privilege quantitative
questions over qualitative. It was found that grounding the quantitative findings in qualitative observation
was necessary. Had the clones not been examined qualitatively in this study, then the units being
quantified would likely have been entirely meaningless. As it stands now, the iterative process of
quantifying data and qualitatively interrogating them resulted in data which are far more likely to contain
fewer false-positives. These quantitative, statistical methods are very useful for characterizing patterns
over large amounts of data, but alone they were not sufficient for fully exploring this research topic.
6.5.3 Limitations Identified in Hindsight
Several limitations were imposed on this study in the course of processing and analyzing the data. The
most obvious, and perhaps significant, of these is the amount of preprocessing and filtering of the data
which was done during the clone-detection process. When the data were being processed through the
clone-detection software, it became apparent that there were many instances of whole files and directories
of files which were copied between projects. These were ultimately filtered out. The method by which
these files were filtered was to identify files which were commonly copied, see if they could be attributed to
a “library” or common group of files, and then search all projects for files with similar paths and names
and flag them. It is possible that there were some false-positives, files which had similar paths or file
names, but were not members of the group of commonly copied files. In this case, potentially relevant
source code was discarded, which would have deflated evidence of cloning activity.
The data were also heavily preprocessed. This was primarily done to eliminate as much duplication and
non-relevant content as possible in order to allow the CCFinder software to run over as large a sample as
possible. However, the preprocessing sufficiently perturbed the data to make it impossible to make any
meaningful statements about metrics like lines-of-code. Furthermore, merging identical files required
additional steps be taken to convert any finding regarding file counts from the unique file-set back to the
original file-sets. These mappings complicate statistics like file-coverage, requiring things to be reported in
terms of unique files and total files, etc. While not strictly a limitation on the findings, it does make the
presentation more difficult to follow (and in retrospect, this was likely unnecessarily so).
Interproject clones could not be identified directly given the limited ability of the CCFinder software to
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scale to very large collections. It was expected that if not the entire collection, then at least a reasonably
large proportion of files would be able to be examined in one batch. The iterative reduction of the
partition set to the extreme case of evaluating each project individually, obviously reduced the significance
of what can be said about the patterns of cloning and copying of code between projects. Clones identified
between projects, were only those which were in common with the SNIPPETS dataset.
Only one clone-detection algorithm was able to be run in this study, limiting any comparative results.
It was hoped that at least two algorithms could be compared and contrasted, but the alternative algorithm
(CPD from the PMD package) proved less scalable then CCFinder. A MapReduce-based implementation was
started; however, these efforts were abandoned when it was discovered that there was insufficient
computing and storage capacity available to get the algorithms to run. Furthermore, the focus of this
thesis is not algorithmic and additional development of the distributed algorithm would have been a
significant investment of time and effort.
In the course of evaluating the last set of clone-detection results, which were obtained by examining
each project individually, it was found that there were many instances of clones from different projects
which overlapped the same region of code in snippets, yet were of different sizes or started at different
points in the code. The CCFinder software attempts to merge overlapping clones, and as these were found
in different runs of the CCFinder software, they could not be merged. However, the existence of these
overlapping clones which were different sizes offered a glimpse into what was perhaps one of the issues
which confounded earlier attempts to identify inter-project cloning.
Only a small number of examples of the whole set of clones could be examined in real detail. These
narrow qualitative findings limit what can be said about the nature of copied code, including probable
explanations for why it was copied, etc. This was partly a result of the scale of the data, and partly a result
of a failure to obtain meaningful results earlier in the project. The last sets of data were only obtained
very near the completion of this project and thus, less time was available for exploring them qualitatively.
6.6 Future Work
Looking back on this study, there are many things which would be done differently, were it being started
again. As a guide to those who may attempt to reproduce the findings of this study in whole or in part,
here is a brief list of what would be changed were it possible.
The stripping and merging of the original PHP source code files at the beginning of this study into a
set of globally unique files for processing with the clone detection software proved to be complicated and
troublesome throughout the research project, and in hindsight, was likely unnecessary. Ultimately, each
project was evaluated individually, and therefore, merging the globally unique files was less necessary than
it was when everything was being run together. Had each project not been “compressed” in this way, there
would have been more files to process, but the greater number of files would not have posed as much of a
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problem when only looking at a single project.
If this project were to be started over, greater care would have been taken in collecting the source code
data at the beginning. Specifically, multiple versions of projects would be avoided or eliminated when at
all possible. Unless there is an explicit interest in examining cloning and copied code between versions, the
extra versions of projects in the version control just add excessive noise and increase the amount of data
and clones which must be examined. For the most part, multiple versions of a project tend to be very
similar, and simply inflate the clone counts without contributing much new information.
On a related note, it would be a valuable contribution to draw out a meaningful, precise distinction
between an “accidental clone” and other clones which are perhaps more interesting. Some of the clone
metrics typically computed might prove useful in developing a model of a “copied code clone”, such as the
total number of unique tokens needed to cover a set of clone instances in a clone class; and the
computational complexity of a clone; but other metrics not typically considered might be useful as well,
including the whitespace similarity, the similarity of comments, or the total edit distance between two
instances of a clone class (e.g., the Levenshtein edit distance, or the Hamming distance).
During the course of this study, it became necessary to engage in a qualitative analysis of the data.
This is likely not unique to these data or this topic area. Rather, this will probably become a growing
problem with large-scale data research. Where the data are not familiar or intimately known, large-scale
statistics only provide a limited view of what is happening and often that view can be very different from
reality. Had the early statistical findings been trusted in this study, much of what would have been
concluded about cloning and remix programming would really have been about how the Smarty templating
code gets copied and pasted around. However, the findings would have claimed a false sense of
generalizability. Very cursory, qualitative explorations of the data showed what was really going on in the
data and motivated revisions to the research agenda. However, these qualitative analyses were not
explicitly anticipated in the outlining of the research methodology, and at times felt improvised. Some
systematic approach to qualitatively verifying what quantitative data are showing is as important as what
is more typically the case in the reverse (i.e., taking a narrow set of qualitative observations and generating
a quantitative model/procedure for measuring it more broadly).
6.6.1 The Paradox of Data Abundance
In analyzing the data in this study, it often felt as if work oscillated between two states: glut and famine.
Obviously, there was plenty of data available, so much so that the possibilities are nearly endless with
respect to the research that can be done. Problems with large amounts of data are partly a research design
issue, but they also arise as a necessity of using existing data for research. The amounts of data readily
available to sift through and study is increasing not only because more information is being “born digital”,
but also because our daily activities increasingly touch digital information systems and those systems have
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the potential to “register data about those ... activities, thus generating new streams of information”
(Zuboff, 1988, p. 9), leading to explosive growth in the amounts of information captured, recorded, and
available for possible research.
John Unsworth was recently quoted in an article about the challenges facing historians and humanities
scholars in the era of large-scale data:
The problem we are going to face isn’t the loss of literacy, or the end of electricity, but having
too much information. It’s the abundance problem, not the scarcity problem, that we should be
focused on. There’s very little that isn’t recorded [these days]. The big problem we’re going to
have is “I know it’s in there somewhere, but where is it?” (Fox, 2010)
When presented with so much readily available information, it is easy to become overwhelmed and carve
off more than can reasonably be handled. When feeling data gluttonous, some data is good, more data is
better. Should you collect X or Y? Why not both! There is no need to worry about carefully choosing and
selecting, when there is always plenty of space available to store the data. Labor-intensive data collection
methods like surveys or interviews require careful planning upfront in order to ensure that high-quality
data are collected. Owing to the labor-intensive collection and processing, as well as the onus it places on
things like human-subjects, the researcher usually only collects the minimum amount of data which will
suffice. However, when dealing with data glut far more data than what is strictly needed is often available.
One problem with too much data is that it can easily become overwhelming; presented with a
multi-headed hydra, it is unclear which head to tackle first. The potential possibilities are the enemy of
productivity, as breadth-first approaches to understanding the data involve large amounts of effort, and
often yield very limited insights. Too much data can also make it very difficult to actually identify and find
the interesting things (events, objects, trends, etc.); flooding the channel with noise and drowning out any
interesting signal. This often requires data be filtered and discarded. Throwing things away or
intentionally ignoring data is a necessity when working with large datasets.
Data glut also slows progress as iterating through a research design is necessarily slow. Often when
working in an exploratory manner, the research design is underspecified, perhaps consisting merely of
guidelines to steer the research. However, refining the methodology is time-consuming and difficult when it
takes hours or days to do a single iteration of processing, which generates more data which takes equally
long to analyze. In large-scale data problems, data begets more data. It may be that the output size is as
big as, or bigger than, the input size; making analysis and interpretation itself another gluttonous problem.
The opposite of glut is famine, which ironically occurs in the midst of a data glut. When surrounded by
large amounts of data, one is often struck with the feeling that there is nothing around. There is an
element of “losing the forest for the trees” problem, where the thing of interest cannot be seen because the
vastness of the data impose a scale and perspective of their own. Being in this position can be especially
frustrating for the researcher, as there is strong reason to believe that there should be evidence or data
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present, but it is not visible for some reason or another.
Data famine can be demoralizing for the researcher because when sifting through large amounts of data
for a signal, the most efficient tools are usually the bluntest and least effective. The researcher may begin
to improvise a methodology for identifying and locating findings among the data, but without a systematic
approach, the results are often difficult to contextualize, interpret, and explain.
What is needed to address these concerns are systematic methods of developing multiple perspectives
on data. Triangulating findings between qualitative and quantitative approaches can help narrow the focus
of analysis. Quantitative tools are very good at detecting general patterns and outliers which deviate from
the pattern. In this study, the outliers proved to be useful signals of what was happening with the
underlying analysis; and that was typically where qualitative examinations of the data were focused.
Another useful strategy for dealing with overwhelming amounts of data which are underwhelming in
their meaning is to develop a ruthlessness about discarding useless data. Learning to let go of data is
difficult as it goes against the natural instinct to obtain and retain as much as possible. However, holding
on to everything not only makes it difficult to find interesting things, but also can get very confusing –
raising data management issues of a scale which alone warrant their own study. Discarding useless data
closes off possibilities, which can be useful for making forward progress in a narrow set of directions.
It is easy to collect very large amounts of data, especially when formulating research on topics where
there exists vast repositories of data. This will likely worsen as digital storage capacities increase and data
become more interconnected and linked. As storage becomes cheaper, the motivation to delete data will no
longer be driven by capacity limits, and soon, everyday problems like searching personal email archives will
be “internet-scale” problems.
6.6.2 Follow-on Studies
In many ways, this project raised more questions than it answered. There are still many questions about
remix production more generally, and how it relates to other methods of information production. This
concept might be more fruitfully explored in other domains, like music and video mashups, rather than in
source code. However, the notion of software remix is compelling and there are many more things which
could be done in this area. Follow-on studies could include simple extensions to this study, expanding the
limitations, refining the methodology, etc. For example, very little information was collected about the
projects themselves. Outside of the source code, this study only looked at the project status and the
number of developers participating in each project. Examining the social connections between projects in
terms of common developer contributions, would allow for the asking of questions regarding the movement
of code with people among projects.
Other approaches to looking at and understanding software remix could also be pursued. This study
started with a set of fairly quantitative questions and methods, and expanded to encompass some
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qualitative exploration. However, another approach could have continued to expand on the prior qualitative
studies of software development which have documented copy-paste programming practices. Such possible
studies could include examinations of when programmers copy code, where it is copied from, how it is
modified when pasted, etc. Alternatively, a close reading of the source code of a small number of projects
could yield insights into what are the distinguishing features of copied code, how it can be identified, how
it has been modified from its original source, etc. These findings could inform the development of a model
of copied code which could be used in clone analysis to differentiate copied code from accidental clones.
The SNIPPETS collection used in this study was a small sampling of the source code available on the web.
Future studies might look at this material, its characteristics, organization, findability, use, etc.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF ALL OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS
This appendix contains the listing of all 6,190 open-source PHP projects obtained from Source Forge. The
Source Forge “unixname” for each project is provided in Table A.1. To locate a project’s homepage, use
the following URL template:
http://<project_name>.sourceforge.net/
And to locate the Source Forge information page for a project use this URL template:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/<project_name>/
Table A.1: Complete list of all 6,190 projects examined in this study
aa33code aai-portal aardvark aatopendcd abax
abcdiary abdbcommerce ablegray ablog abnimm
absolvia abwows acalproj acami acasha
acat account4xoops accwhizz acds acecms
achape acidforum acidlab ackertodo acl-trend
acpcontactos acpportal acpproduccion activeagenda activegrid
acwiki acydmods ada adapted adaptweb
adatabase adbd addon-projekt admgr admidio
admindb adminia adminibs adminutility adms
adn adodb-xmlschema adv-random-gen adv-sitesys adventus
aedo aeiou afid afly afphpclasslib
agder ageless agendaonline agent-see agis
aglat agorae agreements agrumelaire ahscs
ai-horus aidereport aiface aigaion aigle
aimsniff ainfosrp aistockbot ajason ajax-discuss
ajaxagent ajaxfb ajaxforphpv2 ajaxlib ajaxmytop
ajaxometer ajaxrpg ajfork akasha akhet
akkar akorn album-php albumer alcove
aldrsoft alemula alexandris algul alicecms
alimentum alivestatus alkalinephp alliancedb aloyscore
alp alphablogger alphaportal alpmod alss
alumni alumni-tracker ama amaart amadis
amailer amalaga amarokweb amas amazoop
amberle ambookworm ambt amfphp amodules2
amp-fbrowser ampcentral amphtdig amphtp ampit
ampjpcache ampoliros amportal amptimes amreservit
analogsuit analysenotiz anaxagora anderssehncms andrea
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andyadmin animedb aniss announcelist annuaire
anoninbox anonproxyserver anothertodolist ansinerator answercache
anthemirc anti-spam-acp antunion anubisnet anyinventory
anywikidraw aoplus aostats aosurvey aousis
aowar apachebrowser5 apachestats apc-aa apdata
aperiplus apex-tal apgf aphpps apkframework
apocalypse apollo appformap appms aprocms
aprsworld aptcms aptg aq2-tng aquamdb
aqwiki arabic-cms arabic-tcpdf arash arbiter
arbitroweb arbplate arbs arcanebase archit-ldap
arcitey argil argonnews argos-viewpoint arias
aries-sf ariza arkantos arkidb arkwaf
armory arsc arslab arteduca artis-watermon
arvotarnia as400order asaplate ascent ashop
asicms asido askcms aspam aspect
asqlite asset-tracker assetssosimple associated asteriscoparana
asterisk-crm asteriskadmin asterweb astqueueicon astroarm
astrocam astrospaces astrumfutura astweb astwebpanel
atach atah ataraxis ateliernounours atemschutz
atevents athena athenacms athletica atlantinstall
atm atomicboard atomiccms attem attendance
attension attocms atuin auction-frmwrk audioscrobbler
audithem aukyla auth authclassed authware
autocontent autogallery autoindex autosec autotracker
autoweb auxiliary avalerion avantemplate avatar-it
averniasoc avocado avtc awesome awfu
awzmb axdcms axelref azucarcms b-forms
b2b-platform b2bsuite b2evo-captcha babalbum babb
babel babel-lib babinstaller bacaberita back-end
badgeentry bahblog balzac bananaphp bando
bandwidthd bangthedrumcln bannerator barcode bardcms
barshemmportal bartertown bartlby bascms baseballnuke
basebuilder basedb baseplus bashar bashcp
basicblogger basilix basmati bassa battlearms
battlecart battlenet bav bayonne bazalt
bbconf bbibtex bblog bbmod bboard
bbparser bbps bbquest bco bcom
bdns bdpnuke bdsm beakertron beans
bear-php beautifier beautifyphp beeblebox beehiveforum
beemail begg beholder-engine bennu benspicgallery
bermuda berry best bestcms bestellsystem
bethelite betster better-eventcal betterawstats beusmotd
bfastclub bfrcg bfserverstats bibleref biblia
bibliograph biblion bibliophile bigace bigbooke
bigchef bigdesk bigfish bigpress bigrcms
bigshop bigsifes bikedistlog bili billmate
binarycloud binarygold binaryphp bind9admin bioeval
bioma birch birdblog birdweights biscuitlog
bit5blog bitdamaged bits bitweaver bizdevelop
bizforge biztools bizworks bkpix blacknova
blahtex blahzdns blankwhitecards blindcore blinkwalla
blitzed blizcode blizzmwf blobsy blockshow
blogbox blogcms blogping blogschapines blogsensible
blogspeak blogware-php blogwrite blome bloo
blood bloodymary bloogee blorp blossym
blowpass blox-web bloxx blt-3 blu
blubbcms bluebb bluebery blueboysis blueerp
bluelist bluequartz blueshift blurb bm-itemoi
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bmfo bmhaven boardy bobs boer
bogo boheme boisjoli bolsites bonappetit
bonfireflights booguu bookexchange bookmark4u bookmarklinks
bookmarksync booknet books-manager borja bosco
botsystem bowlingdb bowml boxedge bpalogin
bpft4 bphilcal bplog brage-cm brainrss
branscan brc-central breeze-cms brilliantportal briolette
brlcad browseftp browser-windows bsframe bsynchronized
btbot btit-tracker btiteam btphp bubla
bucos budabot bugdar bugfree bugin
buglist bugs-bug-genie bugtracker bugtracking bumblebeeman
buoy-data burakgantt burnedout busricerca-pro buttercupwfm
butterflycp butterscotch bw-projects byfly bytegrube
bytehoard bzflag bzwa c-nema cabin
cable cacinda cacm cacti-reportit cafelog
cajax calabi calandsched calemeam calendarium
calendarix calendarmodule calendartechniq calista calpal
camaleont campaignmgr campaigntoolz campi camranbss
cancerbero canverportal cao-faktura capecode capetown
caravel care2x-plugins care2002 carfree caris-cic
carmanager carps cartapus cartoteneb cartowifi
casetracker cassandre-qda casystems cat-2 cat-photo
cat-stats catablog catbot catholiclibrary catmando
cattree catviz catwin cbblog cbl-updater
cbms cbotsmovies ccandwb cce-interact cchatd
cclicense ccms0 ccontroller ccquiz cctiddly
cctools ccwakka cd4viet cdadb cday
cdd cddbase cdeengine cdf cduck
cebe-webadmin cecid cep ceramic cerberos-proxy
cereal-web-kit cerescp cffmm cforge cgxhope
ch-bb channel27 chant chaoswars chaps
charcontrol charon-dl charts chategory chatspot
chatterbox-php checkdocsql checklst checknow checkping
cheetan chessd chgschoolnet chgwphp chicabyte
chicomas chill chilp chimaera chiphpug
chlorineboards chloroform choralmusiclib chotis-cms chris
churchinfo churchoffice churchwebsite ciamos cicerone
cinaproxy cinguwebmail cip cippex circledb
cite cl-grabber clamsmtp-stats clan-engine clancore
clanlite clanmanager clanoffice clanpage clansitephp
clansportal clansystem clapp clas class
classldap classtracker clickcount clickmap clicknmix
climato clinicware clip-imp clogger clonuswiki
clubdata clubgear clue-ide cmapp cmappcalendar
cmreams cms-bandits cms-sunengine cms-version-2 cmsbox
cmsdam cmsforme cmsmelborp cmsmini cmsr
cmssimple cmsworks cmsxphp cmysql cmzeta
cncms co2portal coaddons coati coctel
codepress codewiseblog codice cogcasestudy cognito
colgui colis collabwriter collectionmgr colloq
colocus colon com-med com-rsgallery2 com-simpleboard
comaneci comarquage comendar comicmarks comikaze
comitium commbinder commune communik8r community-aid
community-cms community7 communitycoding como comoblog
comon compasdyn compass-php5 compolis compostproject
compwebchess compwebchess2 comunica comvironment con-scrib
concentre-xml concept-api concert concerto concisus
concordia config4gnu confimm conman conmaster
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conmon cons-getoptplus consultorio contac contactdb
contactmanager contactserver contenidocms content-builder contentartist
contentcontrol contentm contentnow control-escolar controlfw4php
controlpanel convener cool coolmp3 copains
coppermine copyme core-lan-org core-m core-os
coreapm coretemplate cornucopt cosf costa
coucoustyle coursecontrol courseman coursems covide
cowdm coweb cowiki cows cowsuite
cowzilla cozza-wf cpaint cpanelproxy cpforum
cpframework cpg-contrib cpnews cportal cpsmon
cpvs craftmachine crashpoint crate-project crayon
crayzedsgui crazychat cre-osc-loaded cream creole
criminalcity crimson-one crisoftricette crisp crms
crosmf crossroads crosswise crp cs-arraytopath
cs-content cs-multithread cs-phpxml cs-project cs-stats
cse-tool cshop csnews csstidy cswebmail
ctcs ctdoc ctenet0 ctftp ctksengine
ctlf ctmail ctmgr ctw cuacslib
cubes cubic cuchat cultbooking cusp
cuteflow cutemarks cvdms cvsbrowser cvshist
cvsphpview cvswc cvswebpublisher cwg-inside cwplaner
cxo-phpinfocard cyberbb cyberbrau cyclebot cyplib
cypress cyrup cyswllt czajernia d-invent
d69-frozenlime dabaxs dacode daddy-bot dadeway
dadmin dafunspirit dailyplanner dal dali
daloradius damafra damnian dancemaster dancms
dandra danphpsupport daocms daophp5 dark-age
darkcodex darkevent darkoblivion darkportal darodesigns
dartbase darwin2 darwine daschau data4php5
databasepicture databrowser dataflow dataman datamanagement
datamat dataminer dataxi datsearcher datso4m
davedap daycms db-rse db-satellite db-xml
dbadministrator dbag dbclass dbconverter dbcri
dbdesigntest dbeasy dbexplorer dbform dbforms
dbhcms dbi4php dbinitiator dbisolde dbjam
dblib dbmail-webmail dbmailadmin dbpedia dbperceptor
dbphpcms dbpics dbpl dbprism dbrowser
dbschools dbscript dbtrucoscms dbwebmail dbwrap
dbxoops dc4db dccss dcengine dchat
dcl dclp dcmms dcpie ddnssync
ddserver ddth deadzone deb debo
decigen dedupe deepspace defaultrps defensor
deimos-stats deimoscp dekiwiki deliciousmirror dellary
delphi delta-boards demiblog demlinks democ4phpbb
deninet deploid der-dirigent designcms desktops
deskweb destiney detodkp devicetool devilsdance
devolt devworks dewnew-phplinks df2 dfdcart
dfforum dflow dfwiki dgpctk diaanpro
diabetesdiary dialog4php diarusie dicshunary die-crowd
difele digi-stories digiozgbook digir digitization
digphp diip dijiportal diku-kantine dilps
diml din-phpbb directory dirstandards dischosting
discloser disconnected discuzcmd diskat-php dit-cms
divbyzero diversitycms divine divprotector divxstore
dixie diy-blog diy-framework dizzypages djcms
djuzeppe dkp dkret dlcenter dlibs
dlserver dmcms dmcourseware dmguestbook dml
dml-vod dmo dmyreports dnacms dndgallery
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dnsqlpanel dobrado doc-book docbase docdb
docsum docxp dogfood dogrescue dojo-pal
dokeos-comp doldawebmail domainauditor domainhunter domaxh
domit-rssparser domit-xmlparser domoserveur dompdf domsafexml
domus doov dopays dopewars dosbox
dostuff dotclear-plugin dothelp dotk-project dotme
dotmods dotnut dotproject dotspersite dotspot
dovemanager downloady doxfs doxie dpbb
dpf-framework dpmod dproofreaders dpss dr-wiki
dragon-char dragongoserver dragster drakeadmin drakecms
dratom dreaming dreammysqlclass dronix dropenid
drs druida dry-pt dschin-dschin dshield
dtddoc2 dtonline dts ducky dukes
dumasframework dumbocms duml dump-split dvbgrab
dvd-baker dvddbp dvdmanager dwbliki dx0
dynacore dynamicgotcha dyncms dynomite e-blog
e-carpool e-deacon e-gads e-reminders e-t
e-technological e-xoopsmodules e107 e107-keal e107arabic
e107cn e107code-nl e107daddycool e107dk e107educ
e107france e107helpplug e107hungary e107pl e107russian
e107stdplugin ea-geier eaadmin eab eaccelerator
earclip earnovilab easy-cms-attom easy-dev easy-gui
easybox-mod easycal easycms easycpanel easydb
easyfill easyhtml-php easymap easymoblog easymod
easyphpfw easyportal easyquery easyquest easyrefdb
easysitebuilder easytimesheet easytoolphp easyuo-contkind easyweb-design
easywyg ebrigade eca ecalevol ecarpool
ecat4ccnow echelon echoechocms ecips eclipselib
eclipsetidy econf ecorrei ecosim ecp
ecps ector ecvonline edam eddy-framework
edemps edera edgeerp edgeload edgev2
edgeware edi-bb editoversight edix edscontacts
educater edutech eenews eews eexercise
eezeesite efiction eflore efluxt efwiki
egglog egrail-source egw-pbx egwbackup ehacks
ehtml eis eismc2 ekans ekb
ekheti ekonomos elaborate elari elastix
elementserv eleonline elfisk elias elitecore
eliteweb elma elowel elpmanager elran-system
elsi elvesvsorcs emaildif embient emeeting
emilda emlinks emole emotif emploinet
empris empscheduler emscher emtea emudis
enckimail encnet enotifwiki enquirer ensite
entertrack entropiams enumreg eobsystem eocene-php
eow epayroll epesi ephc2409 epiphanyeks
epiware epix epro eps-cms epsilon
eqcps2 eqdkp-plus eqgms eqmod eqportal
equiware equogest eregansu erfanwiki erfurtwiki
eridu erix ermsystem erpel errexcms
errorsystem escheduler escola esitemaker esniper
espacialgame espeak-php esqlanelapse ess esteem
estudy esup-phpcas esys etest ethereal2
etherra eticket etoiles etreed etude
etutor eubirdb eunjea eurus eve-nuke
evekill eventlist eventlogmonitor eveoneway evidens
evntmon evocms evolbot evolcms evopvr
ewcp ewsdynamicpages exemler exhibitae exlent2k7
exlibris exocet exoopport exora exordium
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expandedphp expcms expertnews experto explorers-admin
explotf exponent exportgge exscribe exsystanywhere
extcal extend-a-story externallinks extrakt extranetv2
eyeonstats eyeos eyeos-multitask eyeos-up ezadmin
ezalbum ezbase ezboard-conv ezcms ezcontents
ezems ezissu ezmlm-phpweb eznewsmanager ezpdo
ezquake ezratings ezsite ezt ezybiz
f-board f-s f4a fabulister facetag
facturascripts faerie faeromail fak99 falbum
falconcms falconmail falt4 familysite famlog
fancynl fann fanorona fantaphp fantastic
fantastik faqforge faroa farsitools fasmz
fastforms fastgal fastphpchat fastrpc fastwork
faultor fb-ng fbutils fckeditor fcms
fdcl fddtrack fdmyphp fear-proxy feed-collector
feed-me-links feedcreator feedonfeeds feedsurfer feingold08
fengine ferdoa festi ffd ffdb-php
ffgallery ﬄ ffmpeg-php ffsearch fh-tools
ficml fieldstatus fieldtripdb filebrowser filelist
filemanage filenexus fileprotect fillarws financemonitor
finasystem finbase findmaan findthemind fireconfig
firewalladmin fireword firmworx firstsay firstthings
fishpathogens fishs fisica fission fizzycal
fk-blog flake flapmap flashcard-tutor flatchat
flatfiledb flatnuke flatpress flede flexbb
flexcp flexiblog flexmyadmin flexplor flickrm
flickrviewer flightplan flinkdice flipper flisys
floatboard floatstats flogimporter floranta flowercms
fluidtracker fluorine flxajax flydmt fm-and-php
fm-archive-view fmdb fmpstats fnews foafr
foamods foccal foconews focus-sis fod
fofredux fog-engine foing followmeip fondoahorro
fone fontlinge foodclub foodcoop foogoo
footballmanager foowd foravi formagic formapi
formentry formgen formidable formmaker formps
fortic forxoops fox-se foxadmin foxtrot
fpcode fphdb fpmnews fpviewer fraccms
framaplayer frame frameweb frat-accounting freakspider
fredl free-cmms freeband freebiblio freecms
freedb2mysql freedictpl freefields freeflightlog freegallery
freegroupware freegw freelibt freelinuxcd freelock
freemarket-pro freemote freemovie freenas freenetis
freephoniemap freeqboard freeradiusadmin freeschool freeshout
freestyledust freetds freetime freetypo freev
freevote2 freon freshmods fretscharts fricontest
friendnlove frifinans frikitimes frims frogpics
fromage frontaccounting frontiertech froterm fruitbb
fruitshow fry fsboard fsphp ftip
ftp-leecher ftp-search ftpadmin ftpcatalog ftpdb
ftphp ftplist fuca fuji fullxml-php
fullxmlphp funambolwapmail funkboard funkwerk fusionedit
fusionregistry futbolvirtual fuzzauth fuzzy fvpatwds
fwaame fwlinkmanager fwnua fwork fxcomedi
fxgas fxstats g-1 g-exposants g2openid
g27 gacs gadisk gadm gaiabb
gaiainews galactigov galeriayogurt galix gallereazy
gallerie2 gallery gallery2flickr gallery4all gallerycart
gallerynewblock gallue galmetapost game-control game-lab
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gamedaemon gameq gamequerylib gamercard-lib gameservirc
gammacore ganglia gangsters ganimede gantter
gapicms gasp gatitopred gatman gatorsieve
gazetteerweb gazie gb2 gbooklite gbpp
gbx gcalendar gcalendar-nuke gcas gcdb
gcdbreloaded gcontact gd2pp gdbb gdreamweb
gearit geblog geccnuke geekddb geeklogplugins
geekradio geepeeyes gekkoware gendorbendor genevanews
genj genmod genofefa genpasta geoclassphp
geoforum geograph geoip geoquadtree geseire
geshi geshi-phpbb gespat gesso gestshin
getboo getdownnow getk ggui ghh
ghost-phpbb giallino giftlist giftweb gigs-2532
giki gilligan gimbya gintonic giraf
gisx gitstat gizzar gjukebox gkauth
gl-festival gl-plg-multifaq gl-webservices glabels glade2php
gladexsl gladius glibs glirnath gllabs
globalframework globs gloops glossword gloucslug
gluv gmail-lite gmail-mobile gmailwebcheck gmap-module
gmapschunker gmod gmpphpfusmods gms-rbay gnat-asis
gneumanager gnomonos gnopaste gnugallery gnuladder
gnummep gnuscout gnutube gnuworld-iface gnyx
goalfind goattracker golblog golfami gonzalez
gooblog goodcms googlesvcs goonmail gopchop
gopyclubsite gorondowtl gotext gotum goweb
gozaresh gpaweb gpb gpfr gpgman
gplugs gpm-system gpu gradef gradiant
gradman grailrtls grank grape-uc grapherrd
graphpite grclasses greensql greentymes gregarius
greich grenade-cache grensladawritez greybox gridauth
grinnellplans grisbi grisbinet grito griwiki
grocery-list groundswell group-office groupmath grouporg
groupsuite groupwhere groupwiki groupy grumpf
gruss gsa-simple-xml gsbsolution gsframe gsht
gtd-php gtree guavasys gubed guberno
guenamyphotos guerillatactics guestbookadmin guildsite guildtool
guliverkli gumnu gunther gurprofiler gwaau
gwcii gwenview gwnukemod gwps gwt2php
gwtphp gwvrml gymp gyo h-inventory
h-xoops h4cms hades-archive haeapi halalan
halizo halx hamlord handynotes handyrestaurant
hangmanhelper happycms hard-soccer harmon harmoni
harpchargen hasmat hastymail hausima havaz-framework
hawaritmsviewer hblogsoftware hcbb hcsoftware headeradder
headliner hebdokuwiki helios helios-engine helios-qmail
helpcenterlive helpcore helplink helpmeict helptickets
helpzilla hermesweb hessianphp hexxnet hfilebrowser
hgfw hgsm hiddenwiki higgins higherphpvote
histolink hla hlbook hldstart hlmaps
hlstats hlwhosonline hm-reader hmeter hmis
hodajuku hodaxoops holgifts home-ed homecms
homecomponents homephdesign homgl hoodong hostingapp
hostingbackup hotelrfp howdtheyvote hpcomm hpe
hrm hrmroster hsbc-xmlapi hswebjourn htadmin
htcheck htclient htcma htcrad htgroupworks
htminer html-render html2ps html4nntp htmlchecker
htmli htmlobjects htmlparselib htmlsax htmltmpl
htmlwidget htom htphasma htphp http-chat
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http-rpc httpauthplus httpdwatch httpnav humanchain
hw4mdl hwiki hwts hybrid-cms hybrid-share
hydra-ps hydrocms hygia hypatiadb hyperpress
hyperquant hypocms i-community i-man i-trax
i3x5 i18n-unicodnorm iacs iaddressbook iadmin
iaplatform iaprcommence iboard ibs ibwebadmin
ica05 icalpresence icamp icebb icecube
iceorg icerequest icetypes icexdream icf
ichair icmd ics icsoft id3bay
ida ideabox idgnome idk-cms idmos
idomypage idsrg iegridconv iep-ipp iese-sop
ifax2hyla iﬄ iflux ifs iglooweb
ign igocms ihid ihstap iick
iissitelib ijet ika ikat3d ikbin
ilchclan illego illustrated ilohamail ilphplib
im-status imacomm image-indexer image-toolbox imagealbum
imageisometric imagesup imanywhere imdbphp imgadmin
imgmngedt imm imobilecash imobtransact impuls
incluir-sim indom inertia inewstorrent infest
infigo infocalypse infocentral informator informatus
infoscherm infotreeview inhelpdesk inicrond initranslator
inktank inkworks inmf innovateportal innoxas
innux inode inphusion inprotect insalugsite
insecticida inspstat installomatic instantajax instantsvc
intboard intdb integra2 integramod intelieditor
interactivelisp interactivesb interchphplib interlude intermate
intern-tracker intouch intraaa-net intraphp intraschool
intrasol intuition inventory invsibleportal inxbb
ioguigrid iotamail ip2cc ipath ipbsdk
ipchainslog ipeer ipfc iphotoalbum iplinkdb
ipm ipman ipmanager ipo-bot ippfp
ipphonelib ipsec-update ipsubnetmanager iptablelog iptrack
iquipae ir3ip ircbotz irccc ircmasher
ircontrol ircphpstats ircsock iris-ui irm-ng
irma irokez ironphp irs is-eshop
isaac3 isbnsearch ishima isis islands
islfax ispc ispheres ispworks issue-tracker
istats isvn itaforum itby itemstats
itextphp itsb-mentor itsealing ivolunteer iwaat
iwall ixmati izen izencargo iztoo-remote
izumi izzyfw j4php jaab jaarclubmembers
jabberish jabberlib jabcode jackcms jacms
jacobuddy jaf-cms jagcms jahnet jakub-mvc
jamdb janusauth japa japha jarida
jatmm jatter javacritic javanettool javaphone
javapokerserver javuh jaw jawmail jaws-project
jay jbedit jbyers jclass jcn-clubsite
jcsfog jday jdbforms jdexter jebi
jegue jeph jesuislibre jethro-pmm jetvl
jgb jgen-database jgestion jglib jiania
jisc-grouplog jjfmapper jlcg jli jnjosportal
jobmeet jobnet jobtrack jooced jookbox
joomla-mirgor joomla-mongolia joomlaspanish josso joytask
jpcache jpprojects jpspan jrouter js-rs
jsc jschess jsd jsdesigner jsedit
jsmultiupload jsxe jtt jugglinglab juice-ucms
juicybook junglelib jus5 justchat justqueryit
jwapmail jxtask k-stor k4bb k12addressbook
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kamedata karmamod karra kassandra katyshop
kawf kbot-irc kbproject kcb kcms
kde-cygwin keats kebec keengest keenmanager
kenyersel kernelrpm kevix keylargo keywi
kﬄ kgse-schoolrock kickme kii-frame killboard
kimono kisgb kjcoma klat klbase
klear klecks klg kmlmapserver kmlshare
kmmail kna knodesk knopaste knowledgebase
knowledgebase2 knowledgeroot knowledgeslots koha-tools koinonia
koinpurse kolab-debian kolabwebclient kolclan konstrukt
koodb koruma kov-raidplaner kputty kraftpaper
kreativ-collage krig krumo krw kryten
kscs kses ksmas kt-dms ktools
kvcms kworks kylewiki l-forum l-portal
l2jdropcalc l2jstats-admin l2panel la-nai labgabproject
labinfo labrador labrea-web lachs ladder
ladderphp laffer lagno laikwan-wmc lam
lamplib lamyle lan-sentry lan-traffic lanaction
landkampf-lite landscapecms landscapes lang-thai languagefilter
languagelearn lanintern lanpartyadmin lanrate lanslap
lansuite lante-chat lassie lasso lastfmplayer
latein latexinword law-expert laymansys lazybox
lazylinks lazypublisher lazysearch lc-calendar ldapauthmod
ldapcyradm ldapnavigator ldapted ldapusrmgr ldapweb
ldom leafrss leafwa leaguesite leancms
leapon learnloop lecache leetnuke lefthand
legalcase legumes lennertmods leopardcrm lepof
les4y-services leszek letsplay lewinny lf2ladder
lfpaladin lfswebcontrol lfswebsitetools lfsworldsdk lhweb
lib-kaist libdbms libellula libertycal libical
libirc4php libmgr libphpxforms librecardgen libretto
libsieve-php libsx libwebta libxess libxls
lievreettortue lifeblog lifeblog4wp lifecycle-mgr lightfman
lightframework lightpress liki lilina lim
limesurvey limetool limg lin2panel linasf
linkbase linkbin linklog linkmonger linkring
linkwalla linkz linnim linpha linpos
lintelkku linux-gpib linux1hcl linuxfriendly linuxfud
linuxhwdb linuxnewbie linuxrh7 linuxstok linuxuk
linx-cms liquidproj lis lissard list2db
listmania lite-cms litecoms lithron little-helper
little-testunit livealbum livecms lizdb lkr
llcms lmo lmpa-utils lmsys lncal2outlook
lnms lns lobd local-exchange lockmor
locomos lodel lodo logcorr logicampus
logicfury login-module loginsvlt logminer logpat
lokad longislandna lookstrike lootlizard lor
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APPENDIX B
SOFTWARE SOURCE CODE LISTINGS
B.1 Checking out Code
1 #!/usr/bin/perl
2 # STATUS CODES
3 # 0 = not touched
4 # 1 = touched
5 # 2 = checking out
6 # 3 = complete OK
7 # 4 = failed/error on checkout
8 # 5 = can’t determine if CVS or SVN or other general error
9
10 use cvs_checkout;
11 use svn_checkout;
12 use DBI;
13
14 my $dsn = "DBI:mysql:database =******; host =******.***";
15 my $user = "******";
16 my $password = "******";
17
18 my $base = "/data/raid3/cameron/source/projects/";
19
20 $dbh = DBI ->connect($dsn , $user , $password , { RaiseError => 1,
AutoCommit => 0 });
21
22 while (1) {
23
24 my $sth = $dbh ->prepare("SELECT * FROM sf1007php WHERE
project_status =0 LIMIT 1");
25 my $result = $sth ->execute ();
26 my $row = $sth ->fetchrow_hashref ();
27
28 if (!$row) {
29 print "No more projects in DB. Exiting\n";
30 exit;
31 }
32
33 my $project_name = $$row{’project_unix ’};
34 my $project_id = $$row{’project_id ’};
35
36 print "START: $project_name\n";
37
38 my $path;
39 if ($project_name =~ m/^[a-zA-Z0 -9]/) {
40 $path = $base . lc(substr($project_name , 0, 1)) . "/";
41 }
42 else {
43 $path = $base . "other/";
44 }
45 if (! -d $path) {
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46 mkdir $path;
47 }
48
49 if ($$row{’project_svn ’} == 1) {
50 &update_project($project_id , 2);
51
52 my $starttime = localtime(time);
53 print "SVN_CO ($starttime): $project_name\n";
54
55 my $svn_result = &svn_checkout($project_name , $path);
56
57 my $endtime = localtime(time);
58
59 if ($svn_result) {
60 print "SVN_OK ($endtime): $project_name\n";
61 &update_project($project_id , 3);
62 }
63 else {
64 print "SVN_ER ($endtime): $project_name\n";
65 &update_project($project_id , 4);
66 }
67 }
68 elsif ($$row{’project_cvs ’} == 1) {
69
70 &update_project($project_id , 2);
71
72 my $starttime = localtime(time);
73 print "CVS_CO ($starttime): $project_name\n";
74
75 my $cvs_result = &cvs_checkout($project_name , $path);
76
77 my $endtime = localtime(time);
78
79 if ($cvs_result) {
80 print "CVS_OK ($endtime): $project_name\n";
81 &update_project($project_id , 3);
82 }
83 else {
84
85 print "CVS_ER ($endtime): $project_name\n";
86 &update_project($project_id , 4);
87 }
88 }
89 else {
90 print "ERROR: $project_name\n";
91 &update_project($project_id , 5);
92 }
93 }
94
95 sub update_project () {
96 $id = $_[0];
97 $status = $_[1];
98 $update = "UPDATE sf1007php SET project_status=’".$status."’
where project_id=" . $id;
99 $uh = $dbh ->prepare($update);
100 return $uh ->execute ();
101 }
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1 #!/usr/bin/perl
2 use Expect;
3
4 sub cvs_checkout () {
5 my $project = $_[0];
6 my $path = $_[1];
7 my $result;
8 my $cvs_url = "-d:pserver:anonymous\@" . $project . ".cvs.
sourceforge.net:/ cvsroot/" . $project . "/";
9
10 eval {
11
12 my $exp = Expect ->spawn("cvs $cvs_url login");
13 $exp ->send("\n");
14
15 my $cmd = "(cd $path;cvs $cvs_url co .) > /dev/null 2>&1";
16 $result = system($cmd);
17 };
18 return $result;
19 }
20
21 sub svn_checkout () {
22 my $project = $_[0];
23 my $path = $_[1];
24 my $svn_url = "https ://" . $project . ".svn.sourceforge.net/
svnroot/" . $project;
25 my $result;
26
27 eval {
28 my $cmd = "svn co $svn_url $path > /dev/null 2>&1";
29 $result = system($cmd);
30 };
31 return $result;
32 }
33
34 return 1;
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B.2 Torq Scripts
B.2.1 JavaScript Parsing Script
1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2
3 import pp.preprocessor as pp
4 import easytorq
5 import sys
6
7 def getname ():
8 return "javascript"
9
10 def getversion ():
11 return (1, 0, 0, 0)
12
13 class JSPreprocessor(pp.Base):
14 def __init__(self):
15 self.pat = None
16 self.fmt = None
17
18 def getoptiondescription(self):
19 return "no options."
20
21 def tonormalizedoptionstring(self , optionStr):
22 if optionStr not in ( None , ’’, ’default ’ ):
23 raise pp.InvalidOptionError , "invalid option: " +
optionStr
24 return ’default ’
25
26 def setoptions(self , optionStr):
27 if optionStr not in ( None , ’’, ’default ’ ):
28 raise pp.InvalidOptionError , "invalid option: " +
optionStr
29
30 patternStr = """
31 TEXT scan=
32 preq ("&(a-z);") (
33 (r_var <- "var")
34 | (r_function <- "function ")
35 | (r_break <- "break")
36 | (r_case <- "case")
37 | (r_catch <- "catch")
38 | (r_continue <- "continue ")
39 | (r_do <- "do")
40 | (r_else <- "else")
41 | (r_false <- "false")
42 | (r_finally <- "finally ")
43 | (r_for <- "for")
44 | (r_goto <- "goto")
45 | (r_if <- "if")
46 | (m_length <- "length ")
47 | (r_new <- "new")
48 | (m_next <- "next")
49 | (r_null <- "null")
50 | (r_return <- "return ")
51 | (r_switch <- "switch ")
52 | (r_throw <- "throw")
53 | (r_true <- "true")
54 | (r_try <- "try")
55 | (r_void <- "void")
56 | (r_while <- "while")
57 ) xcep ("&(a-z);" | "&(A-Z);" | "_" | "&(0 -9) ;")
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58 | (word <- ("&(a-z);" | "&(A-Z);" | "_" | "$") *("&(a-z);" | "&(A-
Z);" | "_" | "$" | "&(0 -9) ;"))
59 | (multiline_comment <- "/*" *(xcep ("*/") any) "*/")
60 | (singleline_comment <- "//" *(xcep(eol) any))
61 | (string_literal <- "&quot;" *("& bslash ;" any | xcep ("& quot;" |
eol) any) "&quot ;")
62 | (char_literal <- "& squot;" *("& bslash ;" any | xcep ("& squot;" |
"&quot;" | eol) any) "&squot ;")
63 | (float_literal <- (
64 +"&(0 -9);" "." *"&(0 -9);" ?(("e" | "E") ?("-" | "+") +"&(0 -9) ;")
?("f" | "F")
65 | +"&(0 -9);" ("e" | "E") ?("-" | "+") +"&(0 -9) ;") ?("f" | "F")
66 | +"&(0 -9);" ("f" | "F")
67 )
68 | (int_literal <- (("0x" | "0X") +("&(0 -9);" | "&(a-f);" | "&(A-F)
;") | +"&(0 -9) ;") *("l" | "L"))
69 | (semicolon <- ";")
70 | (comma <- ",")
71 | (LB <- "{") | (RB <- "}")
72 | (LP <- "(") | (RP <- ")")
73 | (LK <- "[") | (RK <- "]")
74 // 4 char operator
75 | (op_signed_rshift_assgin <- ">>>=")
76 // 3 char operators
77 | (op_lshift_assign <- "<<=")
78 | (op_rshift_assign <- ">>=")
79 | (op_signed_rshift <- ">>>")
80 // 2 char operators
81 | (op_lshift <- "<<")
82 // ">>" will not be recognized , becase this parser can not
distinguish ">>" from ">" ">"
83 | (op_increment <- "++")
84 | (op_decrement <- "--")
85 | (op_le <- "<=")
86 | (op_ge <- ">=")
87 | (op_eq <- "==")
88 | (op_ne <- "!=")
89 | (op_add_assign <- "+=")
90 | (op_sub_assign <- "-=")
91 | (op_mul_assign <- "*=")
92 | (op_div_assign <- "/=")
93 | (op_mod_assign <- "%=")
94 | (op_and_assign <- "&=")
95 | (op_xor_assign <- "^=")
96 | (op_or_assign <- "|=")
97 | (op_logical_and <- "&&")
98 | (op_logical_or <- "||")
99 // single char operators
100 | (op_star <- "*") // may mean mul or wildcard
101 | (op_div <- "/")
102 | (op_mod <- "%")
103 | (op_plus <- "+") // may mean add or sign plus
104 | (op_minus <- "-") // may mean sub or sign minus
105 | (op_amp <- "&") // may mean bitwise
106 | (op_logical_neg <- "!")
107 | (op_complement <- "~")
108 | (op_or <- "|")
109 | (op_xor <- "^")
110 | (op_assign <- "=")
111 | (OL <- "<") // may mean less than or template parameter
112 | (OG <- ">") // may mean greater than or template parameter
113 | (ques <- "?") | (colon <- ":") | (dot <- ".");
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115 TEXT scan= null <- multiline_comment | singleline_comment | " " |
"&t;" | eol;
116
117 TEXT scan= xcep(LB | RB | LP | RP | LK | RK) any
118 | (block <- LB *^ RB)
119 | (param <- LP *^ RP)
120 | (index <- LK *^ RK);
121
122 TEXT scan= xcep(OL | OG | block | param) any | (template_param <-
OL *^ OG)
123 | (block scan ^) | (param scan ^) | (index scan ^); // recurse
into block , index , and param
124 TEXT scan= (id <- ?(null <- (word match "this") dot) word *(dot
word xcep(param)) ?template_param)
125 | (string_literal <- string_literal +( op_plus string_literal))
126 | (block scan ^) | (param scan ^) | (index scan ^); // recurse
into block , index , and param
127
128 // remove array initialization tables; modify some keywords
related to array; etc.
129 TEXT scan= op_assign (null <- (initialization_block <- block))
semicolon
130 | index (null <- (initialization_block <- block))
131 | dot (m_length <- m_size (param match LP RP))
132 | dot m_length (null <- (param match LP RP))
133 | (block scan ^) // recurse into block
134 | (param scan ^) | (index scan ^); // recurse into expression
135
136 TEXT scan= xcep(id | param | index | float_literal | int_literal |
block) any (null <- op_minus) // remove unary minus
137 | ques insert(c_cond) // insert tokens for control -flow complexity
counter
138 | (block scan ^) // recurse into block
139 | (param scan ^) | (index scan ^); // recurse into expression
140
141 TEXT scan= r_function id param (block scan ^); // recurse into
block and param
142
143 TEXT scan=
144 r_if param ((block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB)))
?( r_else (block | (block <- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB))))
145 | r_while param (( block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB
)))
146 | r_for param (( block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB))
)
147 | r_do (( block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB)))
r_while param semicolon
148 | (simple_statement <- *(xcep(block | LB | semicolon | r_if |
r_while | r_for | r_do | r_try | r_switch) any) semicolon)
149 | (block scan ^) | (param scan ^); // recurse into block and param
150
151 // enclose function definition by block
152 TEXT scan= (def_block <- r_new id param (block scan ^))
153 | (def_block <- r_function id param (block scan ^))
154 | (block scan ^) | (param scan ^); // recurse into block and param
155
156 // insert tokens for control -flow complexity counter
157 TEXT scan= (r_if | r_switch) insert(c_cond) | (r_for | r_while)
insert(c_loop)
158 | id insert(c_call) (param scan ^)
159 | (def_block scan ^) | (block scan ^) | (param scan ^) | (index
scan ^) | (simple_statement scan ^); // recurse into block ,
param , index
160 """
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161 self.pat = easytorq.Pattern(patternStr)
162
163 fmt = easytorq.CngFormatter ()
164 fmt.addreplace(’id’, ’id|%s’)
165 fmt.addflatten(’block’)
166 fmt.addreplace(’LB’, ’(brace’)
167 fmt.addreplace(’RB’, ’)brace’)
168 fmt.addflatten(’word’)
169 fmt.addflatten(’param’)
170 fmt.addreplace(’LP’, ’(paren’)
171 fmt.addreplace(’RP’, ’)paren’)
172 fmt.addflatten(’index’)
173 fmt.addreplace(’LK’, ’(braket ’)
174 fmt.addreplace(’RK’, ’)braket ’)
175 fmt.addflatten(’simple_statement ’)
176
177 fmt.addreplace(’semicolon ’, ’suffix:semicolon ’)
178
179 fmt.addformat(’def_block ’, ’(def_block ’, ’)def_block ’)
180
181 self.fmt = fmt
182
183 def getnormalizedoptionstring(self):
184 return ’default ’
185
186 def getdefaultparameterizing(self):
187 return dict()
188
189 def parse(self , sourceCodeStrInUtf8):
190 if self.pat == None:
191 self.setoptions(None)
192
193 t = easytorq.Tree(sourceCodeStrInUtf8)
194 self.pat.apply(t)
195 s = self.fmt.format(t)
196 return s
197
198 def getpreprocessor ():
199 return JSPreprocessor ()
200
201 if __name__ == ’__main__ ’:
202 cnv = easytorq.ICUConverter ()
203 cnv.setencoding("char")
204
205 f = file(sys.argv[1], "rb")
206 str = f.read()
207 f.close()
208
209 strUtf8 = cnv.decode(str)
210
211 prep = preprocessor ()
212 prep.setoptions(’default ’)
213 s = prep.parse(strUtf8)
214 sys.stdout.write(s)
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B.2.2 PHP Parsing Script
1 #!/usr/bin/env python
2
3 import pp.preprocessor as pp
4 import easytorq
5 import sys
6
7 def getname ():
8 return "php"
9
10 def getversion ():
11 return (1, 0, 0, 0)
12
13 class PHPPreprocessor(pp.Base):
14 def __init__(self):
15 self.pat = None
16 self.fmt = None
17
18 def getoptiondescription(self):
19 return "no options."
20
21 def tonormalizedoptionstring(self , optionStr):
22 if optionStr not in ( None , ’’, ’default ’ ):
23 raise pp.InvalidOptionError , "invalid option: " +
optionStr
24 return ’default ’
25
26 def setoptions(self , optionStr):
27 if optionStr not in ( None , ’’, ’default ’ ):
28 raise pp.InvalidOptionError , "invalid option: " +
optionStr
29
30 patternStr = """
31 TEXT scan=
32 preq ("&(a-z);") (
33 (r_abstract <- "abstract ")
34 | (r_and <- "and")
35 | (r_array <- "array")
36 | (r_as <- "as")
37 | (r_break <- "break")
38 | (r_case <- "case")
39 | (r_catch <- "catch")
40 | (r_cfunction <- "cfunction ")
41 | (r_class <- "class")
42 | (r_clone <- "clone")
43 | (r_const <- "const")
44 | (r_continue <- "continue ")
45 | (r_declare <- "declare ")
46 | (r_default <- "default ")
47 | (r_do <- "do")
48 | (r_elseif <- "elseif ")
49 | (r_else <- "else")
50 | (r_enddeclare <- "enddeclare ")
51 | (r_endforeach <- "endforeach ")
52 | (r_endfor <- "endfor ")
53 | (r_endif <- "endif")
54 | (r_endswitch <- "endswitch ")
55 | (r_endwhile <- "endwhile ")
56 | (r_extends <- "extends ")
57 | (r_final <- "final")
58 | (r_foreach <- "foreach ")
59 | (r_for <- "for")
60 | (r_function <- "function ")
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61 | (r_global <- "global ")
62 | (r_goto <- "goto")
63 | (r_if <- "if")
64 | (r_implements <- "implements ")
65 | (r_instanceof <- "instanceof ")
66 | (r_interface <- "interface ")
67 | (r_namespace <- "namespace ")
68 | (r_new <- "new")
69 | (r_old_function <- "old_function ")
70 | (r_or <- "or")
71 | (r_private <- "private ")
72 | (r_protected <- "protected ")
73 | (r_public <- "public ")
74 | (r_return <- "return ")
75 | (r_static <- "static ")
76 | (r_switch <- "switch ")
77 | (r_throw <- "throw")
78 | (r_try <- "try")
79 | (r_use <- "use")
80 | (r_var <- "var")
81 | (r_while <- "while")
82 | (r_xor <- "xor")
83 | (r_self <- "self")
84 | (r_parent <- "parent ")
85 | (m_die <- "die")
86 | (m_echo <- "echo")
87 | (m_empty <- "empty")
88 | (m_eval <- "eval")
89 | (m_exit <- "exit")
90 | (m_include_once <- "include_once ")
91 | (m_include <- "include ")
92 | (m_isset <- "isset")
93 | (m_list <- "list")
94 | (m_print <- "print")
95 | (m_require_once <- "require_once ")
96 | (m_require <- "require ")
97 | (m_unset <- "unset")
98 ) xcep ("&(a-z);" | "&(A-Z);" | "_" | "&(0 -9) ;")
99 | (l_bool <- ("TRUE "|" true "|" FALSE "|" false"))
100 | (word <- ("&(a-z);" | "&(A-Z);" | "_" ) *("&(a-z);" | "&(A-Z
);" | "_" | "&(0 -9) ;"))
101 | (multiline_comment <- "/*" *(xcep ("*/") any) "*/")
102 | (singleline_comment <- ("//"|"#") *(xcep(eol) any))
103 | (l_string <- "&quot;" *("& bslash ;" any | xcep ("& quot;" | eol
) any) "&quot ;")
104 | (l_char <- "& squot;" *("& bslash ;" any | xcep ("& squot;" | eol
) any) "&squot ;")
105 | (l_num <- (
106 ((+"&(0 -9);" "." *"&(0 -9) ;") |(*"&(0 -9);" "." +"&(0 -9)
;")) ?(("e" | "E") ?("-" | "+") +"&(0 -9) ;") ?("f" |
"F") // modified by Jan Vlegels , 2007/ Apr/23
107 | +"&(0 -9);" ("e" | "E") ?("-" | "+") +"&(0 -9) ;") ?("f
" | "F")
108 | +"&(0 -9);" ("f" | "F")
109 )
110 | (l_num <- (("0x" | "0X") +("&(0 -9);" | "&(a-f);" | "&(A-F)
;") | +"&(0 -9) ;") *("l" | "L"))
111 | (semicolon <- ";")
112 | (comma <- ",")
113 | (LB <- "{") | (RB <- "}")
114 | (LP <- "(") | (RP <- ")")
115 | (LK <- "[") | (RK <- "]")
116
117 // 4 char operator
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118 | (op_signed_rshift_assign <- ">>>=")
119
120 // 3 char operators
121 | (op_lshift_assign <- "<<=")
122 | (op_rshift_assign <- ">>=")
123 | (op_signed_rshift <- ">>>")
124 | (op_identical_eq <- "===")
125 | (op_identical_ne <- "!==")
126
127 // 2 char operators
128 // ">>" will not be recognized , becase this parser can not
distinguish ">>" from ">" ">"
129 | (op_lshift <- "<<")
130 | (op_increment <- "++")
131 | (op_decrement <- "--")
132 | (op_le <- "<=")
133 | (op_ge <- ">=")
134 | (op_eq <- "==")
135 | (op_ne <- "!=")
136 | (op_add_assign <- "+=")
137 | (op_sub_assign <- "-=")
138 | (op_mul_assign <- "*=")
139 | (op_div_assign <- "/=")
140 | (op_mod_assign <- "%%=")
141 | (op_and_assign <- "&amp;" "=")
142 | (op_xor_assign <- "^=")
143 | (op_or_assign <- "|=")
144 | (op_logical_and <- "&amp;" "&amp;")
145 | (op_logical_or <- "||")
146
147 | (double_colon <- "::")
148 | (op_map <- "=>")
149 | (point <- "->")
150
151 // single char operators
152 | (op_star <- "*") // may mean mul or wildcard
153 | (op_div <- "/")
154 | (op_mod <- "%%")
155 | (op_plus <- "+") // may mean add or sign plus
156 | (op_minus <- "-") // may mean sub or sign minus
157 | (op_amp <- "&amp;") // may mean bitwise
158 | (op_logical_neg <- "!")
159 | (op_complement <- "~")
160 | (op_or <- "|")
161 | (op_xor <- "^")
162 | (op_assign <- "=")
163
164 | (op_lt <- "<") // may mean less than or template parameter
165 | (op_gt <- ">") // may mean greater than or template
parameter
166 | (ques <- "?")
167 | (colon <- ":")
168 | (dot <- ".")
169 | (dollar <- "$");
170
171 // remove "whitespace"
172 TEXT scan= null <- multiline_comment
173 | singleline_comment
174 | " "
175 | "&t;"
176 | "&f;"
177 | "&v;"
178 | eol;
179
176
180 TEXT scan= xcep(LB | RB | LP | RP | LK | RK) any
181 | (block <- LB *^ RB)
182 | (param <- LP *^ RP)
183 | (index <- LK *^ RK);
184
185 TEXT scan= (id <- ?dollar word *(point word xcep(param)))
186 | (id <- (r_self|r_parent) double_colon ?dollar word *(
point word xcep(param)))
187 | (id <- word double_colon id)
188 | (l_string <- l_string +(dot l_string))
189 | (block scan ^)
190 | (param scan ^)
191 | (index scan ^); // recurse into block , index , and param
192
193 TEXT scan= null <- (m_include | m_include_once | m_require |
m_require_once) param semicolon;
194
195 // alternate syntaxes for control blocks
196 TEXT scan= (alt_if <- r_if param (null <- colon))
197 | (alt_elseif <- r_elseif param (null <- colon))
198 | (alt_else <- r_else (null <- colon))
199 | (alt_switch <- r_switch param (null <- colon))
200 | (alt_while <- r_while param (null <- colon))
201 | (alt_endwhile <- r_endwhile semicolon)
202 | (alt_foreach <- r_foreach param (null <- colon))
203 | (alt_endforeach <- r_endforeach semicolon)
204 | (alt_for <- r_for param (null <- colon))
205 | (alt_endfor <- r_endfor semicolon)
206 | (block scan ^);
207
208 //id alternative if ... else ... endif; syntax
209 TEXT scan= xcep(alt_if | alt_elseif | alt_else | r_endif | block)
any
210 | (alt_if (block <- insert(LB) *^ insert(RB))
211 *( alt_elseif (block <- insert(LB) *^ insert(RB)))
212 ?( alt_else (block <- insert(LB) *^ insert(RB)))
213 (null <- r_endif semicolon))
214 | (block scan ^);
215
216 TEXT scan= xcep(alt_switch | r_endswitch | block) any
217 | (alt_switch (block <- insert(LB) *^ insert(RB)) (null <-
r_endswitch semicolon))
218 | (block scan ^);
219
220 // alternative while
221 TEXT scan= xcep(alt_while | alt_endwhile | block) any
222 | (alt_while (block <- insert(LB) *^ insert(RB)) (null <-
alt_endwhile))
223 | (block scan ^);
224
225 // alternative foreach
226 TEXT scan= xcep(alt_foreach | alt_endforeach | block) any
227 | (alt_foreach (block <- insert(LB) *^ insert(RB)) (null
<- alt_endforeach))
228 | (block scan ^);
229
230 // alternative for
231 TEXT scan= xcep(alt_for | alt_endfor | block) any
232 | (alt_for (block <- insert(LB) *^ insert(RB)) (null <-
alt_endfor))
233 | (block scan ^);
234
235
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236 TEXT scan= r_if param ((block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^
insert(RB))) *(( r_elseif | (r_else r_if)) param (block | (block
<- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB)))) ?( r_else (block | (block <-
insert(LB) ^ insert(RB))))
237 | r_else (block | (block <- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB)))
238 | r_while param (( block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^
insert(RB)))
239 | r_for param (( block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^
insert(RB)))
240 | r_foreach param (( block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^
insert(RB)))
241 | r_do (( block scan ^) | (block <- insert(LB) ^ insert(RB)
)) r_while param semicolon
242 | r_try (block scan ^) *(( r_catch param | r_finally) (
block scan ^))
243 | (r_catch param | r_finally) (block scan ^)
244 | r_switch (block scan ^)
245
246 | *(xcep(block | LB | semicolon | r_if | r_while | r_for |
r_do | r_try | r_catch | r_finally | r_switch) any)
semicolon
247
248 | (alt_switch scan ^)
249 | (alt_if scan ^)
250 | (alt_elseif scan ^)
251 | (alt_else scan ^)
252 | (alt_for scan ^)
253 | (alt_foreach scan ^)
254 | (alt_while scan ^)
255 | (block scan ^)
256 | (param scan ^);
257
258 TEXT scan= r_if param block *((( r_else r_if)|r_elseif) param
block) ?( r_else block)
259 | r_else block
260 | r_while param block
261 | r_for param block
262 | r_foreach param block
263 | r_do block r_while param semicolon
264 | r_switch param block
265 | r_try block *(( r_catch param | r_finally) block)
266 | (r_catch param | r_finally) block
267 | (alt_if scan ^)
268 | (alt_elseif scan ^)
269 | (alt_else scan ^)
270 | (alt_for scan ^)
271 | (alt_foreach scan ^)
272 | (alt_while scan ^)
273 | (block scan ^)
274 | (param scan ^);
275
276 // enclose class/method/constructor definition by block
277 TEXT scan= (def_block <- r_class id (block scan ^))
278 | (def_block <- r_function ?id param (block scan ^)) //
functions
279 | (alt_switch scan ^)
280 | (alt_case scan ^)
281 | (alt_default scan ^)
282 | (alt_if scan ^)
283 | (alt_elseif scan ^)
284 | (alt_else scan ^)
285 | (alt_for scan ^)
286 | (alt_foreach scan ^)
287 | (alt_while scan ^)
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288 | (block scan ^)
289 | (param scan ^); // recurse into block and param
290
291 TEXT scan= (r_if | r_elseif | r_switch) insert(c_cond)
292 | (r_for | r_foreach | r_while) insert(c_loop)
293 | (id) insert(c_func) (param scan ^)
294 | (def_block scan ^)
295 | (alt_switch scan ^)
296 | (alt_case scan ^)
297 | (alt_default scan ^)
298 | (alt_if scan ^)
299 | (alt_elseif scan ^)
300 | (alt_else scan ^)
301 | (alt_for scan ^)
302 | (alt_foreach scan ^)
303 | (alt_while scan ^)
304 | (block scan ^)
305 | (param scan ^)
306 | (index scan ^);
307 """
308 self.pat = easytorq.Pattern(patternStr)
309
310 fmt = easytorq.CngFormatter ()
311 fmt.addflatten(’alt_if ’)
312 fmt.addflatten(’alt_elseif ’)
313 fmt.addflatten(’alt_else ’)
314 fmt.addflatten(’alt_endif ’)
315 fmt.addflatten(’alt_switch ’)
316 fmt.addflatten(’alt_while ’)
317 fmt.addflatten(’alt_foreach ’)
318 fmt.addflatten(’alt_for ’)
319
320 fmt.addreplace(’id’, ’id|%s’)
321 fmt.addflatten(’block’)
322 fmt.addreplace(’LB’, ’(brace’)
323 fmt.addreplace(’RB’, ’)brace’)
324 fmt.addflatten(’word’)
325 fmt.addflatten(’param’)
326 fmt.addreplace(’LP’, ’(paren’)
327 fmt.addreplace(’RP’, ’)paren’)
328 fmt.addflatten(’index’)
329 fmt.addreplace(’LK’, ’(braket ’)
330 fmt.addreplace(’RK’, ’)braket ’)
331
332 fmt.addreplace(’semicolon ’, ’suffix:semicolon ’)
333 fmt.addreplace(’colon’, ’suffix:colon’)
334 fmt.addreplace(’doublecolon ’, ’suffix:doublecolon ’)
335
336 fmt.addformat(’def_block ’, ’(def_block ’, ’)def_block ’)
337 fmt.addflatten(’method_like ’)
338
339 fmt.addreplace(’l_bool ’, ’l_bool |%s’)
340 fmt.addreplace(’l_num’, ’l_num|%s’)
341 fmt.addreplace(’l_string ’, ’l_string |%s’)
342 fmt.addreplace(’l_char ’, ’l_char |%s’)
343
344 self.fmt = fmt
345
346 def getnormalizedoptionstring(self):
347 return ’default ’
348
349 def getdefaultparameterizing(self):
350 return dict()
351
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352 def parse(self , sourceCodeStrInUtf8):
353 if self.pat == None:
354 self.setoptions(None)
355
356 t = easytorq.Tree(sourceCodeStrInUtf8)
357 self.pat.apply(t)
358 s = self.fmt.format(t)
359 return s
360
361 def getpreprocessor ():
362 return PHPPreprocessor ()
363
364 if __name__ == ’__main__ ’:
365 cnv = easytorq.ICUConverter ()
366 cnv.setencoding("char")
367
368 f = file(sys.argv[1], "rb")
369 str = f.read()
370 f.close()
371
372 strUtf8 = cnv.decode(str)
373
374 prep = preprocessor ()
375 prep.setoptions(’default ’)
376 s = prep.parse(strUtf8)
377 sys.stdout.write(s)
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